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Abstract
The objective of this research is to simultaneously address the environmental concerns in building
design and the urgency in the architectural, engineering, and construction industry (AEC) to advance
technologically by providing specific responses to the following questions. What are the barriers that
a design team faces when introducing environmental strategies and innovations into building
projects? What are the mechanisms that can assist design teams to surpass industry standards or
even break away from the limits of their own professional training? Ultimately, what is required to
successfully implement environmentally sound and technologically innovative solutions in buildings?
In order to gain a better insight into these issues, this research examines eight case studies and
reconstructs their respective patterns of practices to discover how and why certain AEC teams
successfully overcome design, development, and implementation barriers relating to energy efficient
innovation (EEl) while most do not. The results of the study are categorized into four distinct, but
related, components: (1) implementation techniques, (2) basic team attributes, (3) critical success
factors, and (4) the implementation process.
Contrary to popular belief, the findings suggest that technological innovation, specifically EEl, is best
fostered by team members with prior work experience with each other, as opposed to an assembly
of individuals selected solely on the basis of expertise. The repeated collaborations serve multiple
functions: technical-risk reduction, financial security, and psychological assurance. In addition, six
key factors of EEI implementation are isolated and organized into two groups: team dynamics and
project logistics. Team dynamics encompasses concurrent collaboration, team relational
competence, and commitment to environmental goals. Project logistics encompasses external
funding; research collaboration; and technical evaluation, demonstration, and validation. A strong
relationship was found between the integrated design process and the commitment to EEl.
Specifically, contributors of EEI worked in parallel with an expedient feedback loop or explicit
feedback period. Interestingly, financial contributions external to the clients' allocated budgets were
consistently found and often related to the particular research of at least one member within the
team. The direct relationship between research and the resultant innovation suggests that
technological innovation is not random, but rather predictable and specific to team members' areas
of expertise.
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1000
INTRODUCTION
Why are some buildings more environmentally responsive and technologically innovative
while most remain conventional and often divorced from environmental responsibilities?
What makes one design team more effective than another in addressing environmental
issues and developing innovative technologies? This research originates from
environmental concerns and the desire to effectively introduce environmentally sound
solutions into buildings. Simultaneously, by focusing on specific innovative building
technologies, this investigation addresses the urgency in the architectural, engineering,
and construction industry (AEC) to advance technologically toward a more resource
efficient future.
This study questions the conventional wisdom which suggests that if all the necessary
experts are involved (von Hippel et al. 1999) and supported by effective means of
communication and sharing of information across fields and/or organizations (Szeto
2000), more innovative solutions will result. This assumption is fundamental to today's
concepts underpinning the management of innovation (e.g., Lead User method') and
today's approach to the design of collaborative platforms (e.g., MlIC 2 , CoCreate3 , Centric4,
and MindManager5 ), digital workplaces (e.g., eRoom6), and database facilitating software
(e.g., MOCA Build 7) that aim to allow or support innovation. Under this prevalent
assumption, it would therefore be logical to infer that if all the necessary building-related
specialists are involved in an AEC team and supported by effective means to
1 http://www.leaduser.com/training-materials.html, 10 December 2001
2 Mechanism for Improving Innovation Capacity (Szeto 2000)
3 http://wwwl.cocreate.com/cocreate/index.cfm, 15 January 2002
4 http://www.centricsoftware.com/, 15 January 2002
5 http://www.store-mindjet.com/, 20 January 2002
6 http://www.eroom.com/, 15 January 2002
7 http://www.mocasystems.com/, 30 January 2002
communicate and share relevant information on environmentally-related issues and
technologies, more innovative and environmentally sound buildings will ensue. All efforts
to develop advanced systems of practice that support environmentally sound innovation
would be misguided if such a presumption were mistaken. With the intent of increasing
technologically sound innovation in architectural projects and gaining a better insight into
the process of innovation that relates to social concerns, this dissertation uses energy
efficient innovations (EEI) to explain and respond to the fundamental question: What is
required to successfully implement environmentally sound and technologically innovative
solutions in buildings?
1100 ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND INNOVATION
In order to begin to address the challenges that occur during the implementation of energy
efficient innovation (EEI), the identification of systematic methods of practice, critical
support structures, and definitions for innovation and energy efficiency are necessary. To
minimize the diverse and possibly conflicting interpretations and to avoid
misrepresentation, the energy efficiency and innovation terms were established at the
outset of this study and define the scope of this investigation.
Energy Conservation vs. Energy Efficiency
Energy conservation in building basically means using less energy than the industry
standards (i.e., ASHRAE 90.1-1999 or its equivalent) for ventilation, heating, cooling, and
artificial lighting to fulfill the desired thermal comfort and task requirements of building
occupants. It may include the use of energy-saving equipment and appliances in a
facility. The distinction between energy conservation and energy efficiency is that energy
efficiency focuses on minimizing the use of "non-renewable" energy. In buildings, energy
efficient technology generally comprises two categories of technical solutions: energy
conservation techniques and energy producing technology. Energy conservation
techniques involve strategies for recycling or using less energy supplied from outside
sources, i.e., power supply companies-fossil fuel. Energy producing technology in
buildings, on the other hand, require additional machinery and equipment to generate on-
site electricity, typically by harvesting solar energy or wind, or converting hydrogen
supplies. As long as the energy producing technology does not require non-renewable
sources of supply, the level of energy usage is irrelevant. Since energy efficiency does
not simply refer to using less energy but using less non-renewable energy, energy
efficiency encompasses a wider and more practical range of possibilities in building
design and clients' agendas. Such energy efficient strategies include utilizing the building
mass for heat storage to assist the heating and cooling systems or employing natural
ventilation to provide free cooling, and capitalizing on solar or wind energy to generate
electricity for unlimited uses. Some energy producing technologies include photovoltaics,
wind turbines, and fuel cells.
Innovation
At the most fundamental level, innovation implies newness and improvement. But unlike
invention and creativity, innovation emphasizes the adoption and implementation of new
ideas into a new product, process, or service (Osborne 1993). A flash of genius from
setting the mind free from the shackles of convention will only be considered an
innovation when it is being utilized. Freeman (1989) has succinctly defined innovation as
non-trivial improvements in products, processes, and systems that are actually used and
are novel to the organizations developing and/or using them. This is the definition of
innovation upon which this research is rooted.
Energy Efficient Innovation
The term energy efficient innovation (EEI) used in this research refers to novel
technologies that have been successfully integrated into design strategies for conserving
energy, specifically from non-renewable sources such as fossil fuels, as well as reducing
energy consumption during the operation of the building. While addressing the broader
environmental concerns, the development and implementation of EEl in buildings also
reflect the heterogeneous nature of the AEC industry where expertise is drawn from
distinct and autonomous groups of participants who are, by and large, apprehensive about
unproven and novel technologies. Increasing attention has been given to energy
conservation techniques, which has resulted in numerous recent strategies and
technologies such as natural ventilation, small wind turbines, fuel cells, and wave stations.
Each of the new technologies, nonetheless, faces its own difficulties with implementation.
For example, due to noise and the overall aesthetics, wind turbines are rarely welcomed
by bystanders. High cost and the periodic replacement of the core module have also
thwarted the adoption of fuel cells in buildings. Also, a complete reliance on passive solar
design in extreme weather conditions can frighten and deter building owners from
embracing such a climate responsive approach. In order for successful implementation to
occur, new materials or new configurations of components often need to be developed
and integrated into the overall design performance and aesthetics. EEl, therefore,
customarily requires a combined technical knowledge of multiple disciplines including
material science, mechanical, electrical, and environmental engineering. This
multifaceted nature of the innovation and its implementation involves technical,
psychological, financial, and regulatory aspects. EEI can therefore potentially raise
significant issues critical to environmental design practice as well as provide an effective
platform to investigate the factors that contribute to the scarce technological progress in
the AEC industry.
1200 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Introducing environmentally responsible and innovative solutions in buildings is difficult.
Both realms, the environmental design and the innovation development, are multi-
dimensional-encompassing economic, technical, managerial, and personnel
commitment and competency-and each has its own specific attributes: technology types,
sectors, and regulations. For example, incorporating thermal walls to minimize diurnal
temperature fluctuations or natural ventilation to lessen the reliance on mechanical
equipment for indoor climate control has direct effects not only on building's environmental
performance but also cost, mechanical systems, construction sequence, and safety
regulations. These multi-dimensionalities complicate efforts to develop innovative
strategies or technologies that address environmental issues, since such undertakings
straddle both of the complex domains, thereby widening the scope of difficulty in
development and implementation. Design practitioners who attempt to integrate
environmentally sound innovation into their projects routinely encounter these
compounded complications. Yet, environmentally responsible design and the
development of innovation are considered necessary and valuable by most professionals
in the industry.
Energy in Building Design
In the design professions there is a growing awareness that current building practices do
not yield results that are satisfying or in tune with resource efficiency responsibility. Still,
buildings that show little concern for the environment, particularly in terms of energy
conservation, continue to be erected. Energy use in buildings is enormous. It accounts
for 35% of total U.S. primary energy demand, that is ~42% of total energy costs, or nearly
$200 billion each year (Wasserman 1995, EIA 2002). Commercial buildings alone, e.g.,
offices, stores, schools, and hospitals, have a total annual energy bill of $80 billion. This
consumption of energy takes a tremendous toll on the environment with 500 million tons
of carbon dioxide added to the atmosphere each year, or 29-35% of all U.S. carbon
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emissions, even exceeds the 21 % contributed by the transportation sector (Dauncey and
Mazza 2001). Buildings have become the single largest source of carbon emissions
(Bordass 2001) due to their service demand and energy intensity. Attempts by
professionals to provide energy efficient design seldom succeed. According to Susan
Maxman, the 1993 President of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the industry
generally recognizes that building energy-efficient facilities is wise, ethical, and, in the long
run, feasible. Then, why is it not inevitable? Watson (1979) raised such a question over a
decade earlier and added, "We know how to design energy-efficient buildings. It is at this
moment a matter of implementation."
More than 20 years have elapsed since the energy crisis in the 1970's, yet the difficulty in
implementing energy efficient design still persists. Though energy efficiency is pressing
and energy efficient innovation (EEI) has potential significance and value, its
implementation faces a wide variety of obstacles. This difficulty in the implementation of
environmentally sound solutions in design projects is multi-dimensional, since such efforts
inevitably face numerous problems simultaneously and not necessarily sequentially.
Financial issues have to be addressed with technical, psychological, and regulatory
issues. Design trade-offs are often required. For example, natural ventilation design has
a direct effect on mechanical systems, fire regulations, and occupants' involvement (in
their own climate control). Although a number of designers have been fortunate enough
to successfully deliver energy efficient buildings, these successes are few and far
between. Buildings combine a wide range of technologies-encompassing various
specialized fields, e.g., structural, mechanical, electrical engineering, and information
technology (Croome 1990). Clearly, depending on the nature of the technology,
difficulties may arise from building regulations, clients' and designers' lack of interest, a
stringent project budget, technical incompetence, or non-integrated design collaboration.
On the technology front, energy efficiency design has three major drawbacks: (1) it
requires a long-term commitment to reap economic (financial) benefit, (2) it relies on
predictions of future performance, which cannot possibly account for all variables, and (3)
8 http://www.hr.doe.gov/nepp/ch3a.htmI, November 12, 2000, p.6
its design is likely to be affected by other building components and the routines of building
occupants. This dynamic and integrated nature of energy efficient design adds not only to
the scientific and technical complexity of the technology, but also to the economic
uncertainty relating to the design performance. Such complexity and interdependency
inhibits most designers from achieving, or even attempting, an energy efficiency design in
their building projects.
In addition to the technical difficulties, the fact that energy efficient buildings are still not
the norm widens the scope of the problem. The conventional approach to building design
from the service engineering perspective is to create buildings that are air-conditioned, in
which the structure is sealed and the depth of the floor plate is irrelevant. The
contemporary testimonies to this approach remain prevalent in cities around the world,
e.g., the Sears Tower in Chicago, the World Financial Center in NYC, the Petronas
Towers in Malaysia, and the Landmark Tower in Yokohama, Japan. The indoor
environment is completely controlled by the mechanical system with no operable
windows. Indeed, most mechanical engineers prefer that the windows not open to
prevent over-taxing the air conditioning equipment (Wasserman 1995: 55). On the other
hand, designers and engineers who have an interest in alternative approaches frequently
have to face opposing views from other stakeholders, particularly the client and,
sometimes, the consultants within the team itself. An attempt to deliver a naturally
ventilated shopping facility for John Lewis Department Store by architect Alan Short, for
instance, was not supported by his client (although his design scheme was chosen from a
design competition). Short's preferred consulting engineers were also replaced by the
client's engineering teams. Such a lack of support for the environmentally sensible
innovation combined with a stringent delivery schedule successfully led to the on-time and
on-budget delivery of the project, but, at the same time, also resulted in a typical shopping
mall that relies completely on mechanical heating and cooling systems.
Innovation in the AEC Industry
Design that breaks the conventional mold naturally draws more skepticism and scrutiny.
When an AEC team attempts to introduce technological or process innovation, the
difficulty is amplified by the natural lack of proven precedents and the restricted
development time allowed in most design and construction schedules. Since innovation is
typically not clearly perceived at first, even by its originator, a solution dependent on
innovative thought often elicits a skeptical reception. This resistance tends to be
reinforced by the fact that there are nearly always alternative solutions put forward by
others who may be seen.by other collaborators to be just as creative, resourceful and
knowledgeable as the innovator and who, in addition, have the reputation for being
reliable (Kirton 1989) and able to complete projects on time and on budget. Since
innovation needs significant input of expensive human resources, justifying its pursuit
based on innovative thoughts alone is difficult. The uncertainty and risk inherent in
innovation perpetuate conflicts among team members and often forestall innovative
efforts.
Innovations do not only raise concerns among the project collaborators but also increase
apprehension of building officials. Building regulations have been identified by design
practitioners as one of the major hindrances to innovative solutions to energy efficient
buildings (Talarico 1998, Watson 1979). Although deemed well-timed, new ideas such as
EEl have to demonstrate significant advantages over conventional solutions and proven
feasibilities before they are generally accepted (MacLeod et al 1998: 34). Innovation, by
definition, lacks an established testimony of use. Often, innovative solutions are
measured by conventional logic, which may not be suitable for considering alternative
forms of technologies. For instance, fire safety codes have frequently interfered with the
design of naturally ventilated buildings-at least in Europe and North America. Because
the codes are based on fire and smoke containment (and interpreted as such), rather than
on providing safety routes of egress, allowing smoke to disperse (even though egress
routes are cleared of smoke) raises critical concern and often rejection from fire marshals.
The skepticism about innovations is, however, understandable. Innovation has had
disastrous results (MacLeod et al 1998: 34). For instance, as a result of the 1973 oil
embargo, national energy conservation measures called for a reduction in the amount of
outdoor air provided for building ventilation from 15 to 5 cubic feet per minute (cfm) per
occupant (EPA 2002). Great attention was paid to the design of building envelope to
ensure its tightness so that air infiltration was minimized. Such an innovative contribution
to reduce outdoor air ventilation rates was later found to be a contributing factor behind
the afflicted condition now known as sick building syndrome (SBS) where the inadequacy
of air circulation contributes to discomfort and health problems of building occupants.
Because few constructed facilities are replicated and working conditions are highly varied
(MacLeod et al. 1998), uncertainty is inherently high in building design. Yet, since the
design of buildings must be right the first time, there is seldom any opportunity to test
prototypes. These conditions are therefore prohibitive to innovation, even if it is potentially
valuable. The low level of research investment in the building industry does little to
improve the situation (MacLeod et al 1998: 31).
To magnify complications, design teams in the building industry are necessarily comprised
of specialized design, knowledge experts, manufacturers, and contracting firms; each of
which yet has its own goals and agenda, which are not always aligned. Team members
are usually not fully committed to the benefits of coordinating design and do not
necessarily share a common organizational goal (El-Bibany and Paulson 1994). Since
each participant represents a for-profit and independent firm, self-serving attitudes are
common in the industry. These loosely and temporarily organized groups of diverse
participants require all work related to the design to be contractually based in the hope of
minimizing litigation, but instead, such an approach predisposes this industry to lawsuits
and heightens the fear of litigation.
Despite the need of multidisciplinary teams to collaborate in developing innovative energy
efficient solutions, conventional design and contracting practice typically follows a
sequential overlay of tasks performed by various technical specialists rather than a
simultaneous collaboration amongst participating expertise. Many designers who have
tried to work concurrently and collaboratively too often have to unravel other quandaries
such as diverse participants' project goals, and the reluctance to seek new approaches by
certain team members. The process of reaching a successful innovation, in general, and
especially in the building industry, requires highly disciplined work practices among
designers themselves (MacLeod et al. 1998) and close relations with their respective
clients. Since it is not (typically) the designers' job to provide the most energy-saving
buildings, and their job only requires them to meet code, not to exceed it (Janda 1998),
there is no sense of urgency to work more integrally (which is necessary for energy
efficient design). Considering that most building professionals have been able to conduct
their business conservatively over a long period of time, innovation is not perceived as
necessary for business survival (at least, for the time being). Unlike the manufacturing
industry where profits can only be maintained by providing products at low cost and/or
differentiated products (Afuah 1996), the clients of a construction project are more
concerned about constructibility within their provided budget and schedule. For a firm in
the manufacturing industry to keep making profits, it must innovate; it must use new
knowledge to offer new products that customers want. This is rarely the case in the
building industry. Owners of buildings typically demand security of functioning systems for
their facilities, and rarely endorse the quest for better systems. Innovation in this industry
tends to frighten building owners and real estate developers. Risk management has
become a central concern in building projects while innovation is often perceived as a
threat to successful delivery of projects (in the conventional sense of on-time and on-
budget tradition). And, as with any organization, (especially) organizations, which are
large in size and budget and provide products that involve large investments, e.g., building
structures, have a tendency to encourage bureaucracy and resist radical changes in order
to minimize risk (Kirton 1989). Setting a higher standard for a building's energy
performance may seem logical, but without adequate financial and technical support, such
standards may not be sensible or professionally sustainable. The disinclination to
advance building performance and foster alternative technologies within the building
industry is, like other industries, understandably rooted in the current practice that centers
on financial security and benefits (as opposed to environmentally-sound decisions).
Conservatism may be at the root of the problem hampering attempts to integrate high
performance technologies into building projects, and allowing convention to overshadow
innovation.
To make matters more difficult, the impediment that prevents a wider and more innovative
application of energy efficient design not only arises from within the building sector itself,
but is also imposed from outside the profession and the AEC industry. Most buildings,
particularly in urban areas, rely on a steady energy supply provided by power generation
companies through a network of utility infrastructure. The utility companies have long
regarded improved energy efficiency as an unwanted competitor that cuts into electricity
sales (Wasserman 1995: 26). The owner of Four Times Square, the Durst Organization,
for instance, faced such an encumbrance. Durst was willing to invest in fuel cell
technology. The objective was to produce electricity on the premises for its own use while
co-generating energy with New York City's ConEdison, the city's utility company.
ConEdison was not enthusiastic about the proposal and saw no value in Durst's attempt
to co-generate electricity. In the end, ConEdison objected to the proposal on the grounds
that ConEdison produces enough energy to supply all of New York City. This case
notwithstanding, in most instances, building owners and occupants are not well-informed
about energy issues in the built environment and view energy as intangible and automatic
(Wasserman 1995: 27). Even though in terms of construction, the cost of materials may
remain the same as conventional projects, more time is spent informing people about the
energy efficiency options (Ehrhardt 1999, Talarico 1998) and justifying the need of energy
conservation to the clients.
In short, although architects, engineers, and other consultants involved in the building
industry are in a position to provide energy-efficient buildings, the current circumstances
may not be conducive to such design. Barriers to EEI in buildings are numerous since it
combines unfamiliarity of innovation with the integrated nature of energy efficiency
measures that hinge on the economic and mathematical prediction of future performance.
The development of such innovation is ridden with risks and uncertainty. Yet, it is clear
that some design projects are of a higher standard-more innovative-while many remain
questionable and conventional. It is difficult to tell exactly why this difference exists.
Categorization of Barriers to EEI
Researchers and design professionals have compiled and categorized the problems
associated with innovative energy efficient solutions into different groups of barriers. The
Civil Engineering Research Foundation (1996) has drawn up a list of nine barriers to
innovation in the building industry: (1) Risk/liability, (2) Financial disincentives, (3) High
equipment costs, (4) Inadequate technology transfer, (5) Inadequate basic and industrial
R&D, (6) Adversarial relationships, (7) Poor leadership, (8) Inflexible building codes and
standards, and (9) Construction based on initial costs. These barriers to innovation
overlap with the five broad groups of Process barriers 9 categorized by Walcoff et al.
(1983): (1) Organizational barriers, (2) Technical barriers, (3) Governmental barriers, (4)
Financial barriers, and (5) Marketing factors. The technical, financial, and organizational
barriers are more structural or internal to the development process of the technology itself
while governmental and marketing factors are external to the process.
From a consulting engineer perspective, Schaffner (2000) of Vanderweil Engineers,
Boston, has categorized barriers to environmental design into two types: Contractual
barriers and Procedural barriers. Contractual barriers address the inadequacy of design
9 Process barrier is defined as the lack of technical and financial resources or structural deficiencies that
inhibit the flow of innovative ideas (Walcoff et al. 1983).
fees and risk avoidance issues through contract arrangements, specifically concerning the
practice of fixing M&E fees to the cost of the building systems (Schaffner 2000) or placing
all of the environmentally related elements under one overall contract. Such an
arrangement allows these components to be value-engineered out, particularly for a
speculative office building complex (Holder and Holder 1998). Procedural barriers arise
from the lack of close collaboration. The majority of architects today still isolate their
design processes from their mechanical engineering counterpart. As a result, the
engineers are infrequently hired before major decisions affecting building performance
have been made (Schaffner 2000). Watson (1979) calls this lack of collaboration a design
practice barrier.
Talarico (1998) and Ehrhardt (1999) added the restricted time and building codes
particularly with new design or products as two interrelated barriers to environmentally
sensible design. Dennis Creech, executive director of Southface Energy Institute, says
"Count on spending plenty of time at the building department, talking to inspectors about
what [green solutions] you're working with." The highly limited amount of time (which
directly affects cost) typical to most building projects also sets a stage for designers to
drive quickly for a choice of concept (as opposed to investigating different options in more
details), establishing such an attitude firmly in the industry's norm of practice (MacLeod et
al. 1998). Regularly, and understandably, the outcome reverts to standard
practice/solutions. When an innovative concept, such as EEl, is decided, the time
constraints frequently inhibit adequate development-resulting in unsuccessful
performance. These failures transmute into damaging evidence, a cycle that deters future
innovations.
There are several other barriers to innovative energy efficient design, many of which have
not been categorized into any particular grouping such as the fragmented nature of the
building industry (Sullivan 1993), the obtrusive qualities of the technology itself-
particularly with wind turbines (Daley 2000), the lack of client's commitment (Sullivan
1993, Watson 1979), resource deficiency, institutional rigidity (Edquist and McKelvey
2000), and psychological reservations, all inhibit changes. Naturally, introducing
something new requires modified support systems and procedures, which the industry
currently sorely lacks.
The wide variety of barriers indicates the multi-dimensional nature of the problems that
prevent EEl from being developed or integrated into architectural projects. Due to the
large number of these interrelated problems and variables, limited understanding of the
current achievements has not assisted other designers in their practice. Consequently,
the recurrence of such technological innovation is infrequent and sporadic. Although the
multitude of categorizations adds confusion to the already convoluted problems,
recognizing these barriers as impediments to the innovation process highlights and directs
immediate attention to the weakest points within the current design and implementation
systems of energy efficiency design and technological innovation in buildings.
Understanding these barriers in relation to their resolutions, therefore, will potentially knit
together and give structure to the efforts to integrate EEI in building projects.
1300 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
Though the practice of architecture is predominantly concerned with the product-the
building-the focus of this study on successfully implemented cases of EEI is not simply
at the level of the design product or technology per se. Rather it is concerned with
examining and revealing the process and corresponding elements by which EEl is
enabled and developed (Figure 1). This investigation attempts to understand how some
design teams were able to implement innovative solutions that address environmental
responsibility while the majority has not been able to do so successfully. As MacLeod et
al. (1998) note, the process of innovation is really "5% inspiration and 95% perspiration."
This research aims to unravel the latter. To effectively knit together the complex and
dependent variables and provide a systematic method of practice, the research identifies
specific barriers, which occur during the course of energy efficient design and
implementation, in relation to their specific solutions that have contributed to the
successful resolutions of those barriers. This study rests on the notion that the scarcity of
novel energy efficient strategies and technology in built facilities is the result of insufficient
insight into the intricacy of the relationships between the barriers to the implementation of
novel energy efficient technology and their relevant solutions. Through this approach of
pairing each problem with its solutions, the study identifies mechanisms and key practices
that enable design practitioners to overcome the resistance to change, embrace new
innovation, and consequently, bring innovation such as EEI to fruition.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research is to elucidate and reconstruct patterns of practices that
have led to successful implementation of energy efficient innovation (EEI) in building
projects. Based on these patterns of effective routines and corresponding elements
(e.g., financial and technical support), a model of practice for energy efficient
implementation can be formed. Since the definition of the model of practice depends
largely on a specific context and does not subscribe to a uniform and established
definition, the "model of practice", in this context, will refer to methods of practicing and
support mechanisms, which are comprised of four components:
(1) Problem-solving techniques (the things design teams do)
(2) Logistical components (the elements design teams have)
(3) Operation sequence (the steps design teams follow)
(4) Team characteristics (the make-up of design teams)
2100 STUDY APPROACH
In order to identify various factors and to describe the mechanisms that facilitate the
development and implementation of energy efficient innovations in building projects, this
study embarks from a specific point of departure centering on the obstacles that occur
during the course of an EEI process. By focusing on the constraining circumstances (as
opposed to observing all of the discernable details), the areas in which today's practice,
support systems, and policy have not yet addressed could be immediately highlighted
along with their specific resolutions that each successful team employed. The research
has 3 study objectives: (1) to identify repeating patterns and characterize the aspects of
techniques that facilitate the implementation of energy efficient innovation; (2) to gain a
better understanding of the barriers to the implementation of energy efficient innovation
through the analysis of techniques applied during different stages of the innovation
development; and (3) to construct processes of innovation particular to energy efficient
technologies based on the case studies.
To achieve these objectives, four major tasks were performed. The first was to obtain
information on the innovations and on those contributors who have facilitated the
implementation of innovation. The second was to record the practices and identify the
sequence of innovation development in building projects. The third was to obtain
additional information from individuals in the AEC industry who have been involved in or
have attempted to deliver energy efficient projects. Finally, the fourth task was to review
the information collection and prepare a summary and analysis of the field data and
interview results.
Case study approach
A case study approach is particularly suitable for this investigation since existing
research in the area of innovation has not focused on architectural practice, particularly
in relation to environmental design and technology. For this reason, little information is
available to carry out other types of study such as experiments, surveys, or analysis of
archival information. Also, this method permits close attention to the intricately
differentiated texture of the variables discernible in reality. The innovations under study
are not readily distinguishable from their contexts due to the tendency to change and the
multi-dimensionality of most professional activities to be addressed. In other words, the
model of practice for successful implementation of energy efficient design is rooted in
the events and circumstances in which the collaborative effort takes place. Lastly, the
case study approach is a flexible research strategy since no special type of evidence or
method of data collection is required. The case studies used in this research employed
a combination of types of evidence and data collection methods such as existing
literature, interviews, surveys, verbal reports, lectures, and observation to help gather
the inevitable multitude of factors. The data can be both qualitative and quantitative; and
the cases can be descriptive, exploratory, or explanatory. A relatively small sample of
detailed case studies is therefore appropriate because it allows the investigation of the
numerous variables that affect the model of practice.
2200 SELECTION OF CASE STUDIES
The case studies were selected by reviewing the literature (1994-2000) to identify a
group of energy efficient innovations that were successfully implemented in building
structures. The search consisted of a formal literature search and interviews with
individuals involved in the architectural design profession. The literature search focused
on energy efficient design and innovation theory as well as relevant theory areas in
management science, including bibliographies on related topics; building standards and
guidelines; tax incentives or subsidies and environmental policies specific to the AEC
industry; published case studies; and journal articles. Databases provided by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard Design School, the US Department of
Energy, Umweltbundesamt (German's Federal Environmental Agency), and the Rocky
Mountain Institute were major reference sources.
To assist in the identification of buildings that include energy efficient innovations,
discussions were held with individuals in the American Institute of Architects and Boston
Society of Architects, as well as with professors in schools of architecture, and practicing
architects and engineers. These discussions provided information on buildings that
include unconventional energy efficient solutions and generated suggestions for follow-
up contacts in specific organizations.
The selected case studies (see Table 1) were used to accomplish the following: first, to
provide description (and examination) of particular contexts; second, to elucidate those
factors peculiar to the case that may allow greater understanding of causality; and,
finally, to test and generate a method of practicing that supports implementation of
innovative energy efficient technology in buildings.
Procedure and criteria for the selection of case studies:
1. Building projects using energy efficient strategies of any sort were considered.
2. These projects were not limited by types of technology (e.g., passive, active),
building types (e.g., commercial, residential, institutional), climates or locations
but by the levels of energy efficient innovation they featured (Figure 2). Due to
the limited number of samples, the cases could not be chosen based on the five
types of innovation (Slaughter 1998)-incremental, modular, architectural,
system, and radical. Besides, these categorizations are confined to their
I
degrees of required change from the current state-of-the-art and practice, but not
by the availability of the technical support. The difficulties in implementing
innovations of the same types vary greatly since they depend largely on the level
of technical assistance and familiarity with the technologies being considered.
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Figure 2 Levels of Innovation
Figure 2 illustrates the six levels of innovation. At the minimum, the technology
must have been new to the region in which it was implemented. Innovations that
were first introduced in a country, new to the global architectural industry or
completely original were considered. Innovations that were novel only to a
design team or to local practice were not included in the study.
3. The literature search was conducted to gather as much information as possible
on the innovations. The potential contacts were identified for each listed project.
Electronic mails and telephone conversations were used to identify other key
consultants and participants in each innovation. If too little information on the
candidate innovations and their team was available, or if the participants of those
innovations were not responsive, their technologies were not included in the case
study.
4. All projects that had been completed prior to 1994 were discarded because the
events, activities, and lessons-learned by project participants were crucial to the
construction of the model of practice. It was anticipated that project participants
would not be able to recollect enough details and amplifications of these projects
to provide accurate, reliable, and verifiable data for detailed case studies.
5. The final step was to arrange site visits and meetings with core participants in
selected case studies (see Appendix A) to obtain information on the actual
events and activities that had taken place during each innovation development.
The face-to-face meetings were vital to establish ongoing relationships with
project participants because it was expected that further inquiries with these
individuals would be necessary during data analysis and interpretation. Once a
relationship and basic facts had been established, more detailed information and
clarifications were obtained through telephone conversations and/or by electronic
mail. It would have been unrealistic to expect this later stage of commitment
without the initial personal relations.
Table I Descriptions of Case Studies
Project Location Innovation Description of Innovation
Linz Design Linz, Austria Lightmetrics A 16mm grid system sandwiched
Center [1994] [Lichtraster] between large glazed panels allowing
natural light to enter the exhibition hall
below while excluding direct solar heat
gain. By maximizing natural daylight
and minimizing unwanted solar
radiation, the building is able to
conserve thermal and electrical
energy.
Telus Vancouver B.C., Triple-Glazing Double- Two-layer fagade systems enclosing
Headquarters Canada [2000 Skin Fagade buildings to help stabilize the
temperature fluctuation and minimize
excessive heat loss or heat gain
through building perimeters. The use
of mechanical heating, ventilating and
cooling of the interior volume is
thereby minimized.
Contact Theatre Manchester, UK Ventilated Chimney for A series of stack chimneys with H-
[19991 Performance Auditorium shaped extract-termination at the top
of the flue was designed to passively
cool the interior of the theatre
auditorium. This solution has to
mitigate the conflict between acoustics
and temperature control.
Lanchester Coventry, UK Ventilated Chimney for A series of stack chimneys with
Libr [2000 Large Floor Plate extruded aluminum extract-termination
at the top of the flue was used to
passively condition a deep floor plan
building (which would otherwise be
served by artificial light and
mechanical control systems).
Lindes Terrace G6teborg, Nordic building without Nordic homes without mechanical
Housing Sweden [2001] heating system heating systems, relying instead on
heat generated by human activities
and lighting system with typical light
weight wood construction with super-
insulation and tight construction details
to reduce leakage and infiltration.
<continue>
Table I Descriptions of Case Studies -Continued
Project Location Innovation Description of Innovation
British New London, UK Dynamic Building Dynamic Building farade is a
Parliament [1999] Fagade combination of air supply shaft and
Portculliswindow systems. Windows and walls
become an integral part of the
mechanical system of this building.
These specialized windows consist of
3 parts: an outer leaf of double-glazed
insulating glass; a cavity for air
movement and a shading device
located inside of this membrane; with a
simple inner pane of glass placed to
the inside of these elements. A light
shelf separates the lower two thirds of
the window from the upper third. Air is
drawn into the cavity through gaps in
the inner glass at the bottom of either
segment of the window.
Four Times NYC, USA [1999] Fuel Cells An energy-producing technology that
Square utilizes hydrogen as its fuel source to
(The Cond6 Nast produce electricity without combustion.
Buildin Their by-products are heat and water.
Building Integrated An energy-producing device,
Photovoltaic [BIPV] specifically designed for integration
within the building fagades. Its
application on a vertical surface is,
however, less than optimal since
photovoltaic modules produce
electricity when it is exposed to light
and therefore should be oriented
towards the sun.
McLaren Sport Callander, Dynamic Insulation Membrane in the building envelope
Centre Scotland [2000] that serves the dual purposes of
insulation while allowing for
permeability of air and moisture. It
allows for increased ventilation of the
building with low air velocity while
using fewer mechanical systems.
2300 DATA COLLECTION AND VALIDATION
The case studies were primarily built through the interview research method. This
method was the most efficient means to gather information, simultaneously confirm
hypotheses, and gain immediate feedback to help zero in on emerging principles and
parameters. At least three of the core participating consultants in each project were
interviewed, so that the responses could be ratified and reaffirmed. Each interview
lasted between one and three hours. Although the interview questions were intended to
record the practices associated with each innovation and its implementation process, the
questions were not used to drive the discussion; rather they were used as pointers in the
discussion. This approach allowed the interviewers to share the most crucial details
specific to the projects that might not have been anticipated in the prepared questions.
The interview questions were based on construction, management, and manufacturing
innovation studies (Walcoff et al. 1983, Uwahwek 1991, Ahmad 1991, Tatum 1991,
Uwakweh 1991) and on design literature on energy related barriers (Dubin 1973,
Rosegger 1975, Janda 1998, Cook 1999, Daley 2000, Richard 2000). The questions
were organized into four sections (see Appendix B). The first group of questions
focused on the general nature and origin of the environmental aspect of the project. The
second focused on the composition of the design team. The third focused specifically on
the source and development process of the innovation itself. This group of questions
tried to identify the barriers, the peculiarities, the compromises, as well as to identify the
problem-solving techniques utilized during the implementation process. The last group
of questions focused on the knowledge gain, benefits, and restrictions relating to
technology development and transfer. The questions were continually modified and
adjusted to incorporate new findings and/or repeating patterns as research proceeded.
A total of 10 cases were investigated. The interviews conducted for the first few cases
were used to gauge the comprehensiveness of the interview questions; therefore, they
are not included in the final set of case studies and analysis. Based on the adjusted list
of questions, six projects were then studied: the Linz Design Center (Austria), the Telus
Headquarters (Canada), the Contact Theatre (England), the Lanchester Library
(England), the New Parliament in London (England), and Four Times Square (USA).
The interviews were transcribed and checked for accuracy by two research
collaborators. The data from the six case studies were then tabulated and analyzed
based on the explicit problem-solving techniques that each design teams practiced.
Further clarifications were conducted via electronic mails and telephone interviews.
Each obstacle or problem was paired with its specific solutions by three independent
research collaborators and reviewed by the interviewees. The information from the
interview transcriptions was the foundation for the mapping of each project's navigation
chart (see Figure 3).
The navigation chart serves two purposes: (1) to record barriers (and/or anticipated
barriers) specific to the innovation and to the project as a whole; (2) to provide a
systematic tool for data analysis.
Figure 3 Project Navigation Chart
The navigation charts were pieced together by first identifying explicit problems that
design teams needed to address and their correlated solutions. Column [B] states
specific problem statements. Column [C] provides the solutions to each of the problems
identified in column [B]. Column [D] specifies and organizes the strategies, which
different design teams employed, according to specific solution groups. Column [A]
sums up the categories of barriers deduced from column [B]. Four major groups of
barriers were identified: technical barriers, financial barriers, psychological barriers, and
regulatory barriers.
A strategy could provide effective solutions to multiple problems and vice versa, a single
obstacle could be overcome by a number of strategies. Where relationships between
problems and solutions occurred, connecting lines were drawn. Each solution that
solved multiple problems was highlighted in a framed text box and labeled a "key
solution" for the project. This graphical method was particularly effective in surfacing the
unanticipated elements since this method did not require a predefined structure (as
opposed to the rigid structure of a concentric graphical representation). This
representation also eliminated the likelihood of an element recurring multiple times.
After project navigation charts for the six cases were constructed and all of the key
solutions (i.e., versatile solutions) were highlighted, the charts were overlaid on top of
each other (see Figure 4). If these versatile solutions of each project repeated in all of
the cases, they were highlighted as "key factors". The connecting lines between column
[B] and [C] of each navigation chart represent the techniques used during the
implementation stages of EEl. These connecting lines that repeated in all cases were
denoted as the "key techniques" for EEI implementation.
Figure 4 Overlaying of Navigation Charts
The result of this analysis provided the basis and hypothesis for further investigation.
Due to the limited time of the doctoral study, it was not possible to verify the model
through its application to new constructions. Instead, the navigation charts and written
descriptions were presented to the interviewees in the six case studies for discussion
and verification. An additional two complete case studies, the McLaren Community
Leisure Centre (Scotland) and the Terrace Housing in Lindas (Sweden), were examined
(an 'experiment' through case studies) to test, refine, and confirm the efficacy of the
findings. Rather than using a model-based verification method of study where specific
factors were theorized and constructed prior to gathering data, this study allowed the
most prominent factors to emerge and be re-checked. The model of practice presented
in this research was constructed based on this process.
Many might argue that interviews do not provide an accurate account of projects and the
data do not lead to quantitative outcomes. It is particularly difficult to statistically
evaluate the findings at this time since additional surveys must be carried out with those
who have successfully implemented energy efficient innovations. Because there are so
few energy efficient innovations that have been implemented in architectural projects
today, a sufficient number of such designers and consultants for statistical analysis could
not be adequately gathered. Instead, a series of follow-up communications with the
interviewees were carried out throughout the entire duration of the study to assure its
accuracy. Notwithstanding, the purpose of this research is to correlate the mechanisms
and outline the methods of practicing rather than to develop a complete model of
statistical factors that affect the design practice of innovative energy efficient
architecture. Most importantly, the development and implementation process of the
innovative solutions in the AEC industry are complex and dynamic, and rarely
documented; a large part of the findings also necessitates contextual descriptions. The
objective here is to begin the development of theories in this specific area of
technological innovation in architecture. This approach is particularly effective because
this subject area is still in its infancy; the variables are as yet undefined.
As in any empirical study, particular attention must be paid to the representativeness of
the data sample. For that reason, the findings of this study may not apply to other types
of innovations implemented in building projects. This is because building service and
mechanical systems have certain characteristics that make them distinct from other
building systems. For example, there are important health and human comfort issues as
well as expenses (or savings) associated with the daily and continual performance of the
energy efficient innovation that must be considered. These issues are of less concern in
other systems, such as the structural systems where safety and stability are the
underlining mission.
However, though the findings are particular to the building industry, the diversity of this
group of samples which include numerous approaches to energy efficient solutions (e.g.,
natural ventilation, energy production, and building envelop technology) and diverse
locations in different areas in different countries, helps make the data more
representative and minimizes the effect of types- and location-specific factors. With
respect to other industries, the representativeness of this study is limited to industries in
which the development of complex products or systems is carried out through the
combined efforts of several specialized and autonomous firms.
Nonetheless, the understanding of the development and implementation processes that
have led to the successful integration of EEl in built facilities may facilitate and provide
better insight into other innovative attempts or into the integration of other innovations
that address environmental concerns, specifically, and social concerns in general.
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CASE STUDIES
This chapter presents the eight examined case studies. Each of the energy efficient
innovations (EEI) is described in terms of its technological aspects as well as its
development processes as they occurred during the project collaboration. Along with
the individual case descriptions are their Navigation Charts, in which the key aspects of
each innovation development are organized and abstracted. The layout of these
Navigation Charts is normalized, which means that the problem-solving strategies and
key elements of the examined cases are mapped exactly the same way. This identical
mapping allows for the superimposition of key techniques and supporting elements (e.g.,
grants, research focus) of the examined projects. It also provides the means to develop
analyses and comparisons across the case studies.
In addition, the eight Navigation Charts from the eight examined projects are combined
into an integrated Navigation Chart to provide a full account of the possibilities within
professional practices that have successfully led to the implementation of EEI in
buildings. Basic facts about the case studies are briefly summarized below in Tables 2
and 3. The projects range from $2.6 million Lindes Terrace Housing to $360 million for
the New Parliament Building in London and from 400m 2 Contact Theatre to over
43,000m2 in the Four Times Square project. The cases are located in eight different
cities in six countries in Europe and North America: Austria, Canada, England, Scotland,
Sweden, and the USA.
Table 2 Case Study Data
Innovation Project Location Type Size
Fuel cells, BIPV Four Times Square New York, USA New office tower 1,600,000 ft
1999 (43,330 i 2)
Ventilated chimney Contact Theatre Manchester, Theatre renovation 400 m2
England 1999
Ventilated chimney Lanchester Library Coventry, New library building 12,000 m2
England 2000
Lightmetrics Linz Design Center Linz, Austria New exhibition hall 16,800 m2
1994
Double-skin fagade Telus William Farrell Vancouver, B.C., Office building 134 170 f
Building Canada renovation (3,633 
2000
Dynamic window New Parliamentary London, New office building 23,000 m2
system Building England 2000
Nordic building LindAs Terrace Housing G~teborg, Housing 2,980 m2
without heating Sweden development
system 2001
Dynamic Insulation McLaren Community Callander, New Sport facility 3,356 m2
Centre Scotland 1998
Table 3 Case Study Contractual Data
Project Budget Contract Type Project Delivery
Method
Four Times Square US$250m Negotiated lump sum Construction Management
(Private project) (Agency)
Contact Theatre UKE5m Competitive lump sum Multiple Primes
(Private project, public funding)
Lanchester Library UKF20m Competitive Guaranteed Design-Bid-Build (Multiple
(Public project) Maximum Price stages)
Linz Design Center DM1 80m Competitive Guaranteed Design-Bid-Build
(Public project) Maximum Price
Telus William Farrell Building CA$8m Negotiated lump sum Construction Management
(Private project)
New Parliamentary Building UKE250m Negotiated Guaranteed Construction Management(Public project) Maximum Price
LindAs Terrace Housing US$2.6m Competitive Guaranteed Design-Bid-Build
(Private project) Maximum Price
McLaren Community Centre UKE3.2m Competitive lump sum Multiple Primes
(Public project) I
Because of the wide variety of conditions by which the examined projects' design and
construction budgets were procured and established (e.g., lottery funds for construction
without financial support for operation & maintenance, client's unwavering commitment
to environmental concerns, and the prestigious nature of the project), the cost and
performance analysis was inconclusive. A larger number of case studies is necessary.
3100 LIGHTMETRICS
Project
Linz Design Center, Linz, Austria (1994)
Brief description of innovation
Lightmetrics is basically a 16-mm thick plastic grid sandwiched between heat-absorbing
glazed panels (see Image 1, 2). The grids are made of narrow parabolically-edged bars
laid at an angle but parallel to each other with perpendicular counter strips, their sides
also parabola shaped. The entire grid is coated in pure aluminum (approximately 0.5 pm
thick) with a reflection value of around 90 percent, the shape of the grid blocking direct
light while allowing indirect light to pass through minute "light shafts". These shafts are
designed such that as the light beam passes through, it is reflected multiple times within
the shafts and directed in several spread directions before emerging from the other side
of the grid. In essence, it allows for indirect sunlight to pass through and refract while
blocking any direct light exposure, thus minimizing overheating and glare (Slessor 1997:
1). The result is a micro-mirror screen that radiates high quality illumination, an equal
distribution of diffused natural light without much of the direct sunlight glare (Herzog
1994: 102-104). From an energy consumption standpoint, based on the fact that cooling
requires roughly three times as much primary energy per kW hour as heating and 30%
of the building's energy use is in artificial lighting (Herzog 1999), Lightmetrics allows for
far less energy wastage as significant power need not be used to help cool the building
while natural light is used for most of the interior lighting solutions during the daytime.
Image I Lightmetrics (Herzog 1994) Image 2 Lightmetrics in Roof Application
(Herzog 1994)
Lightmetrics offers exciting possibilities for various uses. Applications may include any
large glass panel array either on walls or as part of a ceiling. Several potential
problems, however, still exist with the technology (though it is being improved) before
Lightmetrics can be put to wider use. The major difficulty includes the intricacy of design
and manufacture of the individual Lightmetrics grids. Due to the changing angles of the
sun at different times of day and seasons as well as the different angles of building
shapes and forms, every Lightmetrics grid inserted between the two 2.70 m-wide panes
of glass needs to be manufactured at a different and specific angle (see Image 3).
Without a technical improvement to decrease this significant amount of technical
adjustment, Lightmetrics may never be economical enough for wider use (Herzog 1994:
104). Further restricting future usage, the manufacturer of the Lightmetrics have
increased the price following the success of the Linz Design Center making it even more
difficult to implement due to the high cost. All in all, the use of Lightmetrics in the Design
Center Linz offers exciting possibilities for what may be possible should their technical
and economic unfeasibility be resolved in the future.
reflected sunlight 7
Glass Roof Skin
Section showing main elements
of solar shading screen
3 4 1 Upper skin of safety glass
2 Lower skin: double layer laminated safety glass
3 Grid bars set laterally to direct sunlight
4 Secondary bars at right angles to reflecting strips
2 5 Reflective surfaces against solar radiation
daylight - diffuse
Image 3 Lightmetrics Schematic Diagram (Herzog 1994)
Project description
The Design Center occupied a nondescript site in the once thriving iron and steel
industrial town of Linz. The city is now in decline. In an attempt to revive investment
and employment opportunities, a hotel and exhibition center was conceived (Slessor
1997). Not only does the new development have to accommodate exhibitions, trade
fairs, conventions and festive events, the client, the city of Linz, sought to knit together
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the new development with its largely chaotic surrounding industrial area-giving it an
urban definition. A large open hall was, therefore, envisioned to provide and organize
the surrounding public spaces while accommodating the necessary changes of the
activities within the hall itself.
The curved glass roof dominates the outward appearance of the exhibition hall (see
Image 4, 5). The sleek transparent structure is supported by a relatively flat-arch clad
with glazing panels or Lightmetrics, a glazing system created specifically for the Linz
Design Center in 1994 (Slessor 1997) but which has not been used in another project for
a number of years. The use of Lightmetrics in the glazed ceiling of the Linz Design
Center produces a striking appearance to the visitors below, changing from a reflection
of the convention hall grounds to an open-air view of the sky above-when looking along
the direction of the grids (Herzog 1994: 105). The technology is particularly
advantageous for the design of the exhibition hall because it allows for the creation of
expansive open spaces enclosed by glass without the trade-offs of high heat retention or
poor lighting, creating a highly flexible space and an open air feeling (Herzog 1994). At
the crown of the hall, the designers integrated a ridge piece extending the full length
along the roof acting as a "spoiler" that aids in the process of natural ventilation (Herzog
1994).
Image 4 and 5 Linz Design Center and the Hall Interior (Herzog 1994)
Innovation development and implementation
Thomas Herzog and his structural engineering team, Sailer & Stepan, won the
international competition to design the new congress and exhibition complex in 1988.
Not only was the client interested in revitalizing the city's industrial area, rooted in the
region's expertise in steel manufacturing, the client was also particularly interested in the
use of steel in the building's structure. These requirements set the right stage for
Herzog's distinctive approach to design, in which architectural forms are decisively
shaped by specific building technologies (DAM 2002).
As a design and building construction professor at the Technical University in Munich as
well as an architect, Thomas Herzog is renowned in both the design and academic
community-as an architect, constructor and researcher-for his consistent pursuit of
the integration of advanced technologies in environmentally responsive buildings.
Experimenting with new design approaches and developing new'products naturally
involved expertise from other related fields such as building physics, material science,
and product manufacturing. As a result, Herzog has cultivated an extensive network of
individuals both in Germany and abroad from whom he continually solicits assistance.
In accordance with their design philosophy, Herzog and his long time partner, Hanns
J6rg Schrade, recognized that the Design Center in Linz had to be as environmentally
responsible as possible by minimizing resources. Energy and resource efficiency
became a vehicle to achieving this objective. The architects, the client representatives,
the structural-, mechanical- and lighting engineers were immediately involved at the
outset-an approach that avoided the communication hierarchy and, at the same time,
established convergent and intense collaboration. Inspired by the Crystal Palace
engineered by Paxton for the 1851 World Exhibition (Smartarch 2001), the architects
initially set the arbitrary design goal that the building be fully covered by a glass roof to
maximize natural light, but that the overheating of the building's internal space be
prevented. A flat-arched glass roof enclosing the 204 x 80-meter hall-equal to two
football fields-without internal columns was envisioned. Usually, buildings are covered
with glass panels when heating of interior space is desired, e.g., greenhouses. In this
case, the glass roof was used because natural light was desired but not solar energy
(heat). A design to resolve this dichotomy was not immediately clear. Together with the
lighting engineer Christian Bartenbach, brainstorming sessions were conducted to flesh
out the ideas for this glazing enclosure. Visits were made to the research and
development lab at Bartenbach Lichtlabor to examine a number of alternatives. The
Bartenbach Lichtlabor had made a few experiments with light grids-simple grids of
varying reflections, sizes, and depths. One of the prototypes was a system of light
shafts with the depth of about 10 inches. Such depth allowed the light to reflect within
the grid before being diffused into the space. The 10-inch depth, however, did not
conform with the roof system that Herzog and Schrade had in mind. For design
reasons, the architects wanted to limit the grid to less than 1 inch. With such a nominal
depth, it would not have been possible to adequately avert direct solar radiation, which
would have caused overheating of the interior space. New glazing panels had to be
developed.
After the design was more developed, the design team initially approached Siemens, a
large manufacturer of light fixtures and other automation systems to produce the first
prototype. Since Siemens typically manufactures products in large quantities and their
machineries were structured as such, it could not fabricate a prototype of the
Lightmetrics at a reasonable cost. Siemens Germany diverted the request to the
Northern Italy facility, the first prototype was then agreed to be fabricated at Siemens in
Northern Italy, but the result was unsatisfactory due to its discoloration. By this stage, it
did not seem feasible to continue developing Lightmetrics for the Design Center.
Alternative solutions-or what Schrade calls "emergency exits"-were discussed
privately among designers at Thomas Herzog + Partners.
However, the client representatives had been genuinely intrigued by the idea of a fully
glazed building since the early discussion-during brainstorming and in the following
design development meetings. Their intimate involvement was crucial to the continuing
development of Lightmetrics because, to the designers' surprise, the representative
whose role was budget controller for the project remained enthusiastic about the idea
and suggested a local manufacturer of plastic, BENEDER, as a possible manufacturer.
Clearly, the clients in this case were to occupy or use the building themselves as
opposed to developing the facility for immediate financial returns; hence they were more
concerned with design quality and building performance. Together with BENEDER, at a
reasonable lump sum fee, a new prototype was made, satisfactorily meeting the design
criteria. The collaboration between designers, consultants, and manufacturers received
full support from the client representatives and their efforts resulted in the 16mm profile
Lightmetrics panels (about 5/8 of an inch), covering the Linz Design Center. While
Professor Rodolf Frimberger performed the wind tunnel tests at the Technical University
of Munich, prototype testing and internal climate simulations (temperature and airflow)
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were carried out extensively at Bartenbach Lichtlabor and Design Flow Solution (Cardiff
University), respectively. In fact, with the help of a powerful computer capability, the
lighting engineers developed their own calculation program to determine the grid
geometries of each panel.
The creation is the first of its kind in buildings and was perceived by both BENEDER and
Siemens as a potentially viable product. In conjunction with the glazing area of over
20,000 M2 , and the potential for use in the Hall 26 at the World Exposition in Hannover,
Siemens Traunreut facility, i.e., Siteco Beleuchtungstechnik GmbH, decided that it could
manufacture these Lightmetrics panels at a price similar to the cost of other glazing
systems, while maintaining the same product warranty.
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3200 FUEL CELLS
Project
Four Times Square, New York, USA (1999)
Brief description of innovation
The development of fuel cell technology originated in the 1 9 1h century, but the technology
has only been seriously considered as a commercial power alternative for building
during the last decade and a half. The first practical usage of fuel cells came with
NASA's Apollo space missions during the 1960's. However, the fuel cell technology
available at that time was far too expensive for commercial applications. Yet, with the
increasing emphasis on environmentally conscious energy sources, improved
technology, and increasing energy costs, fuel cells have leaped to the forefront of our
modern day energy revolution.
Fuel cells are energy generators that undergo a chemical process similar to a battery.
However, unlike a battery, they do not need to discharge and will continue running so
long as fuel is supplied (Marshall 2001). The principles of operation in all types of fuel
cells are the same (see Image 6). The interior of the cell consists of two electrodes
surrounding an electrolyte. Oxygen and hydrogen each pass over an electrode,
producing electricity, water, and heat (Fuel Cells 2000b).
N+
Fuel 
_ _ _ _ _
Anod. talyt Membrane hod* Catalyst
H20
Exhaust
Image 6 Fuel Cells Mechanisms (Fuel Cells 2000b)
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The 1960's NASA Apollo space program utilized alkaline fuel cells for its missions.
These cells, which used alkaline potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte, were extremely
energy efficient, but they have been too expensive to be feasible for commercial use.
Another fuel cell technology, the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell, shows the
most promise in the automobile industry. Its low operation temperature of approximately
200 *F and its ability to quickly vary power output make it suitable for an automobile's
start-and-stop mode of operation. PEM fuel cells also have potential to be developed for
commercial applications in the building industry. Perhaps the most prevalent type of fuel
cells in buildings today, however, is phosphoric acid fuel cells. Operating temperatures
for this type are in the range of 400 *F. Regenerative fuel cells, currently in
development, also show a lot of potential. Basically a solar-hydrogen cycle, water is
separated into hydrogen and oxygen in a solar powered electrolyser. The hydrogen and
oxygen are then fed into the fuel cell, producing water as one of its byproducts, which
can then be used to restart the process (Fuel Cells 2000a).
There are obvious performance advantages to using fuel cells over conventional
techniques in buildings. Energy efficiency is a significant aspect as fuel cells typically
are 35% to 38% more efficient compared to internal combustion engines (Marshall
2001). Generating electricity on site also eliminates the problem of energy waste during
transmission, further improving efficiency within the overall energy delivery cycle. With
no moving parts, fuel cells are extremely quiet and reliable, requiring only minimal
maintenance. Another benefit of using fuel cells is their "green" aspect. Fuel cells
produce water and heat as byproducts but none of the pollutants normally associated
with the burning of fossil fuels (Marshall 2001).
However, there are several obstacles that need to be overcome before fuel cells can be
widely used in the building sector. One problem that currently limits the use of fuel cells
is the amount of physical space and clearance required for installation and operation.
Additionally, the cells require the replacement of a 9,000 pound part every five years
after the initial installation, a difficult operation given their substantial weight (Kaplan
1997: 20-21). Another problem that currently limits widespread commercial and private
use is the relatively high cost of fuel cells and their primary fuel, hydrogen. Although
hydrogen is more expensive than gasoline and oil, techniques for inexpensively mass-
producing hydrogen are being refined such that it could improve fuel prices (Fuel Cells
2000c). Likewise, as fuel cells are manufactured in greater quantities and technology
improves, prices should decrease to more competitive levels (Marshall 2001).
Project description
Four Times Square is a speculative office building located in the heart of midtown
Manhattan, on Broadway between 42nd and 4 3 rd Street (see Image 7). It is the first
major construction project in Manhattan in almost a decade (EREN 2001) and is part of
the city's comprehensive $2 billion urban renewal project. The 48-story office tower has
two distinct orientations (see Image 8, 9). The north (4 3rd Street) and west (Broadway)
are primarily clad with glass and metal and large-scale commercial signage is integrated
into the fagade towards Times Square. The south (42nd Street) and east fagade, on the
other hand, is clad with textured and scaled masonry as a response to the corporate
context and the neighborhood of Bryant Park. At the stone fagade podium on Broadway
and 42nd Street, the building integrates the required 2,000 square meters of commercial
signage and houses retail enterprises in varying sizes, shapes, and types, adding bustle
to its active and dynamic surroundings. The entire structure encloses 1.6 million square
feet of office space (AIA 2001).
WEST 4=S SMW~fvw Om  4i NEENNNE
Image 7 Four Times Square Vicinity (WA 2000)
The building is considered to be the first project of its size and type in the United States
to be "green" (AIA 2001). It is designed to use about 59% of the non-renewable energy
that a similarly sized conventional building would consume. Currently, Four Times
Square is the largest building structure in the world that utilizes fuel cells. The original
design for the building was to operate eight fuel cells that were to be located on the roof.
However, due to the high cost, the lack of space, and the inability to lift the cells up to
the roof, the final design incorporates two fuel cells that are located on the fourth floor of
the structure. The two installed fuel cells are capable of generating enough electricity to
provide 100% of the night-time demand. Other environmental design features include
photovoltaics, natural lighting, and measures for improved indoor air quality, recycling
systems, and the use of recyclable materials.
Image 8 and 9 Four Times Square Office Tower (AIA 2001)
Innovation development and implementation
In 1995, architects Bob Fox and Bruce Fowle were contacted by the Durst Organization,
the owner/developer of Four Times Square, to design a new office building in midtown
Manhattan's commercial district. The executives of the Organization, Douglas Durst and
Jonathan Durst, were committed from the start to developing this building in an
ecologically responsible way (Lippe 1999). Interestingly, the client did not opt for an
established environmentally focused design firm but rather for design and consulting
firms that Durst had previously worked with. Having worked with the client only once,
Fox & Fowle were, in fact, not their first pick. But since the client's initial choice was no
longer in practice, Fox & Fowle were the next natural choice. The structural and
mechanical engineers for the project were also selected on the same basis. In addition
to professional loyalty, all parties involved shared the same abiding concerns for the
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environment. In fact, the Durst executives and Dan Tishman-president of the
construction management firm for the project, Tishman Construction-were already well
known in the real estate community for their environment sensibilities (WA 2000).
Douglas Durst is part-owner of New York State's largest organic farm (Post 2000), and
Dan Tishman had developed an environmental consulting business that included
ecosystem research (Lippe 1999).
Further forging together the designers' and client's environmentally responsible visions,
coincidentally, just before receiving the commission to design Four Times Square, Fox
and Fowle were also solicited by their colleague at the city of New York's Design and
Construction Department to participate in a "green movement" for NYC buildings.
Despite having little experience on environmental design at the time of the commission,
the office had a genuine interest and had already begun to gather information pertaining
to the projects they had completed that were environmentally correct. When the
commission to design the Four Times Square project came along, the architects
considered the project an opportunity to improve their skills and to apply their interest in
environmental design.
Undoubtedly, construction of this magnitude involved a large number of participants. In
a concerted effort to establish an effective working relationship, the architects and the
clients decided to initiate the collaboration with a 3-day "retreat" at which all the key
players were obliged to attend. The retreat allowed aspects of the project such as the
aspirations of the owner, architects and other participants, the protocol for
communication, and the contractor's strategies for coordination, to be openly discussed.
The ideas and consensus were recorded on sheets of paper in an informal manner but
were signed by all participants to indicate their commitment. In fact, a formal partnering
process was conducted during the retreat by a team-building consultant, Barry Jentz of
Leadership & Learning. Clearly, the contractor, Tishman Construction, was involved
from the very beginning. A number of consultants were later brought in, such as Arthur
Derman, to give presentations about what environmental design encompasses-
discussing numerous issues from the details of indoor air quality down to the level of
furniture.
At an early stage of the design, Sylvia Smith, an architect and a partner at Fox & Fowle,
received a phone call from her colleague at the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) about a
grant that was to support four projects of at least 50,000 square feet around the country
for energy efficient building demonstrations. The grant would provide assistance for the
additional engineering expenses to accomplish a set target of energy usage. Four
Times Square was immediately enlisted. Still, what exactly needed to be done was
unclear to the members of the project. Their lack of expertise in green building design
was compensated by their receptivity and openness to suggestions and allowed them to
explore a wider range of possibilities. Meetings were used to brainstorm for ideas. The
debates and decisions were made very quickly because the client was present at all
meetings. The fast-track nature of this project and the mission to develop
environmentally sensible building necessitated close design coordination and expedient
feedback among all project participants.
The developer's commitment and determination to build "green" also drew the interest
and assistance of many energy experts and the Department of Energy (DOE).
Specifically, Four Times Square was one of several projects that were supported by
grants from DOE's State Energy Program through the New York State Energy Research
& Development Authority (NYSERDA). The National Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) became an independent consultant in the project. A NYSERDA grant, funded
by DOE's State Energy Program, together with a grant from RMI, supported the
developer's use of the advanced energy analysis program DOE-2 carried out by Steven
Winter Associates. The program's analyses were used as a primary basis for the
selection of all HVAC and lighting systems and exterior cladding materials and
techniques.
In spite of the high level of effort, the environmental design decisions began in a
relatively piecemeal manner. For instance, when a unit of mechanical equipment had to
be chosen, if one was more expensive but has less impact on the environment (like
lower pollution level), that equipment would likely be chosen over the less expensive one
with higher environmental impact. Naturally, the energy savings down the road had to
be considered in parallel. The team decided that a feasible strategy to lower the
environmental impact was to originate the energy supply rather than acquiring electricity
from the city's electrical system. Windmills and photovoltaic technologies were
considered. During the late stages of the design process, Douglas Durst had learned
about fuel cells in scientific journals and was intrigued by the technology because fuel
cells do not produce pollution. Its by-products are water and heat (which theoretically
can be reclaimed for space heating) instead of carbon dioxide or sulfur that contribute to
global warming and acid rain. Since the architect, Bob Fox, had previously designed
(though it was not built due to the 1980's recession) the headquarters for the United
Technologies Corporation (ONSI), a manufacturer of fuel cells, a visit to the
manufacturing facility in Connecticut was made by the client. Intrigued by what they saw
during the visit, the Durst executives requested the mechanical engineer, Marvin Lewin,
to carry out the feasibility study. By this time, most of the design had been completed
and the foundation had already been poured. The decision to use fuel cells led to an
expensive change order. There were a number of debates about performance and
financial issues-whether to use 8 fuel cells on the roof or 4 fuel cells or 6 fuel cells. In
the end, 2 fuel cells were used after the client decided to commit to the use of the
technology and have successfully negotiated with the New York State's Energy
Research Authority for the $200,000 subsidy for each 200kW unit of fuel cells (see
Image 10, 11).
Image 10 and 11 Fuel Cell Unit and ONSI 200kW Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (DOE 2002)
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3300 DOUBLE-SKIN FAQADE
Project
Telus William Farrell Building, Vancouver, B.C., Canada (2000)
Brief description of innovation
Double-skin fagade or double-leaf fagade is an alternative design for building enclosures
versus the traditional envelope of single layer walls. It basically consists of two layers of
glass, arranged in various configurations to create a buffer zone that encapsulates
warmed air in the cavity between the inner and outer layers (see Image 12). The
trapped heat can then be used to warm the building in winter. In summer, a ventilation
system expels the heated air from the cavity, helping to keep the building cool. The
double layer also insulates inhabitants from extremes of temperature, resulting in a more
comfortable interior. By their very nature, double-skin facades tend to be unique, subject
to the wishes and constraints of project architects and engineers such as architectural
aesthetics and costs.
Monliic fagde Doue skin fagade
Image 12 Double-skin Fagade Concept Diagram (GlassonWeb 2002)
The three major types of double-skin fagade include buffer systems, extract-air systems,
and twin-face systems. Buffer systems have been in existence for nearly 100 years
(Lang and Herzog 2000). These systems consist of two layers of single glazing with an
air gap sealed from both interior and exterior-functioning much like a thick wall to
reduce the rate of heat loss. Extract-air fagades became popularized in the 1970's. It
consists of an inner layer of single-glazing and an outer layer of insulated glass,
enclosing exhaust air from the HVAC system. This air layer serves to buffer the interior
from outside weather conditions, thereby reducing heat loss in cold climate conditions.
The third type is twin-face fagades, which were developed in the late 1980's. This
configuration of double-skin fagade consists of an inner layer of insulating glass and a
permeable outer layer of single glazing that works mainly as a weather barrier,
protecting the environment inside of the airshaft from precipitation and excess wind
pressure, but is open to natural ventilation. In this configuration, an airshaft remains
between the two skins, maintaining the benefits of the extract-air fagade. The twin-faced
facade is perhaps the most desirable of the double-skin fagade alternatives because its
neutral zone allows for operable windows on every level and for maneuverable shades
free from solar heat gain' (see Image 13). These additional features provide substantial
benefits to the energy consumption of buildings. First, the use of operable windows
allows natural ventilation, even in tall buildings, and provides an added psychological
benefit to building occupants by allowing them the control of their own environment.
Second, the full transparency of glazing further reduces energy consumption needed for
artificial light while increasing the connection between the interior and exterior
environments.
Image 13 Double-skin Fagade Schematic Section (GBC 2000)
Depending on specific partitioning of the air gap between the two layers of double-skin
facades, the properties of fire protection, acoustic insulation, and thermal insulation will
be affected. In the corridor facades, in which the partitions divide the air gap horizontally
at each floor, the ventilation gaps are placed above and below each partition. The
presence of horizontal partitions prevents the transmission of fire, heated air, smoke,
and airborne agents between floors. In the shaft-type fagade, the partitions are vertical
1Shading device that is interior to the inner skin allows solar heat gain to accumulate inside the building.
Maneuverable shades exterior to the outer skin is more effective but need to be weather protected, and are
therefore usually expensive.
I
and usually run the full height of the building. Natural ventilation functions better in this
system, though buoyancy tends to bring used air, noise, and fire to the upper levels.
Lastly, double-window facades, in which a combination of horizontal and vertical
partitions is used, allow the benefits of both corridor and shaft systems. These fagades,
however, incur higher construction cost.
Despite their benefits, double-skin facades typically cost twice as much as the
conventional single layer facades at installation if the double-skin fagades are
considered in isolation-apart from other buildings systems (e.g., structural and
mechanical systems). Particularly in countries such as the U.S. where this type of
enclosure has not been used extensively, the installation of a double-skin fagade can
cost up to four or five times as much due to the increased materials usage, specialized
glass, and engineers' and architects' inexperience with this construction technique (Lang
and Herzog 2000). Especially, additional time to design, test, model, as well as
construct the building is necessary to ensure successful performance of this type of
climate control enclosure. However, it is essential that this fagade system be considered
as part of an integrated building climate control system with the savings on the cost of
mechanical system for heating and cooling, and the reduction of artificial lighting. In
addition to these economic considerations are the psychological benefits of the double-
skin fagade, which serve to improve the quality of the interior environment.
Project description
The 127,000-ft2 Telus William Farrell Building is located on Robson Street, a major retail
street in downtown Vancouver, B.C. This eight-story office building was originally built in
the 1940s during the Second World War (see Image 14). It is currently owned by Telus,
a Canadian telecommunications company. The telecommunications infrastructure has
since changed from analog to the more compact digital systems, which make the current
1940s facility redundant and outdated, and hence necessitated its renovation. Once a
brick fagade, it is now enveloped with a new double-glazed, fritted and frameless glazing
system with operable windows suspended 3 feet from the existing building fagade (see
Image 16, 17).
Image 14 Existing Building prior to Construction (GBC 2000)
The BC Telus Building is perhaps the first use of double-skin facades in Canada. The
building combines the features of the double-skin fagade with energy-saving
photovoltaics and heat recovery systems (see Image 17). The design is actually a triple
skin with a double layer of glazed glass suspended over the face of the existing building.
This allows the building all the advantages of double-skin facades including, sound
dampening, temperature control, solar shading, and energy efficiency. Interestingly,
heating is accomplished by utilizing the waste heat from several large chillers operating
in an adjacent telecommunications building. The heated air is then distributed
throughout the facility via an air-handling unit on each floor. Further ventilation is
accomplished through photovoltaic powered fans within the envelope of the building.
Daytime lighting is achieved through the use of light shelves within the outer building
fagade. Overall, the energy consumption is believed to be as much as 55% less than
that of a similar sized conventional building (AdvBuilding 2001).
Image 15 and 16 Telus William Farrell Building and its Outer skin fagade (GBC 2000)
__M
Image 17 Telus Building's Double-skin Fagade Diagram (GBC 2000)
Innovation development and implementation
The William Farrell building is a part of a building complex that was built in a series of
additions since 1913. The renovation of the Telus William Farrell building, in fact, has its
origin in a mid-90's seismic assessment of its neighboring structure where the main
telephone switching gear for Telus is housed-almost every phone line in Vancouver
goes through the building (Building 2000). These primarily reinforced concrete
structures were designed and built prior to the enforced code for seismic design. Much
of the structure needed seismic retrofit, primarily to protect the company's $400-500
million worth of equipment. Due to the high cost of retrofitting the structure, the initial
proposal was to demolish the William Farrell building. This decision was, however,
quickly changed after recognizing that the current structure was built at an exceedingly
higher density than the current regulations would allow. If the existing structure were
demolished, the new construction would have to be at a much lower density-
approximately 50% less. As a result, the client decided to retrofit the building instead of
demolishing it.
The decision to renovate the existing structure was contiguously augmented with
specific aspirations for a new image, efficiency, and user's comfort. Telus, as a
telecommunication company, sought to modernize the quality of their workspace as well
as their corporate image, a new aesthetic for a contemporary office tower in place of the
existing 1940's brick fagade headquarters. In addition to modernizing its presence,
Telus also had a mission to be an environmentally responsible corporate citizen. A
number of architecture firms were short-listed and interviewed. Busby & Associates, an
architecture firm in Vancouver BC, was chosen based on their extensive experience with
environmentally responsible design while their design fees were kept at the same rate as
other architecture firms. Upon receiving the commission to renovate the William Farrell
building, project architect Peter Busby recommended to the client KEEN Engineering for
building services consultant because they have been working together effectively on
several projects and shared an abiding concern for the natural environment.
Busby along with KEEN engineer Kevin Hydes and Blair McCarry initiated the first
meeting with a slide presentation of design, construction, and developments that
addressed environmental concerns and with a brainstorming session where design
ideas were openly shared with all participants. Everyone was encouraged to make
suggestions even if the ideas were not within his/her own area of expertise. Electricians
could comment on the HVAC systems, for example, even if this input was in the realm of
the mechanical and service engineers. The logic behind these cross-field suggestions
and critiques was that each participant had worked on other projects before where
he/she had seen what others had accomplished. Cross-field suggestions allowed
participants to draw ideas from previous experiences into this project. "You have to be
open enough and realize that the consultants who are in totally unrelated fields can give
the best idea," said McCarry. Since landscape designers could easily have been
involved with a project with highly technical window systems, no idea would be
discarded without a reason. Through several months of these types of sessions and
designers' continual interest in technological developments, particularly in climate-
controls and environmentally sound strategies in building design, Busby, Hydes, and
McCarry decided to incorporate double-skin fagades with photovoltaic-powered fans into
the project. It was crucial that throughout this design process, the client representative
Doug Green was intimately involved because the final decision to use the double-skin
fagade with PV panels had to be approved by the executives of Telus. Since the
approval process at the executive level was an internal process and, to a large extent,
about financial decisions, the designers were not present to defend their scheme,
instead they had to rely on the client representative to advocate the design on their
behalf. Green's enthusiastic support was indispensable to secure the executives'
approval.
Although double-skin fagades have already been integrated into several buildings in
Europe, this type of fagade had never been constructed in Canada, and the mechanical
consultants had not engineered one before. McCarry had once attempted to incorporate
the double fagade in a project in the Middle East but later abandoned the idea due to the
lack of cooperation from a German ventilated fagade manufacturer. The Telus project
was McCarry's second attempt; and preliminary studies were carried out to determine if
the design would actually work technically. Design trade-offs, e.g., reduction of
mechanical systems and bare fenestration of stairwells, were used to keep the cost of
the construction at approximately $100 per square foot. Keen Engineering used
simulation software including DOE-2, PowerDOE, TAS, and TRACE 700 throughout the
design process to estimate the effects of different design decisions and fine tune the
choice of materials or strategy (OEE 2002). For instance, after running simulations,
KEEN found that using the existing single glazed windows and a double-glazed vertical
shaft was the best solution in order to avoid condensation. The team also collaborated
with Lou Stamenic at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) on the PV
system study, which contributed a $20,000 grant to the project.
Once the designers realized that the double-skin fagade was technically and financially
possible, getting the approval from the city was important since the existing building was
constructed right up to the property line. Any additional layer of wall would have been in
the public right-of-way. Early involvement of the building officials and explicit
demonstrations and validation of design performance, expedited the approval. The fact
that Telus building is located in Vancouver, where environmental concern is a top
priority, also minimized the likelihood of being rejected by the local officials. The cross-
fields collaboration among the team participants continued throughout the construction
phase.
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3400 DYNAMIC FACADE SYSTEMS
Project
The New Parliamentary Building (Portcullis House), London, England (1999)
Brief description of innovation
The dynamic fagade system is unique to the New British Parliamentary Building, officially
known as the Portcullis House. The design is essentially an extension of the existing
concept of a double-skin fagade, a double wall system. Although other buildings have
utilized double-skin or double-leaf facades, they have never been integrated so fully with
the temperature and airflow systems of the buildings. The dynamic fagade is a
component of the comprehensive environmental control systems of the building that
combines the use of raised floor plenums, building's thermal mass, vertical wall airshafts
combined with solar collector cavity windows, and exhaust turrets with rotary heat
exchangers. The heat gains from solar warming as well as room heat retention are all
directed towards the rotary heat exchangers, which warm and humidify the incoming fresh
air. It is essentially a hybrid ventilated-fagade assisted by mechanical systems with
special window articulations. These specialized windows consist of three parts: an outer
leaf of double-glazed insulating glass; a cavity of air movement with a dark bronze
shading device inserted inside of the glazing unit; and a simple inner pane of glass placed
inside these elements. The windows are an active part of the mechanical system, serving
as solar load control devices, mediating negative impacts (e.g., noise and pollution) and
providing for redistribution of heat via the heat recovery wheel (Arons 2000). A light shelf
that separates the upper third of the window from the lower two thirds is also incorporated
into the fagade to increase the utilization of natural light, thereby further minimizing energy
consumption (from the use of artificial lighting). Each element that forms this building
envelope is not new but their combination is unprecedented.
The components of the fagade and the structural systems of the building operate
interdependently and in a dynamic fashion (see Image 18). The air is brought in through
the base of each of the 14 roof turrets through mechanical means, passing through an air
filter and rotary heat exchanger where it is heated and humidified before being circulated
through the fagade cavity via a low pressure fan. The conditioned fresh air enters each
room through a ventilation passage underneath the raised floor, i.e., plenum space. The
raised floor and other surfaces of interior space, e.g., the undulating ceiling slabs, are -
made with materials capable of absorbing large amounts of heat (internal heat gains
through radiation from body heat and office machines such as computers), which serve as
a passive cooling strategy. The incoming fresh air replaces rising exhaust air, which exits
through vents near the ceiling. The exhaust air is passed through the rotary heat
exchangers again to recover heat and is then ejected via the turret tops (Twinn 1997: 7).
The system, therefore, stabilizes temperature fluctuation and provides 100% fresh air
ventilation to all rooms through a series of vertical wall airshafts and raised floor plenums
on each floor (EIBI 2001).
Image 18 and 19 NPB's Dynamic Fagade Schematic Sections (AWC 1998)
Project description
The building is located in an urban area classified as a World Heritage site, on the corner
of Bridge Street and Victoria Embankment with the main entrance on the Embankment
side. It is directly across the street from the Palace of Westminster and Big Ben. The
building takes a courtyard form, creating maximum exterior frontage as well as
establishing a secured perimeter. The architectural design is a combination of closely
spaced solid masonry piers with bay windows in bronze to reflect the historical urban
context of the site, specifically Norman Shaw's Scotland Yard nearby (see Image 20, 21).
The envelope of the roof has a composite aluminum bronze/steel fenestration with the
primary structure of the roof, "the "spider", expressed by clusters of eight box girder legs
to support the turrets above (see Image 19). It has seven floors of 14m deep cellular
accommodation arranged around the glazed 50m X 25m central courtyard. The upper
five floors of the building house offices and conference rooms for the 210 Members of
Parliament and their staff. The floor just above the ground level contains committee
rooms and conference facilities while the ground floor houses restaurants, shops, and
other common facilities such as reading rooms.
Below ground are three underground railway lines, i.e., District, Circle, and Jubilee lines,
cutting at different depths across the site, with a new underground station. Hence, an
arcade is featured along the street fronts at ground-floor level of the building to shelter the
entrance to the underground station below. A key criticism towards the construction of the
parliament building was its enormous cost, approximately E250 million, and the delayed
schedule, lasting from its initial sketch plan that was presented to the House of Commons
in 1992 to its eventual completion in 1999 (EIBI 2001).
Image 20 and 21 Building Elevation and Fagade Details (AWC 1998)
Innovation development and implementation
The project originated in 1989 when architects Michael Hopkins & Partners (MHP), with
Arup as engineering advisors, were appointed to carry out a study of the site and
refurbishment of buildings which had been previously occupied by Scotland Yard. Shortly
after the initial study came the new underground station (Westminster Station) and the
Jubilee Line extension project. This change in scope necessitated the demolition of the
existing buildings on the site. The Jubilee Line changed the nature of the project from
refurbishment to new construction. Since Hopkins along with John Berry of Arup were
already working on the study, it was an automatic transition to have their team provide the
scheme for the new Parliament building.
The new Parliament commissioned by the British government was mandated to have the
highest level of security (literally bombproof!), possess the highest possible air quality with
a strict internal temperature constraint (22 ±2 *C), and have a minimum fabric life of 120
years (Twinn 1997: 2). The criteria towards green design was less specific; the client
requested good environmental conditions for the occupants and energy efficient features
in the overall design to set a benchmark for environmentally responsible buildings and to
provide an example of late twentieth-century British architecture.
Image 22 Underground Support and Jubiliee Line Station (AWC 1998)
This loose brief, as opposed to prescriptive brief, from the client was welcomed by the
designers as a positive contribution because it allowed their freedom to explore a range of
solutions. It was seen as an "aspiration statement." Since the constraint caused by the
underground station and the Jubilee Line extension restricted the use of a conventional
foundation for the building, a different design tactic was required. In this case, only one
comer of the building and six columns could be supported from below. The other three
corners had to be hung off of the outside perimeter or the external fagade of the building,
which was already supported by "the box" or diaphragm walls of the Jubilee Line
underneath (see Image 22). Coinciding with the beginning stages of the new Parliament
design was the final stages of Hopkins' and Berry's Bracken House project, where a load
bearing fagade was used. Because of the need to lessen the impact on the cords that
were used to hold up the structure where foundations were not possible, the design teams
decided to further develop the fagade that was used in Bracken House for the new
Parliament by integrating supply and return air ducts into the load bearing fagade, dubbed
by the team as "fat fagade".
The design teams decided to develop this integrated or dynamic fagade system to satisfy
these structural requirements as well as to achieve a goal of drastically reduced building
energy use (Twinn 1997). At about the same time that they received the commission to
design the Parliament building, Hopkins' office applied and received two grants from the
European Union's Joule 11 programme to study energy-efficient workplaces. These grants
provided funding to support two years of pure research on energy efficiency improvement,
reduction of building energy demand, and utilization of renewable energy sources
(Dunster and Pringle 1997). Although the grants were unrelated to the project, the funds
allowed Hopkins & Partners an opportunity to gain a broad insight on developing
strategies for energy efficient design. In fact, these grants made possible the otherwise
unfeasible development of the integrated fagade with the mechanical systems for the new
parliament building. The findings of this research, moreover, were not only applied to the
fagade design of the Parliament building but also to other projects in the office at the time,
e.g., Nottingham University and Inland Revenue Centre where passive ventilation and
natural cooling were also employed. The grants together with a delayed construction
schedule due to the underground projects provided the design team with additional
resources and time (six-year period prior to site construction) to re-examine the
conventional approach to indoor environment control and to monitor and develop the
alternative design.
During the design process, the client itself was not closely involved. A construction
management team, Laing Management Ltd., was hired to represent the client in the
project. The dynamic fagade idea was a result of a collaboration of a few architects and
engineers who were interested in the environmental issues from either an ethical or
intellectual point of view. John Pringle, a partner of Michael Hopkins Architect, chose Bill
Dunster, a senior architect in the office, to develop the conceptual design for the project
because of his commitment and interest in environmental technologies and his
involvement in the Joule Il research. Chris Twinn and John Berry, Arup's environmental
and service engineers, worked closely with the architects to develop the cavity window
system, a "living wall", as part of environmental control mechanism for the building
envelope. The integrated outcome of the architectural, structural, and mechanical design
of this project is a manifestation of a close working relationship of an interdisciplinary
team. Throughout the design process, tolerance analysis checks were used to obtain an
understanding of what first order and second order thermal design parameters were
(Twinn 1997). Extensive testing was carried out, particularly computer modeling and
Computational Fluid Dynamic analyses of airflows and temperature gradients. To ensure
proper operation, a full-scale 1:1 mock up of the fagade components was also constructed
by MBM Metallbau M6ckm0hl, Germany, for its heat flow testing at the Conphoebus
research lab in Catania, Sicily. Wind tunnel evaluation was performed by CSTB facility
(aerodynamic engineer) in Nantes, France. The field measures collected by the labs were
compared with the computer models to confirm the building's predicted performance.
These testing and validation were indispensable to gain confidence not only from the
client but also from the designers themselves, because the assessment enabled project
consultants to investigate all aspects that were essential to the design performance. The
client's willingness and capacity to support numerous consultants and testing, combined
with the designers' commitment to environmental agenda, whose effort continued during
the delayed construction work, were crucial to the development of dynamic fagade system
in the New Parliamentary Building.
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3500 VENTILATED CHIMNEYS [PERFORMANCE AUDITORIUM]
Project
Contact Theatre, Manchester, England (1999)
Brief description of innovation
Naturally ventilated chimneys, or in more general terms, naturally ventilated building
solutions, utilize the buoyancy properties of air to ventilate building spaces. Although
they are considered by most building professionals today as an alternative to traditional
mechanical ventilation and air conditioning systems, naturally ventilated chimneys were
invented perhaps thousands of years ago. In their most basic form they consist simply
of cross-ventilated windows through which air is taken in, and exit vents through which
the exhaust air is ejected.
The naturally ventilated chimneys follow a basic principle. Cool air is brought in at the
lower part of the building or at the bottom of a floor through airshafts or plenums. The
exhaust air of the room, warmed through internal heat gains (e.g., artificial light, office
equipment, and body heat), rises through its natural buoyancy into vents, which are
placed near the top of the room. Ceiling height has to be adequately designed to allow
for the column of exhaust air to concentrate above the occupied zone. This warmed air
is naturally drawn through vertical chimneys and discharged outside the building (Ford
and Short 1994: 12). Consequently, fresh air can be continually supplied to the building
without mechanical means. During the winter, conventional heating is utilized to warm
the incoming fresh air while reducing the amount of outgoing exhaust air (Cook 1999:
503).
Image 23 and 24 CFD Projection of Airflow and Temperature Stratification in Main
Auditorium (Garnham 1999)
I
Natural ventilation is relatively simple to achieve in small structures where air intake and
exhaust are fairly close to each other. The larger the volume of the space, the more
difficult it is to maintain an even ambient of the indoor climate via natural buoyancy of air.
In large volume spaces, such as indoor performance auditoriums or theatres, there are
numerous objects within the space impeding natural airflows, as well as great variations
in the height of occupied zones where the difference in temperature gradients within the
space can be significant. As a result, consistent temperature and air movement as well
as contaminants are difficult to control uniformly throughout voluminous interiors. In
addition, the building form itself is affected by the natural ventilation approach in two
principal ways. The high fresh air requirement of large volume buildings necessitates
large openings for air intake, and the summer temperature target can only be achieved
by the use of nighttime cooling coupled with significant exposed thermal mass (Quincey
1997). These principles regulate the treatment of building enclosure and material use in
the design. Large performance spaces therefore present a unique challenge for natural
ventilation design. Consequently, conditioning these spaces with natural ventilation has
rarely been considered since temperature fluctuations and drafts are highly undesirable
for performance halls.
Despite these difficulties, there are several important advantages to naturally ventilated
systems, such as ventilated chimneys, over their mechanical counterparts. Most
importantly, both maintenance and operating costs are greatly reduced, as there are few
moving parts and thus fewer system breakdowns and less energy use. Especially
advantageous to performance spaces is that the noise associated with mechanical
ventilation and cooling systems is eliminated in natural ventilation design.
The disadvantages surrounding ventilated chimneys originate from the fact that they
have to be custom-designed for each building. Considerations like surrounding buildings
and external wind do not have to be accounted for with mechanical systems but are
crucial to the operation of naturally ventilated chimneys. In order for natural ventilation
to be as effective as mechanical ventilation, extensive testing and computer simulation
must be performed.
Project description
Contact Theatre is located on the Manchester University campus, in central Manchester.
Its location is close to the busy Oxford Road, next door to a student concert venue, and
200 meters away from a large church bell tower. The original rectangular masonry
building with a Woodwool slab roof was built in 1963. Its particularly wide stage of 17
meters is an unusual feature of this community-based theatre.
Today, nine huge 40-meter brick stacks with H-shaped chimney pots or extractors
dominate the exterior view of the theatre (see Image 25, 26). An articulated zinc fagade,
imitating "curtains" lifting up, indicates the main entry, which is visible from the Oxford
Road. The building has a brightly colored foyer, with a curved staircase leading up to
the main auditorium, which has a seating capacity of 370. To the rear are the restaurant
and a separate stair tower leading to the new studio theatre and rehearsal room, both
located on the upper floor. The expansion of the backstage space on a rather
constrained site means the building services had to be placed at the front of the parcel.
Image 25 Contact Theatre's Main Entrance Image 26 Silhouette of the H-pot Chimneys(Garnham 1999) (Garnham 1999)
Theatres are characterized by intermittent heavy occupancy and high stage lighting
loads. These conditions are typically addressed with mechanical means, i.e., air
conditioning systems. The Contact Theatre is perhaps one of the first indoor theatres in
an urban setting that uses natural ventilation for climate control. The Theatre's
ventilation is primarily achieved by stack effect, in which indoor air is buoyant and
applies pressure to the building envelope. It has thermally heavy floors, walls, and
partitions, and the auditoriums sit atop concrete labyrinths for additional thermal storage
(Palmer 1999). The original theatre had a brick inner face but this has now been
covered with a dense plaster, which preserves the walls' thermal admittance. Air enters
the main auditorium at ground level through louvers in the west wall. This fresh air then
passes through a thermal labyrinth, splits into four plenums and multiple pathways, and
enters the auditorium through grilles in the floor and seating rake. Warm air rises
naturally through the auditorium and is expelled from the building through the chimneys.
These stacks have a 2-m square cross-section to ensure maximum updraft while
keeping the pressure down. The natural ventilation was designed for a maximum airflow
rate of 12 m3/sec, which easily meets the 10 air changes per hour (ac/h) target.
The stack height and termination design are particularly important because the 28' tall
shaft terminates with an H-pot arrangement, providing reliable operation in all wind
conditions (preventing downdrafts) as well as adequate rain protection (see Image 27,
28). There are slow speed axial fans, one in each stack, which are designed to operate
in conditions of high temperature to increase ventilation or at night for cooling the
structure. It is estimated that Contact Theatre will use 2000 kWh/y, compared to about
55,000 kWh/y for a design with mechanical ventilation and air-conditioning systems
(Palmer 1999).
Image 27 and 28 H-pot Chimney Termination and the Building
Section (Garnham 1999)
Innovation development and implementation
The members of the Contact Theatre Company had been struggling with old equipment,
inadequate facilities, and run-down offices. The building was in need of major
refurbishment. In 1996, the Theatre Company publicly advertised a design competition
for redevelopment. Alan Short, Architect and then Dean of the Faculty of Art and Design
at De Montfort University, and Max Fordham Assiciates, services engineers, won the
M
commission with a scheme that features assisted natural ventilation. Together with the
Theatre Company, they applied for a national lottery grant from the Arts Council to
retrofit the building and were successful in securing a grant worth E4.5 million to
redevelop the existing auditorium and develop additional facilities to house rehearsal
spaces, a studio theatre, and workshops.
This proposed ventilated chimney scheme for the Theatre was built on their experience
gained from the much-celebrated De Montfort University's Queens Building project. The
Contact Theatre, in fact, extends Short's design trajectory that is based on his body of
research (in collaboration with his past and present colleagues) into the ways in which a
building's spaces, forms, and organization can be manipulated to modify its internal
environment (Garnham 1999). Short has maintained his commitment to passive design
strategies by eliminating or minimizing the use of mechanical systems as much as
possible in his works.
The lottery award was only to cover the capital cost. There was no contribution or
additional budget for building operation and maintenance. Like most theatres outside
London, maintenance of building services receives minimal attention and typically has a
low priority on most theatre companies' allocated expenditures. A major concern and
request from the Contact Theatre Company of the project was, expectedly, to minimize
running and maintenance costs. This restriction provided a major impetus to keep
energy costs low by avoiding air-conditioning systems, which typically have relatively
high running and maintenance costs. The Theatre Company was eager to eliminate air-
conditioning systems, since it had suffered for a number of years from system equipment
that was so noisy it had to be turned off during performances. In addition, the Company
reckoned that the inherently distinctive appearance of the technology would enhance its
presence in the area. The natural ventilation concept, therefore, was agreed upon early
on by the client with the condition that the design had to be able to restrict summer
temperatures in occupied areas to a maximum of 3C above the external ambient level.
Since the project was awarded through a design competition, the team of designers was
assembled without the client's intervention. The structural engineer, Modus Consulting,
had worked with Short on prior projects. The services engineer, Max Fordham, and
Short were personal friends and had been working together on a number of projects for
over 15 years; the members of the team, therefore, were familiar with each other's
working routines and ideologies. Since naturally ventilated solutions require a high
degree of coordination and integration between the design team members at the earliest
stages, this familiarity expedited the design process. From the outset, a close working
relationship between Short, Fordham, and his partner Richard Quincey was essential
because the key concept design and the building form were evolving. At this early
stage, their close collaboration allowed rapid development of different sketch ideas and
solutions. Quincey and Fordham could quickly analyze many preliminary solutions with
an acceptable level of confidence to the architect-turning engineering ideas into
architecture and vice versa. In addition to these design discussions among the
designers themselves, monthly meetings were used to continue the design reviews with
the client and other consultants, since many aspects of the scheme such as acoustic
and lighting were outside the scope of established services design. This regular meeting
arrangement also provided time for discussing new ideas, solutions, and validation, and
also for developing enthusiasm among all participants. A close collaboration with the
acoustician Tim Lewers of Cambridge Architectural Research was particularly crucial in
the selection of attenuators in the air pathways that directly affect both the acoustics and
the thermal performance of the building. The design of the Contact Theatre was a
collective process, in which all the members of the Theatre Company, the services
engineers, acoustic specialists, structural engineers, and all staff of the practice were
invited to contribute their skills and ideas for the design. Short's role was to provide an
overall coherence to the participants' concerted design efforts.
During the early evolution of the building form, quick preliminary calculations were
carried out using a variant of the CIBSE admittance procedure with a layered approach
to predict temperatures and define the size of the stacks and areas required. This
method allowed quick examination of a wide range of alternative schemes. A
measurement reading was taken from a similar theatre, Northcott Theatre in Exeter,
England, to determine the heat load expected from the stage lighting. It was clear from
the study that stage lighting loads could vary dramatically between different shows
(approximately 2:1 max/min) and throughout the same performance (approximately 5:1
max/min). An analysis of the heat generated by a typical stage luminaire had to be
performed. In addition, because of the concentration of hot air at the upper part of the
auditorium, it was determined that balcony-level seating would be infeasible to include in
the hall (Quincey 1999: 6). A design peak air-change rate of 10 air changes per hour
was also decided upon at this stage, as calculations indicated that higher ventilation rate
did not significantly reduce the occupied temperature. The final design was checked by
a CFD analysis carried out by Professor Phil Jones of the Design Flow Solutions to
check the results generated by the CIBSE admittance procedure and to determine the
temperature gradient and airflow patterns in the space with higher precision. This
extensive study was funded by Energy Design Advice Scheme (EDAS), a program
supported by the UK government. In response to concerns over possible wind
turbulence from adjacent buildings, a wind tunnel test was carried out by the Welsh
School of Architecture at Cardiff University. The study confirmed that adverse wind
gradients, between the intake and extract openings could occur, mainly as a result of the
single-sided intake; the stack height was therefore raised to address this problem
(Garnham 1999).
Nonetheless, the approval process for the Theatre was far from straightforward.
Inherent to natural ventilation design is the uninterrupted airflow across the interior
between inlets and outlets. The ventilated chimney used in the Theatre, hence, was met
with legitimate concerns from the city's fire officials since fire codes were based on fire
and smoke containment. If the codes were interpreted as such, implementing natural
ventilation strategy in buildings would not be possible. Instead, Short reviewed and
discussed the intention of the fire codes with the officials. Rather than focusing on fire
and smoke containment, the issues concerning "fire safety" were carefully considered. A
smoke test and a controlled-fire experiment (burning a large stack of books) were carried
out inside the main auditorium (during the construction) for fire safety demonstration.
The smoke generated by the fire rose to the upper part of the auditorium above the
occupied zone, which cleared the routes of egress and allowed occupants adequate
time to exit the building. The natural ventilation in fact allowed smoke to disperse
rapidly. The tests demonstrated that given the high ceilings and the large volume of the
theatre, with adequate openings, the smoke would be exhausted as quickly as it was
produced.
The close collaboration among project participants was reflected in the nature of the
contract arrangements. In order to achieve a naturally ventilated building, the use of
mechanical means to condition a building's interior had to be minimized or eliminated.
The typical fee arrangement that hinges the engineering fee on the size of mechanical
systems would not allow Fordham to cooperate in naturally ventilated design. In order to
develop buildings that were naturally conditioned, Short structured the engineering fee
on the same basis as the designer himself, in which the fee was based on the
construction cost. Though the engineering fee was not as profitable as other projects for
Max Fordham and Partners, the uniqueness of the design was viewed as a marketing
piece, and its success had to be assured in order for the building to become a
demonstration of their engineering dexterity. As a result, the Contact Theatre was
successfully constructed without an air-conditioning system but conditioned through the
natural buoyancy of air.
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3600 VENTILATED CHIMNEYS [LARGE FLOOR PLATE]
Project
Lanchester Library, Coventry, England (2000)
Brief description of innovation
The general development of naturally ventilated chimneys is described in the previous
case study: Ventilated Chimneys [Performance Auditorium]. The basic principle for
natural ventilation in small or massive size buildings is virtually the same. Cool air is
brought in at the lower part of the structure through airshafts before being distributed to
each floor. The supply air enters each space at the floor level and is warmed through
internal heat gains. Through its natural buoyancy, the warm stale air rises toward the
ceiling. Consequently, the ceiling height needs to be adequately planned to allow for
the column of exhaust air to concentrate at the top of the room where exhaust vents are
located. The exhaust air is then expelled from the building through the vertical chimney.
This natural buoyancy allows fresh air to continually be supplied to the building without
mechanical means. During the winter when the outside temperature is uncomfortably
cold, the structure utilizes conventional heating to warm the incoming fresh air while
reducing the amount of outgoing exhaust air (Cook 1999).
Specific to natural ventilation of large floor plates or deep plan buildings is the extended
distance between the building envelope, where fresh air is typically brought in, and the
internal occupied areas where ventilation is needed. Natural ventilation implies an
opening up of building enclosure to allow outside air to enter, e.g., operable windows or
double layer fagade. In a deep plan, ventilation by means of its natural buoyancy is
unlikely to be sufficient for conditioning the interior space from the perimeter of the
structure. Natural ventilation relies on adequate airflow between inlets and outlets; for
that reason, the distance between them needs to be fairly close. Most of the naturally
ventilated buildings today, evidently, have comparatively narrow plans-rarely exceeding
the width of 20 meters. Besides, usual to large floor areas are the vast array of objects
(e.g., shelves, wall partitions, and storage cabinets) that can obstruct air circulation
within the space, further preventing the delivery of fresh air to the building's core areas.
On these bases, deep plan buildings present a unique challenge to natural ventilation
strategy.
Image 29 and 30 Natural Ventilation: Air Supply and Exhaust Diagram (Pidwill 2001)
To provide adequate air circulation to the interior of deep buildings using natural
ventilation, fresh air needs to be introduced from within the bounds of the structure itself
to reduce the distance between supply air intake and exhaust air vent. The 'mat'
building approach is introduced, in which large buildings are perforated with lightwells or
courtyards. In effect, these lightwells bring fresh air closer to the core and become
conduits for supply air delivery. Unlike the open courtyards archetypal of mat buildings,
these lightwells are enclosed at the top while being connected to air plenums at the base
of the structure to draw a fresh air supply. By integrating horizontal air plenums with
vertical shafts closer to the core of the building, the areas most unlikely to receive
sufficient ventilation can be reached via natural airflow. Of course, in order for natural
ventilation to be as effective in deep plan buildings as in narrower ones, the interior
arrangements of furniture and partitions within the large floor area have to allow for
sufficient air movement. Especially important, the ceiling height and treatments have to
allow stale air to move horizontally toward the exhaust flues. These multifaceted
requirements necessitate extensive testing and computer simulation such as wind tunnel
analysis, dynamic thermal simulation, and computational fluid dynamics.
Inherent to all ventilated chimneys is the fact that they have to be custom designed for
each building. Considerations like surrounding buildings and external wind do not have
to be accounted for with mechanical systems but are crucial to the operation of naturally
ventilated chimneys. As a result, most of the naturally ventilated buildings remain the
same in principle yet vary in design and aesthetics.
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Project description
Lanchester Library is located on the Coventry University campus in the inner city of
Coventry, South West of Birmingham, in the UK midlands. The City suffered serious
wartime bombing and its subsequent reconstruction resulted in a car-oriented road
network. The site suffers from traffic noise and pollution, and is subject to the gusty and
unpredictable wind condition often encountered in inner city areas (Cook et al. 1999).
The campus has an expansion plan for a substantial new learning resources building
within the inner city ring road. Its chosen site is fairly compact, noisy, and enclosed. To
the north is an existing 4-story building for the University's Business School, to the south
is a cluster of two story buildings, and along the western edge of the site is the elevated
section of the city's busy ring road (See Image 31).
Image 31 Aerial View of the Lanchester Library
and Its Context (Pidwell 2001)
Lanchester Library has a 50m x 50m square plan with a central lightwell and four 6-
meter square lightwells penetrating each quadrant. The 4-story 12,000-M2 Library is
dominated by a series of distinctive brick towers-four triangular towers on each fagade
and a rectangular tower in each corner. The building is by and large a simple box-
which the architect, Alan Short, calls a "robust shed". The main body of the building is
without fans, chillers or conventional ducting (only the toilets, computer server rooms,
and reprographic areas need conventional ductwork).
Central to the building's design concept is the natural ventilation system. Fresh air
enters into the 2-m air plenums on the ground floor. The heat gain from people and
computers creates enough stack effect to draw replacement fresh air in via these
plenums at the bases of the four air-and-light shafts. The lightwells, placed 7-m from the
perimeter, are the conduits that passively supply fresh air at low-level onto each floor. In
winter, the air is warmed to 180C by preheating coils at the bottom of each level before it
enters the space. This fresh air is then drawn across the plan by the same thermal
dynamic in which the air is warmed through the internal heat gains and rises by stack
effect toward the ceiling. The 4.4-m floor-to-ceiling height is an essential component of
the ventilation system, giving plenty of unobstructed room for stale air to move gradually
above the occupied zone and flow out of the building through the large central atrium
and twenty smaller ventilation stacks located around the perimeter of the building.
These stacks terminate well above the building with aluminum wind baffles, which
prevent high winds from reversing the rising exhaust air. No air is recirculated. Because
of the depth of the Library, the ventilation is integrated with the natural lighting strategies,
acting as both ventilation components and natural light fixtures (Cook 1999: 502, Ford
1994: 11).
The top floor has its own dedicated exhaust stacks, to avoid the risk of rising stale air
from lower floors re-entering the occupied spaces. The lids of the four lightwells have
double layer glazing to control the effect of solar gain in the summer. Operable windows
are on two sides of these lightwell-tops to aid in releasing accumulated heat while
translucent blinds shield daytime solar gain and contain radiant heat loss at night.
Despite the internal heat gains up to 40W/M2, the energy consumption and CO2
emissions may be reduced to about 20% of the systems estimated for a fully air-
conditioned building (Pidwell 2001). This building is proclaimed as the largest naturally
ventilated building of its type in the world.
Image 32 Interior of Lanchester Library with 4.4m Ceiling Height (Pidwell 2001)
Image 33 and 34 Elevations of Lanchester Library at Coventry University (Pidwill 2001
and Malcolm Cook's private collection)
Innovation development and implementation
Coventry University made the decision to build a new library in 1996. The project brief
was to create a building that functions effectively not only as a library but also as a
resource center for learning in which computer terminals, bookstore, teaching spaces,
and printing facility are housed. The multi-purpose program of the Library demanded
that the design needed to be flexible enough to accommodate future changes. The
librarians were determined that the basic form had to be deep-plan for maximum
flexibility. The Director of Estates Bill Woolhead of Coventry University, in addition,
specified that the new building be maintenance-free and "super" energy efficient. Full
consideration was to be given to natural ventilation, natural lighting and combined heat
and power. Most importantly, the client demanded computer modeling of the design to
obtain the anticipated running costs.
Architect Alan Short and the late professor Neil Bowman and his partner Peter Reeve of
Environmental Design Partnership (an M&E consulting team) were selected to
investigate the natural ventilation possibility for the Library through a design competition.
Since the client was specifically interested in a naturally conditioned building, there were
not many designers in Britain that had actually delivered such a design. The M&E
consulting team had previously worked with Short on De Montfort's innovative naturally
ventilated Queens Building in the early 1990's, it was therefore a logical choice to invite
the architect to participate in the design competition for the Library project. Through
Bowman, who was then Director of De Montfort University's Institute for Energy and
Sustainable Development (IESD), computer modeling was contracted to the Institute.
The succeeding Director of IESD, Professor Kevin Lomas, and his team continued the
close collaboration with the designers.
With the exception of structural engineers, Taylor Boyd & Hancock, who were suggested
by the client, the consultants chose other members of their teams (architect, mechanical
engineers, physicists, acousticians, and airflow specialist) based on both their
understanding of building physics, and their familiarity and compatibility with each other.
From the outset, all participants in the project met to brainstorm ideas because Short
recognized, for example, that if the building has a lot of exposed mass to maximize its
heat sink capacity, these exposed surfaces had an effect on reverberation of noise in the
building. There was an extensive interaction of the participants from day one. The
library staff was intimately involved in the design process to establish an in-depth
concept study and evaluate feasibility. Initial computer models and wind-tunnel studies
showed that it was not possible to ventilate a deep plan building naturally from the
perimeter or desirable to do so since a high level of security and control of noise and air
pollution from the adjacent highway were imperative. Opening up the building to these
surroundings was unfavorable. In the beginning, the design team was uncertain about
the prospect of developing a naturally-ventilated, passively-cooled and naturally-lit, deep
plan building alongside a noisy highway.
Six of the seven preliminary studies included a large single atrium in one part of the plan
or another. Under these studies, the temperature at the center of the floor plan could
reach 400C, 12 degrees above the limit of thermal comfort (Cook et al. 1999). It took the
design teams several iterations and a change of perspective to finally punctuate the
building with five atriums or lightwells, a contribution from the research team at IESD.
The design performance was analyzed by IESD using dynamic thermal simulation (DTS)
and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software to determine the amount of fresh air to
be drawn through the building and to predict the temperature gradient within the space.
Every two weeks there was an intense meeting that required the completion of all the
simulation models, so that changes in the building geometry could be further refined and
the models be retested. Physical models were tested in the wind tunnel at the University
of Wales School of Architecture in Cardiff. An analysis of the behavior of potential fires
in different parts of the building was mandated by fire officials and demonstrated with a
series of CFD analyses. This analysis demonstrated that (given the careful opening and
closing of dampers) the high ceilings, the large volume, and the ample openings
provided by the ventilation system, the smoke would be drained out as fast as it was
produced (Pidwell 2001). The approval process however was not straightforward. The
team not only carried out these testing and simulations, but also brought in the fire
officials who were involved in the fire demonstration of the Contact Theatre in
Manchester. The discussion among the fire officials themselves was beneficial to the
approval process of the Library.
Image 35 Lanchester Library's Aluminum-extruded Extractors
(Malcolm Cook's private collection)
Collaboration with researchers also resulted in the design of the Library's aluminum
extractor termination (see Image 35). The termination devices at the top of the chimney
stacks were derived from a sketch which Professor Tom Lawson, an aeronautics
professor, at Bristol University made for the building team during the design of the
Queens Building. Professor Lawson's diagram proposed parallel racks of half-tubes to
catch the prevailing air stream and generated so much turbulent disruption that all force
was dissipated. Warmed air would continue to emerge through the termination. Along
with Professor Peter Ford, the Head of Industrial Design and Engineering at De Montfort
University, the termination design was finalized. In fact, there was no fee involved in the
collaboration with Professor Ford. Since the designers were not sure whether to
incorporate wind into the design of the terminations, these extract terminations were the
last component of the design-devised after the construction had started-and
developed with the aid of wind tunnel tests carried out for a minimal fee by Professor
Phil Jones to ensure that prevailing winds would not drive air back down the stacks.
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Hundreds of dampers were needed for this project, which allowed the designer to
develop a new high precision damper with a large manufacturer Landis & Staefa. The
commercial potential of the new damper justified the discounted cost given to the
Lanchester Library.
Similar to every project that Alan Short designs, the fees for mechanical and electrical
engineers were not fixed to the M&E equipment but to the overall cost of the building.
Short recognized the lack of incentive to reduce the amount of equipment if the amount
of compensation hinged on systems' sizes. Unfortunately for the architect, his design
fees were inadequate to complete the project with a margin of profit. This deficiency
was overcome by his desire to see it built and the potential of the building to be
replicated (since it maintains the typical speculative plan) in commercial buildings. The
large floor plate structure integrated with chimney designs were the result of combined
efforts of all consultants and the client, Coventry University, all of whom were committed
to the vision and idea of a passively conditioned building led by Alan Short.
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3700 NORDIC BUILDING WITHOUT HEATING SYSTEMS
Project
Lindas Terrace Housing, Lind s, Sweden (2001)
Brief description of innovation
A Nordic building without heating systems refers to passively conditioned buildings in
northern regions from which mechanical heating systems have been excluded. Though
passive building design is not a new concept and has been practiced in temperate and
tropical regions, conventional wisdom and practice do not support a complete
dependency on passive measures in cold climates without a mechanical back-up
heating system.
Passively conditioned buildings by and large rely on solar energy as a major heating
source. Therefore, the (un)availability of solar energy is an absolute concern in passive
design of buildings in northern countries where average temperatures fall below the
thermal comfort zone for the major part of the year. In general, passive solar heating
works by using the natural orientation of the sun, the surrounding exterior of buildings
and yards, as well as special building design and material considerations with the goal of
collecting and maintaining solar heat. Considerations of the space organization and
enclosure systems of a building are fundamental to such a design if the collection and
conservation of solar energy are to be maximized. While first developed in the 1970's,
increasing experience and know-how on the part of designers and contractors has made
this design technique more efficient and widespread (Eek 1998).
The three types of passive systems are direct gain, indirect gain, and isolated gain.
Direct gain is the most frequently implemented. It involves solar light passing through a
glazed window, using interior floor and furnishings with high thermal mass, e.g., concrete
or brick, to store the heat. Depending on the materials used, this heat can be
retransmitted immediately or throughout the day (Hui et al. 2001). Indirect gain is similar
to direct gain in that solar heat must pass through a glazed surface. However, this
method places the storage material directly behind the glass such that the heat does not
enter the building immediately; the heat is then transferred through the thermal storage
material into the living space within. Due to this indirect method of heat transfer, indirect
gain is less efficient than direct gain (Hui et al. 2001).
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Finally, isolated gain separates the collection and storage of solar energy from the living
spaces of the building. In essence, a separate space is designated as an energy
collection and storage space, connected to the building via a contact area of various
sizes. It requires a glazed surface with a storage mass behind. The storage mass must
then have areas of contact with the rest of the building structure in order to transfer heat
to the main occupied space. When compared to the other two methods, isolated gain is
more complex in its design and operation (Hui et al. 2001).
Though passive solar heating seems relatively simple in theory, many factors come into
play when utilizing it in practice. The most basic problem is that once the system is set
up, neither the building designer nor inhabitants can do much to control its workings. In
higher latitude areas where solar energy may not be abundant nor consistently available
throughout the year (especially during the long winter months), passive solar design is a
more complex and risky endeavor. Understandably, the lack of sufficient heat over the
extended winter is an enormous concern. Therefore, careful and custom design is
necessary in order to ensure that the performance provides sufficient human thermal
comfort. The greatest benefit of passive solar design is its minimal use of non-
renewable sources of energy. The U.S. Department of Energy has demonstrated that
passive solar buildings use 47% less energy than conventional new buildings and 60%
less than comparable older buildings (Hui et al. 2001).
Project description
"Houses without heating" or Lind s Terrace Housing is located in a wooded area in
Lind s, near Askim, 20 kilometers south of G6teborg. The project comprises 20 two-
story attached houses grouped into four complexes, in which the traditional heating
systems have been replaced by heat exchangers and exceptionally well-insulated
building shells. Each house has a total floor area of 120 m2 . The structure is a light
timber construction on a concrete slab with a tile roof above. The houses have a simple
rectangular plan oriented in the north-south direction. Two bedrooms, a study, and a
large bath/laundry room are located on the upper floor while the kitchen, living and
dinning area are located below.
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Image 36 Exterior of the Terrace Houses Image 37 Heat Exchanger Cabinet
in the Kitchen
Passive solar heating is the main design strategy to accomplish self-sufficient energy
usage. Heat transmission through direct gain is the method used in the Lindas housing
development. The design also involves a combination of several energy saving details
such as windows with a U-value of 0.85 W/m 2 K, airlock vestibule, and insulated pipes.
The external walls are painted black and have 43cm (=1 7") insulation while the roofs
have 50cm (=20"). Solar collectors on the roof provide half the energy needed for hot
water supply. All houses are exposed to the south with window luminous transmittance
>65% while entrance vestibules are located to the north. Although passive solar heating
plays a large role within the Lind s project, it provides only a part of the total energy
savings of the house. Heat from occupants, food preparation, appliances, and machines
as well as solar heat were all taken into account when designing these houses such that
no additional supplementary heating source would be necessary. In other words, the
heat from the occupants, appliances and lighting makes up the rest of the heat needed.
The exhaust air goes through 90%-efficiency heat exchanger (located in the kitchen) to
preheat the incoming supply air. There is no recirculation of ventilated air. In addition,
the houses are all furnished with the most energy efficient appliances and lighting (Eek
1998).
In order to reduce heat losses through the building envelope, the houses are designed
with a relatively deep plan, close to 11 m, and a 3m ceiling height to maintain the small
surface area in relation to the floor space. Daylight is brought into the center of each
unit via a skylight, which has been incorporated into the roof over the stairwell. To
account for seasonal changes, the Lindas houses include balconies and projecting
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eaves to the south in order to provide shades against excessive solar radiation in the
summertime (DEBD 2000: 1).
Image 38 and 39 Section Diagram of the Terrace House and Building's Entrance (Eek 2001)
Despite careful construction detailing to minimize air leakage, the construction cost of
Lindas terrace houses is comparable to other conventional housing developments in
Sweden. Even more importantly, no special modifications in behavior on the part of the
house occupants is necessary (DEBD 2000: 2). This is the first commercial housing
development in Scandinavia that excludes all standard mechanical heating systems.
Innovation development and implementation
The main mission of Egnahemsbolaget, a developer owned by the city of G6teborg, is to
provide single-family housing (as opposed to multifamily building complexes) for the
residents of G6teborg. Even though it is a city-owned company, Egnahemsbolaget
operates similarly to private enterprises in which profits must be made in order to
continue investment in future developments. The company's survival, by and large,
depends on the ability to build and sell its houses.
In the mid-1 990's Egnahemsbolaget was looking for a property for a new housing
development. At about the same time, collaboration between architect Hans Eek and
the German Council for Building Research (BMFT), in which a demonstration project
Houses without heating was to be constructed for the Hanover World Exposition, did not
materialize due to the selected developer's financial crisis. Since Eek was acquainted
with Rolf Kling, the director of Egnahemsbolaget, from their previous collaborations, the
architect proposed to Kling the plan of "houses without heating". The passive design
was Eek's passion and ongoing research work, which at the time was being supported
by grants from the Swedish Council for Building Research (Byggforskningsr det).
Though Kling himself was interested in environmental design and recognized that Eek
and his office, EFEM, were committed to the design of passive buildings, he was not
convinced that a complete elimination of heating systems could be achieved in
G6teborg. In January 1997, in the middle of the winter, Eek arranged a study tour to
Germany for the committee of Egnahemsbolaget of which Kling was a member. The trip
included visits to passive solar houses. The performance of these houses during the
trip, in frigid winter, convinced Kling and his colleagues about the possibility of
developing passive design housing in G6teborg.
Egnahemsbolaget, at the time, was having a difficulty purchasing a property near the city
for their development. Environmental issues and agendas are a widespread concern
and are supported by most public agencies in Sweden. Upon returning to G6teborg
from Germany, Kling captured the opportunity to use "houses without heating," an
environmentally responsible development, as a means to negotiate with the city of
Goteborg for a piece of land in Lindas, an area 20 km south of the city-close to nature
and the ocean. The negotiation was successful; the city sold a prime property in Lind s
to Egnahemsbolaget for development.
As soon as the decision was made to construct these houses without mechanical
heating, Eek contacted Conny Rolen at Swedish Council for Building Research and
discussed further collaboration with their researchers and with other universities. The
development formed part of an EU project Cost Effective Passive Housing for European
Standards (CEPHEUS) which comprises parallel developments in a number of
European countries, all supported by the EU THERMIE Programme (Eek 1998). Eek
and his long time partner at EFEM, Hans Gr6nlund, together developed the design and
Eek himself carried out extensive energy calculations to ensure the accuracy of the
design parameters and performance specifications. To confirm Eek's assessment, Bertil
Fredlund and Maria Wall, professors of Building Science, Lund Institute of Technology,
were brought in to perform computer simulations of indoor climate using the DEROB-
LTH program as well as to study thermal bridges, properties of windows and solar
control, ventilation system, and appliances. Svein Ruud and Leif Lundin of the Swedish
Testing and Research Institute (SP) toiled with specifications, solar heat, heat
exchangers, measurements and evaluations. Carl-Eric Hagentoft and Fredrik Stahl of
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Building Physics at Chalmers University of Technology investigated the problems
associated with the buried supply air duct and the foundation insulation.
Despite the involvement of various specialists to ensure design performance, marketing
these homes was a challenge. To avoid a total financial disaster (if nobody wanted to
buy these experimental homes), only 20 units of the houses without heating were built
and the rest of the development was constructed according to conventions.
Egnahemsbolaget also avoided using the term "ecological homes" with these
experimental houses and marketed them as Swedish homes for typical residents, not
necessarily for "green" partisans. The earth roof was replaced by tiles in the final
construction. A number of the residents in fact conducted their own inquiries with local
universities about the viability of these houses prior to their purchase.
The Swedish Council for Building Research (BFR), now known as Formas, provided
financial assistance for design development and testing. The project Houses without
heating involved close collaboration between research and practice. Problems and
solutions came in closer contact through regular meetings and seminars involving all
research areas, which expedited the design and construction process. The Terrace
Houses are the result of a research collaboration among EFEM, Chalmers and Lund
University, Formas, and the Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, SP (Eek
2001). These houses continue to be monitored by SP and EFEM to ensure their
performance and Egnahemsbolaget continues to adjust any incongruities in operations
to meet the residents' living standards.
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3800 DYNAMIC INSULATION
Project
McLaren Community Leisure Centre, Callander, Scotland (1998)
Brief description of innovation
Dynamic insulation, otherwise known as pore ventilation, involves materials or
membranes that serve the dual purpose of air and moisture exchange and heat
insulation. The integration of the technology into a building increases its ventilation while
using fewer mechanical systems. The use of dynamic insulation results in low air
velocity ventilation, reduced temperature stratification, and capital savings from
eliminating the need for ductwork (Bordass 2000). The membrane can also act as a
filter for the air as it passes through. Based on Swedish studies, the performance of the
dynamic insulation is not significantly diminished by clogging; it will continue to perform
for several times the building's life (Halliday 1996, Bordass 2000).
Research involving the basic concepts of dynamic insulation dates back to the mid-1 9 th
century with the work of Professor Max Von Petterkoffer at the University of Munich who
was the first researcher to systematically study air and moisture transfer through building
materials. Developments of Professor Peggerkoffer's work continued in Germany and
France until 1965 when Professor David R. Pattie at the Ontario Agricultural College
refined the principles of dynamic insulation (Halliday 2000). In practice, dynamic
insulation has been used in Scandinavia for houses since 1968. In 1993, a Japanese
study found that as much as 50% of transmission heat loss from a building can be
recovered through a dynamic insulation system (Johnston 2001).
Dynamic insulation works by drawing air through the fabric of the building envelope,
where heat that is usually lost to the outside from conduction, and transferring it to the
incoming air (GaiaGroup 2001). By drawing incoming ventilation air through wall
insulation rather than through more conventional openings such as windows and doors,
outgoing heat is captured (see Image 40). In essence, dynamic insulation systems act
as passive heat exchangers, but in order for this flow to be maintained, there must be a
constant pressure difference between inside and outside of the building. Any disruption
or change in the pressure difference can result in co-flow of the air stream (when the two
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air streams flow in the same direction). This co-flow of air negates all positive heat
exchanging effects as the porous insulation then facilitates heat loss (Etheridge 1998).
Cool air out
Cold air Cold air
in in
Heat
recovery
Image 40 Dynamic Insulation Concept Diagram (Mulligan 2002)
Therein lies the main engineering issue for dynamic insulation systems. Changes in
wind conditions in the exterior environment of the building will disrupt this delicate
pressure balance, resulting in uneven flows or even co-flow of air. Thus, in many cases
it is necessary to use mechanical means, such as a powered fan, to compliment the
stack effect in order to bring about the cross-membrane pressure difference (Etheridge
1998). However, this solution results in reduced energy savings from the use of
dynamic insulation over conventional ventilation strategies (Etheridge 1998). Potential
problems also arise from openings in the building fabric such as doors and windows.
These openings naturally serve to depressurize the building and equilibrate it with its
external environment. Short of installing an air lock into the building, a revolving door
would be the best option. In addition, the opening and closing of windows must be
regulated if the system is to be effective (Etheridge 1998). Finally, by the very nature of
the passive ventilation strategy, buildings must be constructed with plenty of wall area in
relation to floor area in order for every room to be properly ventilated (Taylor 1999).
Ideally, the building height should not exceed 10 stories and the form should be narrow
to allow sufficient cross ventilation to maintain a satisfactory pressure difference across
wall membranes (Taylor 1999).
D.W. Etheridge and J.J. Zhang (1998) developed a system of wind-driven mechanical
ventilation, where a mechanical fan is powered by wind energy, to address the problem
of using a mechanical fan with dynamic insulation while attempting to minimize energy
consumption of the ventilation system. Since a mechanical system is only needed when
wind pressures are present, there would be energy on demand, so to speak (Etheridge
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1998). Further study may be needed, but their initial trial indicates that this arrangement
has been satisfactory.
Buildings that make use of dynamic insulation need to be treated as entire systems and
not just a set of individual components. Factors such as area-to-volume ratios, floor
plans, locations of windows, doors, and mechanical fans, as well as the external
environment of the building must all be considered along with the integration of porous
insulation materials (Johnston 2001). If this integration is achieved, dynamic insulation
promises great benefits.
Project description
McLaren Community Leisure Centre (MCLC) is located adjacent to the McLaren High
School in Callander, a tourist town, in the Scottish Heartland of Trossachs. The 3,356
m2 Centre was opened in July 1998. It is a two-story building, which is atypical for a
community sports center (Bordass 2000). The ground floor consists of a 20-m
swimming pool, sports hall, changing rooms, a fitness suite, squash courts, and the main
reception area. A four-lane indoor bowling hall takes up much of the upper floor. This
upper level has a top-lit "street" providing an area for a central snack bar and a viewing
gallery to the swimming pool, as well as providing access to a meeting room and a
multipurpose room. The central building services plant is also located on this level.
Although daylight is relied upon extensively on the upper floor, the large roof over deep-
plan structure allows less opportunity for natural light on the ground floor (Bordass
2000).
Image 41 Indoor Swimming Pool with Dynamic Image 42 Upper Level Top-lit Street
Insulation in the Ceiling (Bordass' private collection) (Bordass' private collection)
I
Though dynamic insulation has been used in Scandinavia, MCLC represents a major
development of dynamic insulation in the UK. It is the largest dynamically insulated
building in the world and the first to use the technology in a wet environment, i.e., one
which includes a swimming pool. The air supply for each room is introduced from
pressurized ceiling voids through a dynamic insulation layer, which covers the entire
ceiling area. Specifically, the fresh air is drawn into the building through the cellulose
insulation. The insulation acts both as a heat exchanger and an air filter; the incoming
fresh air picks up the heat from the warmed outgoing air while being filtered through the
insulation fabric. The design is therefore able to eliminate intake ductwork and reduce
equipment cost.
Image 43 Section Diagram with Dynamic Image 44 McLaren Community Leisure
Insulation in the Ceiling (GaiaGroup 2001) Centre (Bordass' private collection)
In fact the low ventilation speeds inherent in such a system make it ideal for the types of
sports provided in the building, e.g., badminton. Through preliminary monitoring of the
system, the dynamic insulation has provided ventilation with little heat stratification.
Moisture buildup in the swimming pool area has also been prevented as a result of
increased ventilation rates. In terms of costs, the design was achieved with slightly
lower initial construction costs and significant energy savings compared with a
conventional, similar-sized building (Bordass 2000). Specifically, general feedback
concerning dynamic insulation systems indicates a 30% running cost savings compared
to a normal ventilation system (Halliday 1996).
Innovation development and implementation
The client, the Scottish Sports Council, now known as SportScotland, is the national
agency dedicated to promoting sporting opportunities for all Scots. Its major goal was to
involve as many people in sports activities from as early an age as possible for reasons
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of health promotion. In addition, the client was particularly interested in developing
designs and procurement strategies that result in healthy buildings-creating healthy
indoor environments for sport activities-while reducing building capital and running
costs. The Healthy Buildings for Healthy Pursuits policy was established for this
purpose. McLaren Community Leisure Centre (MCLC) was conceived within this
framework.
In the early 1990s, studies by Gaia Group' for SportScotland identified potential
opportunities for ventilation strategies using permeable insulation in sport centers
(Bordass 2000). This design approach to the building fabric, i.e., integrating dynamic
insulation, focused on controlling ventilation in buildings to reduce energy waste through
air change losses while offering an opportunity to lessen the reliance on mechanical
systems. It also illustrated the added advantage that the air quality problems associated
with dirty plant and ductwork could be reduced. Architect Howard Liddell of Gaia
Architects then carried out a feasibility study for an application of dynamic insulation
specifically for a sport facility in Glasgow, but the project was never built. Shortly after, a
design competition for the MCLC was advertised by the then Scottish Sports Council.
Gaia Architects won the competition with a design scheme that specified the use of
dynamic insulation. The client was pleased with the environmentally focused approach
of the Gaia team and the level of experience that Liddell could bring to the project since
he had previously designed a number of sport facilities. The dynamic insulation did not
receive much attention from the client other than recognizing that it was an innovative
technology. As far as the client was concerned, as long as the use of dynamic insulation
did not increase construction cost, his approach was as good as any other approach.
After having won the competition, Liddell needed to put together a team of consultants.
Since the client placed a strong emphasis on indoor air quality, Liddell approached an
engineer colleague who specialized in fungus and mold growths in buildings and who
recently had been hired by a large engineering firm, Oscar Faber Consulting Engineers.
Oscar Faber joined Gaia Architects as an M&E consultant team. Soon after their initial
contact, the engineer with whom Liddell initially wanted to work was transferred to Oscar
Faber's London office. Another M&E engineer in their Edinburgh office was reassigned
1 Gaia Group comprises Gaia Architects, Gaia Planning, and Gaia Research with offices in Scotland, Oslo,
and London.
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to work on the MCLC. Their collaboration started out ineffectively. In the initial meeting,
at which all participants were briefed by Liddell about the direction of the project and the
integration of dynamic insulation, the engineer was not sympathetic to the parameters
needed to implement the technology. In fact, the engineer viewed dynamic insulation as
an additional cooling load, rather than an indoor air quality improvement strategy or an
effective heat exchanger. Since Liddell had also been a professor in building
technology, prior to his current practice, at the Oslo School of Architecture for eight
years, he was confident that dynamic insulation would work. Nonetheless, he
recognized the difficulty in their collaboration. Subsequent meetings did not improve
their working relationship.
Since Gaia Group is an international company with offices in Oslo, Edinburgh, and
London and has a research team, Gaia Research, Liddell decided to engage his "sister-
offices", Gaia Norway and Gaia Research. The Norwegian team had already developed
the first breathing wall (a precedent to dynamic insulation) and had the experience in
integrating dynamic insulation into residences and farmhouses. Gaia Research had
already developed a special focus on building membranes, solar air conditioning, and
product audits. The firm's Green Architect's Job Book has been published by the Royal
Institute of British Architects (RIBA). The research grants from the Scottish Sports
Council itself and from the Department of Environment, though not specifically for
MCLC, allowed Gaia Norway and Gaia Research to develop a strategy for integrating
dynamic insulation into buildings, which was vital to the implementation of dynamic
insulation in MCLC.
By this stage, the Oscar Faber engineer played little role in the development of the
building and maintained his resistance to the architectural and research team's
approach. The client acknowledged the dissimilar views of Liddell and his M&E
engineer, but did not intervene since the engineer was contracted to the architectural
team, not to the client directly. To avoid confrontation, team meetings became
sporadic-once a month at best. By this time, however, Liddell had already collaborated
closely with Gaia Norway and Sandy Halliday of Gaia Research. His design was tested
and confirmed by researchers within Gaia's international network. The engineer from
Oscar Faber continued to specify the conventional mechanical systems for the building
and with minimal regard to energy analyses, which suggested that specifications directly
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imported from the equipment manuals published by CIBSE and ASHRAE were too
simplistic. In order for the integration of dynamic insulation to be successful, Liddell
opted to invest his personal time and effort into the project without additional
compensation. Liddell and Halliday however recognized that the conventional
mechanical systems specified by the engineer possibly served to minimize the perceived
uncertainty associated with the use of dynamic insulation. The conventional
specifications in effect became an alternative or a back-up plan and provided the client
with the comfort that the building would continue to perform even if dynamic insulation
should fail.
At the initial opening after project completion, the building did not function properly and
dynamic insulation came under scrutiny by the local press. Liddell was convinced that
dynamic insulation was not the source of problems. Through the Partners in Innovation
Scheme sponsored by SportScotland, Sport England, Gaia Architects, and the
Department of the Environment, Transport & the Regions (DETR) Construction
Directorate, a 2-year monitoring of the building was carried out. The monitoring
concluded that a combination of snagging and defective components, together with
inexperienced staff, caused teething problems with the conventional services systems
while the dynamic insulation performed as designed (DETR 2000).
Though the design and development of dynamic insulation for MCLC was funded by the
Healthy Buildings for Healthy Pursuits program, Liddell's commitment to the integration
of dynamic insulation as well as Gaia's international network, which firmly focused on the
environmental issues and was grounded in research, were crucial to the implementation
of dynamic insulation in the McLaren Community Leisure Centre. Today, the firm
continues to apply for research grants as part of its standard practice.
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3900 SUMMARY OF THE CASE STUDIES
In order to provide the full account of the possibilities within the eight building practices
in which EEI have been successfully developed, sustained, and integrated into
architectural manifestations, individual Navigation Charts constructed for the case
studies are combined and presented in this summary section. By layering the eight
graphical mapping of design activities and problem-solving techniques (as described in
the methodology chapter), certain patterns of practice became apparent. The
superimposition of the navigation charts has both highlighted the possible factors for
successful EEI implementation as well as isolated the critical success factors. These
potential factors as well as key factors are summarized in Figure 13.
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CASE STUDY ANALYSES AND FINDINGS
This chapter discusses the analysis of issues pertaining to EEI in the eight case studies.
The examination of the case study information and field data began with the identification of
innovation barriers and the specific actions taken by the design teams in response to the
barriers. The barriers and actions that were found to be common across the cases provide
the framework for discussion of key concepts and critical elements that contribute to
successful EEI implementations.
In addition to identifying innovation barriers and team responses, there are four major
sections in this chapter. The first section discusses specific management and problem-
solving techniques that were used by the examined teams to address specific barriers in the
course of their EEI development and implementation. Because these techniques were used
in various combinations, in order to discuss these techniques effectively, two concepts that
have surfaced during the process of the investigation serve as fundamental components in
the EEI endeavors. The two concepts, 1) Risk Mitigation and 2) Relational Competence are
discussed in order to illustrate the interdependencies among the techniques. The second
section discusses the issues of EEl implementation in terms of team member attributes.
The discussion reports on consistent patterns from which essential design team
characteristics can be determined during the team selection stage of the building project.
The third section highlights the critical success factors that were found indispensable to
successful integration of EEI in the examined projects. The key factors are organized into
two categories: 1) Team Dynamics and 2) Project Logistics.
While it is important to review the specific issues individually, it is equally crucial to consider
them in relation to each other and in relation to the characteristics of the overall building
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project. The final section of the chapter, EEI Implementation Process, brings together and
places the techniques, key factors, and team attributes onto a timeline or sequence of
related events. This final section examines the interrelationships among EEI factors,
prevailing events, and tendencies within the sequence of the building design process.
Based on the assessment of the key factors and the evaluation of their interdependencies
within the building design, a summary of the findings in the form of ten specific questions
and answers is used in order to provide a concise description of the issues concerning
successful EEI development in building projects.
4100 CLASSIFYING INNOVATION BARRIERS AND TECHNIQUES
The obstacles that were encountered during the EEI development processes of the
examined building projects appeared in different forms and situations, as previously
recounted in the case studies' innovation development descriptions. For instance, certain
difficulties were related to the availability of financial support for the innovative design, while
others pertained to the nature of the specific technology itself. Many of the obstacles
occurred during the approval processes required by governing regulations and bylaws, while
many originated from personal values and competency of the designers themselves.
Obstacles that occurred during the course of the EEI implementation process have been
organized into four major categories of 'Innovation Barriers': technical barriers, financial
barriers, psychological barriers, and regulatory barriers.
Technical barriers refer to the lack of technology-related resources, including expertise,
evaluation tools, state-of-the-art knowledge, and development time. Specific technical
barriers include the lack of appropriate personnel to carry out the development of new
strategies or products and/or the lack of equipment required to manufacture new
components. Financial barriers exist in the form of capital investments and design fees that
are inadequate to support innovation development or construction. Financial barriers
include limited fees for extensive evaluation or high financial risk associated with design
integration. Psychological or mindset barriers refer to the aversion to change or the
complacency about innovation. Psychological barriers may arise from fear of litigation due
to performance failure or simply from the lack of interest in the project. And lastly, regulatory
barriers refer to rigid building regulations and unclear permitting processes. The lengthy
and ambiguous procedures often discourage designers from pursuing novel solutions.
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In addressing the innovation barriers, the designers of the examined teams responded with
specific actions that ultimately led to successful EEl. The responses identified in the case
studies are classified as 'Implementation Techniques'. These techniques include deliberate
and intuitive actions, and range from problem-solving to management techniques. Some of
the implementation techniques address one specific barrier while others address two or
more. Table 4 summarizes the specific techniques that have consistently been employed
across the case studies.
Table 4 Innovation Techniques and Innovation Barriers
Technique Brief Description Barrier
Team education/ Team education is about establishing common Psychological
Goal alignment knowledge regarding environmental design and
innovation, while goal alignment instills a common
enthusiasm for the green goals. Presentation of
green design concepts can be accomplished
through graphical means such as slide, video
presentations, or field trips.
Design ownership Team brainstorming and crediting contributions at Psychological
the initial planning stage serve to generate ideas
and establish project strategy. This team-building
and acknowledgement of contributions create a
sense of ownership among all core members
regarding the team's chosen approach, resulting in
increased commitment towards the project goal.
Concurrent Integrated work routine or parallel work process in Technical,
process which members of an interdisciplinary team work in Psychological
cooperation with each other simultaneously to
resolve the inevitable design conflicts and foster
cross-fertilization of ideas.
Expedient Prompt feedback, in terms of speed and Psychological,
feedback expectation, among team members lessens the Technical
possibility for misunderstanding, fosters
commitment to collaboration, and leads to more
integrated design solutions, such as EEl.
Green leader An individual who has an abiding concern for Technical,
environmental problems. This individual acts both Psychological
as design and political surrogate and manager
responsible for the development of technology or
strategy.
Inter-member Working history among a small cluster of Psychological,
familiarity participants who share similar ideologies provides a Technical
strong foundation to undertake integrated and
innovative technologies such as EEl. Team
members who are familiar with each other or who
have worked together in the past have a tendency
to collaborate better on challenging projects.
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Table 4 Innovation Techniques and Innovation Barriers (Continued)
Technique Brief Description Barrier
Innovation Contracts that include professional or financial Financial,
incentives benefits to compensate design team members for Psychological
their innovation efforts. These may include
performance incentives, partial ownership of the
building upon completion, or the possibility of future
commissions.
Outside grants Research and demonstration grants contributed by Financial
external sources such as government agencies and
non-profit organizations. Outside grants are often
necessary in order to pursue the necessary
assessments (e.g., energy studies or post-
occupancy analysis) without encroaching on design
fees or project budget.
Subsidies, rebates, Financial assistance that is tied to the Financial
or manufacturer implementation of specific technologies.
discounts Manufacturers may offer rebates or discounts of
their product in order to promote its use. Likewise,
subsidies for certain technologies may be available
from the government. These additional sources of
funding may be necessary during the development
and implementation stages in order to stay within
clients' allocated budget.
Leverage research Collaboration with universities can minimize the cost Technical,
universities of testing as well as offer a valuable technical Financial,
resource. It can also serve to boost client Psychological
confidence.
Research Team members who conduct their own research or Technical,
connections have research connections can act as liaisons Financial
between the project team and research institutions
such as universities and testing laboratories and
serve as technical consultants within the project.
Client involvement Integration of clients into design process. Greater Psychological,
client involvement increases their understanding of Financial
the strength of the project, which raises the potential
for acceptance and support and allows for greater
decision-making and budget freedom for designers.
Extensive Continual testing and simulations throughout the Technical,
evaluation and project help mitigate technical risks associated with Regulatory,
continual innovation as well as demonstrating to the client and Psychological
demonstration building officials that the innovation meets minimum
performance and safety standards. Extensive
evaluation also serves to potentially reduce costs in
the long run caused by system failure.
Ongoing support Support for the project during its operating life in the Technical,
form of monitoring or warranties reduces the Financial
potential risks of a technical failure. This reduces
the liability associated with design deficiency, in turn
allowing the project team and client to implement
innovative solutions.
The innovation barriers and techniques provide an important starting point for understanding
EEI implementation. The identified techniques, for instance, were not necessarily utilized in
a sequential order or in isolation from each other. The process of design and construction of
a building consists of many phases, which, in general, can be grouped into pre-design,
conceptual design, design development, construction, and building commissioning and
operation. A number of techniques were used in multiple phases and in various
combinations. Table 5 summarizes the techniques employed and highlights their phases of
use along the development stages.
Table 5 Summary of Techniques according to Design Phases
IMPLEMENTATION Pre-design Conceptual Design Design Development Construction Post-ConstructionTECHNIQUES _____________________________
Programming, Team Selection Goal Setting, Brainstorming, Research & Analysis, Design Production & Maintenance,
Design Strategy Development, Prototyping Construction Monitoring
Team Education /
Goal Alignment Poo.
Design Ownership
Concurrent Process
Expedient Feedback
Green Leader
Inter-member_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Familiarity _________________ _______________ _________ ___________
Ioation Incentives
Outside Grants -
Subsidles, Rebates,N
Discounts _____________ _________________________ ________________
Leverage Research
UniversitIes 1011_
Research Connection _
Client Involvement
Evaluation
Dan
Ongoing Support
In order to capture the significance of these techniques, they must be discussed in the
context of the issues pertaining to EEl implementation within the design process.
Considerations such as the nature of the relationships between project participants, effective
risk mitigation, and other aspects of building design process also need to be assessed in
order to grasp the multifaceted utility of the techniques and actions used in successful
instances of EEl. The following sections discuss these considerations in relation to specific
innovation barriers and techniques.
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4110 RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH EEl IMPLEMENTATION
Since EEI is, by definition, novel to the conventional approach to building services and
engineering, many difficulties are unforeseen at the early stages. In contrast, potential
problems may also be anticipated, oftentimes resulting in overwhelming skepticism in regard
to the potential innovation. Clearly, the risks and uncertainties associated with the
integration of unconventional technology in buildings are enormous. Participants in a
building project want to be assured that their decisions are correct (or the least incorrect)
because each mistake or conflict is costly to both building owners and designers, particularly
if litigation occurs. Such rationales are one of the first barriers to implementing innovative
solutions, such as EEl, in buildings.
Most architectural and construction literature on the subject of risk focuses on financial risks.
Naturally, all construction projects have to minimize such risks. The risk associated with the
implementation of conventional technologies or strategies primarily concerns cost. The risk
associated with technological innovations, however, concerns both cost and performance.
The risks perceived by EEl design teams, however, differ from those perceived by clients.
Though different in perspectives, both groups form a complete fabric of EEI implementation;
thus, client's perspective on risk will be addressed and discussed as an integral part of the
design team's perspective. This is an appropriate approach to the discussion on the topic of
risks in the AEC industry, since building owners are rarely the source of EEI due to their lack
of expertise and the high level of integration of this particular type of technology (Intrachooto
2001). In addition, building owners are mainly concerned about performance and budget
control and to a lesser extent about innovation. The perceived risks from the design team's
perspective will serve as the basis for the discussion of the management and problem-
solving techniques used to overcome problems alleged by participants of EEI projects.
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RISKS PERCEIVED BY DESIGN TEAMS
Perceived risks from the design team perspective fall into four categories' (Figure 15): (1)
Financial risk associated with compensation and liability, (2) Technical risk associated with
performance uncertainty, (3) Acceptance risk associated with client's receptivity, and (4)
Reputation risk associated with work context.
Figure 15 Risk Associated with EEI
Risks Perceived by Design Team
Financial Risk Technical Risk Acceptance Reputation Risk
Ri sk
Design Budget Performance Client's Work Context
Perceived Risk] E
Financial Risk
Financial risk is the risk associated with decision-making and planning that affects cost
monitoring and compensation. During the design commission, the team must weigh several
financial considerations (e.g., compensations for services and legal liabilities), particularly at
two stages of the innovation process: the entry stage and the design stage. The entry point
into the process may be defined as the time at which the design team is given the budget or
the pricing scheme and the associated fee arrangements. The design stage refers to the
duration of the design development process and/or the implementation process. During this
period, cost associated with research, development, and testing for the innovation is varied
and often unpredictable. It is important to reduce financial risk and create appropriate
financial incentives at these two points because it is at these times that the team is most
influenced by project incentives in their decision on whether to implement EEl.
Architects, in particular, are generally reluctant to discuss financial rewards. There seems to
be an accepted norm across national boundaries that architectural practice is not financially
rewarding. Architects think it is impolite to discuss their desire to make a profit (Cuff 1991).
In fact, according to the American Institute of Architects, nearly half of all projects in
1 Although there may be other factors that contribute to the risk structure of an energy efficient innovation project
from the perspective of designers (e.g., regulatory risk such as slow approval process or disapproval of building
permit submission), these four carried greatest weight within the examined cases.
architects' offices lost money in 2000 (Fee Finder 2001). The designers of EEI are no
different. The study found that innovators of EEI do not necessarily view the technology as
a means to maximize their financial rewards. Richard Quincey (Mechanical engineer for the
Contact Theatre) said, "When we develop something new such as the special modular
underfloor ventilation, we don't think about copyrights and licensing. It is something that the
manufacturers do." The motivations to innovate typically do not center on maximizing profit,
but rather on environmental concerns, intellectual challenge, and professional credibility
development (as means to continue and secure future project collaborations). In most
cases, the compensation for their service is level with others in the industry (see Table 6).
Table 6 Motivations for Energy Efficient Innovations in Case Studies
Innovation Participant Higher Motivation for
Compensation* Innovation
Lightmetrics Han J6rg Schrade Reputation, Environmental
Linz Design Centre (Architect) No Concern, Intellectual
Challenge
Christian Bartenbach Slightly (1-2%) Intellectual Challenge,(Lighting designer) Credential
Ventilated Chimneys Alan Short (Architect) No Environmental Concern,
Contact Theatre, Excitement, Reputation
Lanchester Library Richard Quincey (Mech) Slightly (1-2%) Intellectual Challenge,
Credential
Kevin Lomas (Air flow No Intellectual Challenge
analyst)
Fuel cells, Bruce Fowle (Architect) No-but receive Environmental Concern,
BIPV unanticipated bonus Self-satisfaction,
Four Times Square Credential
Pamela Lippe Industry's standard not Environmental Concern,(Coordinator) exist Accomplishment,
Credential
Douglas Durst, N/A Environmental Concern,
Johnathan Durst, Luis Accomplishment (Green
Espacido (Client) design)
Dynamic Building Bill Dunster (Architect) Slightly (1-2%) Environmental Concern,
Fagade (Michael Hopkins + Experience, Credential
British New Parliament Partners)
John Berry (Mech) Yes Accomplishment (Green
design), Professional
Credential
Double-skin Fagade Peter Busby, Steve Environmental Concern,
Telus Headquarters Palmier (Architect) No Accomplishment,
Credential
Blair McCarry (Mech) Accomplishment (Green
Slightly (1-2%) design), Professional
Credential
Nordic homes without Hans Eek (Architect) Environmental Concern,
heating systems No Professional Credential
LindAs Terrace Housing
Dynamic Insulation Howard Liddell Environmental Concern,
McLaren Sport Centre (Architect) No Professional Credential
Higher fee than the industry average, but not particularly higher for this project than what they charge for other projects.
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Although the motivations for EEI of the designers in these cases were not necessarily
financially related, it was crucial to take such issues into consideration. When technology
and innovation are involved in a project, the design fees rarely increase. It is common that
designers are paid based on building types (as commonly practiced in Germany), or on area
of the structure (as commonly practiced in NYC), or on construction budget. For building
types that are acknowledged to be more complicated than others, the compensation for
design is adjusted accordingly, e.g., the design fee for hotels would be higher than for
warehouses. However, design fees are rarely scaled to the complexity of technology. Fees
for projects of the same building type are typically unchanged despite increased complexity
in integrated technologies. The fees for energy efficient office buildings are only minimally
higher, if at all, than fees for typical office buildings. As a result, from the outset of the
examined case studies, designers of the EEI projects employed alternative methods to
maintain their financial viability through other means: (i) Fee restructuring with add-on
services, (ii) Outside funds and warranties, and (iii) Research collaboration.
Figure 16 Financial Risk
Financial Risk
Design Budget
Fee Outside Fund Research
Restructuring and Warranties Collaboration
Fee restructuring: Design fees based on a percentage of construction cost have not
changed much over the years, but the complexity of building has. Energy efficient
architecture, specifically, is a complex design problem because it necessitates predictions of
building performance, and thus requires the expertise of related specialists and extensive
assessment. The complexity of such projects, however, allows for alternative and extended
service fees, which can rarely be justified in conventional projects. Faced with the additional
associated costs, the designers of the case studies leveraged the complexity of such
projects through the use of alternative and extended service fees to help mitigate financial
constraints on the designers. For example, Herzog + Partners restructured their design
service fees for the Linz Design Center based not only on percentage of construction cost 2
but also on a built-in list of specialists and their associated task-based additional fees, e.g.,
specialized consulting fees for acoustics, energy studies, and lighting. Such fee
restructuring, nonetheless, is contingent on two factors: client's commitment to energy
efficient design, and designer's professional reputation. The greater these two factors, the
better the chance that add-on fees can be garnered.
Other channels of reducing costs associated with EEI (while still nourishing innovative
endeavors) were through appropriate 'internal' fee arrangements. In order to understand
the financial aspect of the examined projects and their EEls, the types of contract and
innovation delivery method for each project and its associated innovations were tabulated
(see Table 7). A distinct pattern emerges. Though, in several of the examined projects,
design contracts (innovation contracts) between clients and designers/ consultants were
fixed fees (see Table 7), the internal fee structures varied. These internal fee arrangements,
however, maintained a crucial and similar characteristic: the consultants' service fees were
not compromised by the design teams' attempts to develop and implement EEls.
Specifically, mechanical engineers for the Contact Theatre and Lanchester Library were not
paid based on the size of mechanical systems (conventional practice), but on the
construction cost. Thus, there was no direct effect on their profits when the consulting
engineers minimized building systems' sizes. Similarly, in the Telus William Farrell Building
(Vancouver, B.C.), Keen Engineering, the mechanical consultant, reduced the size of the
mechanical system to allow the building to be naturally conditioned by the double-skin
fagade, without compromising the compensation for their services. Otherwise, there is little
incentive for the team to even consider EEl. In the case of Four Times Square, although the
mechanical engineer's service contract hinged on system types and could be affected by the
introduction of fuel cells, a conventional mechanical system was not omitted from the
building to provide a back-up mechanism. Hence, the integration of fuel cells did not affect
the consultant's compensation. Besides, in this case, the owner was willing to provide an
additional budget for added analysis of other system options.
Most firms follow conventional percentage rules of thumb when estimating costs and proposing fees, typioally
based on 5-10% of construction cost.
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Table 7 Innovation Contracts and Delivery Methods
Innovation Design /Innovation Contract Innovation Delivery Method
Lightmetrics Fixed Fee based on building type Design-Build
- Owner: Architect partnership of designers and
Fixed Fee (lump sum) fabricators
- Owner: Lighting Consultant
Negotiated Lump sum
- Owner: Manufacturer
Omission of heating Fixed Fee (negotiated lump sum) Design-Bid-Build
system - Owner: Architects - Owner: General contractor
Fuel cells Negotiated Lump sum Turnkey
- Owner: Manufacturer - owner bought the finished
Fixed Fee based on system type product
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
BIPV Negotiated Lump sum Design-Build
- Owner: Manufacturer - owner subsidized
Fixed Fee based on system type manufacturing equipment cost
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Dynamic insulation Fixed Fee (negotiated lump sum) Multiple Primes
- Owner: Architect - Owner: Builders
Fixed Fee (negotiated lump sum)
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Ventilated chimneys Fixed Fee (competitive lump sum) Design-Bid-Build
- Owner: Architect - Owner: General contractor
Fixed Fee based on construction cost
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Negotiated Lump sum
- Owner: Manufacturer
Ventilated chimneys Fixed Fee (competitive lump sum) Design-Bid-Build
- Owner: Architect - Owner: General contractor
Fixed Fee based on construction cost
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Negotiated Lump sum
- Owner: Manufacturer
Dynamic fagade system Fixed Fee (negotiated lump sum) Construction Management
- Owner: Architect - Owner: Construction Manager
Fixed Fee (negotiated lump sum)
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Double-skin facade Fixed Fee based on construction cost Design-Bid-Build
- Owner: Architect - Owner: General contractor
Fixed Fee based on construction cost
- Owner: Mech. Engineer
Note: Multiple Primes-multiple contractors (general and specialty)
Outside funds and warranties: Design compensations for architectural projects are
typically negotiated and agreed upon by the architects and clients at the start of a project. In
most cases, this dollar value is immutable and sometimes inadequate for completing the
project especially when an innovative or a complex design is involved or unexpected costs
arise (e.g., additional testing, pioneer legal fees, licensing associated with innovation). To
mitigate this financial limitation, the examined design teams offset inadequate service fees
by securing outside grants at the beginning of the projects for energy studies, or for post
I
occupancy analysis; or by obtaining subsidies, rebates, or manufacturer discounts during
the later development and implementation stage (see shaded column in Table 8).
Table 8 Source and Form of Financial Support for EEI Development
Project Innovation Source of Financial Form of Financial
Assistance Assistance
Linz Design Center Lightmetrics Siemens (Manufacturer) Discount on the cost of
Lightmetric panels and
product warranty
BENEDER Discount on prototype
development cost
The City of Linz (client) Additional design fees
for lighting consultant,
wind tunnels, energy
studies
New Parliament Dynamic Fagade European Union's Joule i Research grants for
Building System project energy efficient
workplace research
Telus Headquarters Double-skin Fagade British Columbia Institute No cost for research
of Technology information on PV and
building envelop and a
CA$20,000 grant
Four Times Square Fuel cells, BIPV Durst Organization (client) Additional budget and
design fees, Durst also
bought equipment for
the manufacturer to
manufacture BIPV
US Department of Energy, Subsidies and rebates
US Department of for fuel cells
Environmental Protection
Agency
NYSERDA, Grant for energy
Rocky Mountain Institute simulation and studies
ONSI Corporation Discount on fuel cells
and maintenance
Contact Theatre Ventilated Chimneys Client (The Contact Additional design fees
with H-shape extractor Theatre Company) for acoustic consultant,
wind tunnels, energy
studies
EDAS (Energy Design Grant for schematic
Advice Scheme) design studies
Lanchester Library Ventilated Chimneys Client (Coventry Additional design fees
with Extruded aluminum University) for acoustic consultant,
extractor wind tunnels, energy
studies
Institute for Sustainable Discount (minimal)
Development consultancy fee
Lindes Terrace Nordic building without Swedish Building Research grant for
Housing heating system Research (BFR) design development
Egnahmsbolaget Grant for monitoring and
(Developer) and BFR repairs
McLaren Sport Dynamic Insulation SportScotland, Department Research grant for
Centre of Environment, GAIA design development of
Architects dynamic insulation
SportScotland, Sport Grant for post-
England, Department of occupancy studies and
Environment, GAIA analyses
Architects II
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The fact is, not all clients are interested in environmentally responsible buildings or are
interested enough to increase the budget to accommodate the extra effort and cost. In such
cases, if design teams are keen on developing energy efficient projects, outside sources of
funding must be secured, which typically requires research as with the British New
Parliament's Joule II (energy efficient workplace research), the Contact Theatre's EDAS
(energy and airflow studies) and the LindAs Terrace Housing's Swedish Building Research
(housing without heating system study) or demonstration as in the case of Four Times
Square and the British New Parliament. While the City of New York did not have a particular
subsidy for fuel cells initially, the negotiation between Durst Organization and the New York
State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) resulted in the $200,000
subsidy for each 200kW of fuel cell unit. After the success of Four Times Square, applying
for subsidies became possible if building owners are interested in installing such systems.
The British New Parliamentary Building, on the other hand, capitalized on its stature and
location along the Thames, next to the existing Palace of Westminster. There was much
debate regarding the high budget for such construction (Kaufman 1999), but in the end the
significance of the building secured its approval for a larger construction budget.
Various types of EEI address different issues, provide different levels of effectiveness, and
make different political statements. Depending on the emphasis and response to these
variables, funding may come from government agencies and non-profit organizations. The
following are the considerations for obtaining additional financial assistance:
(1) State and governmental policies: different states offer various subsidies to building
owners who integrate energy efficiency into their buildings; e.g., New York and
Pennsylvania are currently in the process of implementing the 2000 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) with State Energy Program Grants.
(2) Type of technology: various types of energy efficient innovation address different issues,
provide different levels of effectiveness, and make different political statements.
Depending on the emphasis and response to these variables, funding may come from
government agencies (e.g., NYSERDA subsidized fuel cells for Four Times Square), and
non-profit organizations (e.g., Rocky Mountain Institute provides energy simulation and
analysis for energy efficient projects).
(3) Involvement of client in the decision making process: particularly with private clients, the
level of the client's involvement during the design process often influences how flexible
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the budget distribution or addition is within a project (Durst Organization provided
additional budget for fuel cells).
As design development proceeds, designers may also have financial concerns about
litigation if the technology or strategy does not perform. Both Thomas Herzog and Alan
Short collaborated closely with manufacturers and secured product warranties to mitigate
this financial concern. The manufacturer warranty can be essential in EEI endeavors
because it alleviates designers' long-term legal liability, which design teams cannot afford
based on the fees appropriated. The ability to secure manufacturer discounts or warranties
hinges on two conditions: (1) the prospect of future collaboration, and (2) the prospect of
product recognition through association with renowned designers or prestigious projects.
For example, Four Times Square is located in midtown Manhattan and was the first and
largest speculative office development in NYC in almost a decade. Because of its notable
location, it received much attention from the public and officials. Everyone involved wanted
to make it an example of environmentally sound buildings. The project received a discount
from the fuel cells manufacturer, ONSI Corporation, who also provides maintenance
services and warranty for their installation. Similarly, Thomas Herzog, a German architect
renowned for technologically advanced buildings, won the design competitions for the much-
publicized Linz Design Center and, shortly after, the Hanover World Exhibition Hall 26. Both
buildings were designed to incorporate the newly designed Lightmetrics. Besides, the
manufacturer also anticipated Lightmetrics as a potentially viable new product. Hence, the
manufacturers, BENEDER and Siemens, could afford the investment risk in developing the
innovation and charged at a lower cost while maintaining product warranty. The price of
Lightmetrics today is over 35% higher than what the client paid in the Linz Design Center;
also, after the completion of Four Times Square, the price of fuel cells has increased by
30% to about $800,000 per unit. In short, the higher the prospect of future collaboration with
manufacturers or the opportunity to associate with prestigious designers and projects, the
more likely a discount or warranty can be negotiated.
Research collaboration: Designer's financial risk can also be mitigated by the collaboration
with research institutions. However, in order to employ this method to alleviate financial
risks, this relationship needs to be developed over time since few research institutions are
set up to provide professional consultancy. Such collaboration requires that the innovation
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process be synchronized with the interest of the collaborating research groups. Often the
resources offered and tasks completed by the research institutions were not paid through
projects' construction budgets (see Table 9). Through this relationship with the research
institutions, the design teams were able to avoid some, if not most, of the costs resulting
from the choice of implementing an EEl. Similarly, the assistance provided by Gaia
Research and Gaia Norway on the construction details and performance calculation of
McLaren Community Leisure Centre's dynamic insulation did not incur additional cost
because of their personal connection.
Table 9 Designer's Estimated Expense for Energy Related Studies
Innovation Task Estimated Cost
Lightmetrics Energy and indoor climate Minimal fixed fee
studies [Client provides separate fees]
Ventilated Chimneys Air flow and thermal None
simulation and modeling [Client provides separate fees]
Fuel cells, BIPV Energy analysis None
[RMI and NYSERDA subsidizes all energy studies]
Dynamics Building Gravity driven flow for Minimal fixed fee
Fagade ventilation and thermal [Client provides separate fees. Such test can only
analysis be provided by few research institutions]
Double-skin Fagade PV and building envelop None
information [Information provided by researchers]
Nordic building without Energy analysis and None
heating system modeling [Swedish Building Research sponsors]
Dynamic Insulation Performance calculation None
[SportScotland and UK Department of Environment
support the development]
The omission of or minimal fees charged by research institutions is not altruistic. There is a
mutual benefit. The scientific research related to building design and construction also
benefits from collaboration with practitioners. For researchers at the academic and research
institutions, collaboration with practitioners becomes an expedient mechanism for: (1)
developing and increasing research works which is vital to procuring future research
funding; (2) applying theoretical studies of building science for intellectual or ethical pursuit
with an added incentive of receiving consulting fees; and (3) directly influencing the
environmental actions.
Technical Risk
Technical Risk is the risk associated with performance uncertainty and constructibility. It is
reasonable to assume that the more integrated the system, as in energy efficient design, the
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more dimensions and interdependencies need to be considered. As technologies get more
complicated, the chance of interruption in the system due to component's failure is greater.
By definition, innovation is new and has not yet been fully explored. Introducing innovation
therefore worsens the technical risk because the integration of unfamiliar technologies
naturally further raises the likelihood of failure. Hence, the technical risk has become one of
the major barriers that prevent most design teams from pursuing EEl. The studies have
found that the EEI teams mitigate the risk of performance failure in five ways (see Figure
17): (i) extensive evaluation; (ii) selection of participants with previous experience together;
(iii) concurrent collaboration; (iv) collaboration with research institutions, and (v) securing
technical support for ongoing operation and maintenance (manufacture warranties, research
monitoring and improvement).
Figure 17 Technical Risk
Technical Risk
Performance
Extensive Working Concurrent Research Ongoing
Evaluation Histories Collaboration Collaboration ort
Extensive evaluation: Few if any design teams have implemented projects with exactly the
same technical issues and energy efficiency considerations. Technical risk is greater when
novel strategies are introduced. Due to its newness, innovation does not have proven track
records; and therefore it demands more testing and evaluation (see Table 10). The goal of
extensive assessment is to prevent operation failures. These evaluations are essential to
how both client and team members view the proposed technology. The confidence and
assurance gained from these scientific studies directly affect the considerations about
whether to implement EEI because the technical concerns revolve around whether the
system will work (if at all), and to some extent, how well the system will work. These
evaluations were conducted continually throughout the design process. The simpler and
less expensive methods were used in the initial stages. As design proceeded and more
parameters were identified, the more intensive and accurate methods (also more costly)
were employed.
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Table 10 Evaluation Methods in EEI Development
Innovation Evaluation Method Purpose of Testing and
Evaluation
Lightmetrics Prototype testing Determine refraction of light
Computational Fluid Dynamic Confirm airflow and comfort level of
indoor climate
HTB2 [Heat Transfer in Buildings, Energy and environmental performance
version 2]
Wind tunnel Prevent weather volatility
Radiance Determine refraction of light and
quantify indoor lighting quality
Ventilated chimneys Computational Fluid Dynamic Confirm the stratification of stack
ventilation
Dynamic Thermal Simulation Confirm indoor thermal behavior and
comfort level of indoor climate
Smoke test Determine airflow and air stratification
due to buoyancy effect
Wind tunnel Prevent weather volatility and determine
structural stability
LT Method Predict energy consumption and heat
load data
CIBSE Methods Predict temperature with varying air
change rate; estimate air pathway sizes
Fuel cells/BIPV Utility Grid Protection Simulation Determine appropriate voltages and
currents
DOE-2 Predict both performance and financial
viability
Three-dimensional heat flow Capture distribution of temperatures and
(HEATING-7) potential moisture condensation
Radiance Evaluate space illumination
Dynamic insulation Interstitial Condensation Determine thermal movement
Calculation
Thermal sensor and handheld Confirm air movements through
Thermohydrographs insulation
Double-skin fagade TAS Confirm indoor airflow and thermal
(Indoor environment simulation) behavior with 3D visualization
DOE-2, PowerDoe Assess resource consumption,
environmental loadings, and indoor
_________________________environmental climate
EE4/CBIP (Commercial Building Assess energy usage in building to
Incentive Program simulator) comply with CBIP's energy efficient
__________________________standards
TRACE 700 (Trane Air Complete assessment of loads, system,
Conditioning Economics) energy and economics
Omission of heating Hans Eek's Energy calculation Confirm closed-loop energy
system ambient ener flowu consumption
EBD's computer simulation Evaluate indoor climate, thermal
(Energy and Building Design) bridges, properties of windows, solar
control, ventilation system, heat
ConditI exchangers and electrical appliances
Experimental unit Keep an ongoing evaluation to appease
ounforeseen problems
<continue>
Table 10 Evaluation Methods in EEI Development (Continued)
Innovation Evaluation Method Purpose of Testing and
Evaluation
Dynamic fagade system Computational Fluid Dynamic Confirm airflow and comfort level of(cavity wall) indoor climate
Gravity-driven flows Quantify ventilation rates and
temperature.
Wind tunnel Tracking performance and structural
stability
ROOM (A finite element stratified Evaluate internal temperature
layer thermal analysis programme)
Tolerance analysis checks Obtain first order and second order
thermal design parameters
Full scale prototype testing Monitor the fagade performance over a
period of time
Radiance Evaluate space illumination
Note: There may be other evaluation methods used in the case studies, which are not identified in this table.
Different testing and assessment methods were used to accomplish similar evaluations in
many of the EEI development processes. This is to reduce development cost while
confirming varying performances. For example, in the case of the Contact Theatre's
ventilated chimneys, the CIBSE Methods were used to refine the estimates for the air
pathways sizes (e.g., the pressures generated from the stack effect with varying stack height
and temperature), to determine issues requiring further investigations (e.g., the resistance to
airflow with varying air change rate and temperature gradient), and to identify what
additional data was required. This approach considers alternative ideas more quickly and at
lower cost than the more involved Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modeling (Quincey
2000). Unavoidably, comprehensive measures must be taken when using novel solutions in
energy efficient buildings. This is, and rightly so, the route taken by most EEI teams to
reduce the possible technical malfunctions. Such extensive evaluation thus becomes both a
major barrier and the means to successful implementation of EEl.
Concurrent collaboration: The effort by design teams to achieve EEl has been bound by
standardized process or conventional practice where design activities are segregated and
sequentially performed. Particularly on small projects, engineering consultants are typically
not involved or compensated for their early involvement in the process. Such segmented
work phases in the design process result in limited collaboration, and thus, minimize
feedback and revisions. In energy efficiency design, different components must work in
concert. The conventional practice does not support design integration or mediate
performance uncertainty associated with novel solutions in the energy efficient design. The
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conventional segregation of tasks in design practice, in fact, hinders EEI from being
implemented.
Concurrent collaboration is a preferred approach used in all examined EEI teams. It fosters
a collective environment where participating professionals (a cross-discipline team) work in
parallel and jointly solve issues at each stage of development. There is a clear
communication channel between all pertinent fields and at every stage of the design or
implementation process. A check and balance system can readily be formed and be most
effective for debugging technical errors and other critical issues if the participants can
provide expedient feedback. The ability to work in parallel and provide expedient feedback
is the underlying strength of the concurrent collaboration routine. In the case of the
Lanchester Library, air inlets and outlets could not have been accurately designed without
the airflow consultants working simultaneously. The size and locations of air inlets and
outlets must be calculated in conjunction with building functions, dimensions and volumes in
order for exhaust air to circulate naturally through the multiple ventilated chimneys without
obstructing the intended use of space. Specifically, the continuous ventilating chimneys
could not be used on the fourth floor of the Lanchester Library because of the insufficient
stack pressure. Instead of increasing the height of the stacks, which would have been very
costly, the solution of adding a separate set of openings were promptly devised during their
design collaboration. The building height and volume could not be shaped by Alan Short
(architect) separately from the chimney height and locations calculated by Kevin Lomas
(airflow specialist) and Peter Reeve (M&E engineer). Had they not worked with expedient
feedback and collaborated concurrently (as opposed to sequentially), the ventilated chimney
solution would not have been functional.
Likewise, the British New Parliament's window and fagade systems were not resolved solely
by the architect John Pringle and the fagade engineer Andrew Hall without the system
calculation and simulation by John Berry and Chris Twinn (mechanical & service engineer).
Because the fagade of the building controls individual offices' air intake and is
interconnected to the building's service and HVAC systems, it was critical that Pringle, Hall,
Berry, and Twinn developed the design and carried out energy calculation and simulation
concurrently. The continual feedback helps reduce design conflicts as soon as they arise
and generates opportunities for improvements. Table 11 below shows the composition of
the EEl teams and the indicators of concurrent collaboration in each of the case studies.
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Table 11 Indicators of Concurrent Design Process
Indicator during Design Process
Project Core Participant Participation/ Feedback CycleParticipant Type Meeting Interval
Contact Theatre Alan Short Architect Once a week, Less than one
particularly between week
Kevin Lomas, Airf low and Short, Lomas, and
Malcolm Cook Energy Analysts Fordham. All core
Max Fordham, Mechanical members were
Richard Quincey Engineer present at all
Tim Lewers Acoustic meetings.
Consultant
Steven Wallis Structural
Engineer
Four Times Jonathan Durst, Owner/ More than once a Less than 48 hours.
Square Douglas Durst Developer week, with e-mails Often questions
Bob Fox, Bruce Architect and frequent phone were answered in
Fowle conversations. All the same meeting.
Dan Tishman, Mel Construction core members always
Rufini Manager met as a group.
Marvin Lewin Mechanical Energy analyses
Engineer were carried out
Michael Crosbie Energy Analyst separately but in
parallel.
Lanchester Alan Short Architect At least once a week, One week
Library particularly between
Kevin Lomas, Airflow and Short and Lomas.
Malcolm Cook Energy Analysts The structural
Peter Reeve M & E Engineer engineer in this case
was not enthusiastic.
Peter Ford Industrial Design
______________Engineer
Landis Shaeffer Manufacturer of
High precision
thesamemeendamperg
McLaren Sport Howard Liddell Architect Discussed on a daily Daily between
Centre prtcubasis between Liddell Liddell and Halliday
Sandy Halliday Researcher and Halliday with but rarely with
MalmCok (informal linkage) some input from Oscar Faber
Gala Norway Consultant GAlA Norway. Lack engineer
(informal linkage) of close participation
Sfrom project engineer
Linz Design Thomas Herzog, Architect Once a week but One week unless
Center Hans Jorg closer collaboration specific testing was
Schrade between the architect required, in which
Roland Scheinder Architect (Building and the lighting case, a specific
GaiaNorway enclosure) consultant. All core date was given.
Christian Lighting participants were
Bartenbach Consultant present at all
N/A Client meetings.
nRepresentatives
Albert Beneder Producer of plastic
IOr material
Fritz Sailer, Kurt Structural
Stepan IeEngineer ng
Table 11 Indicators of Concurrent Design Process (Continued)
Indicator during Design Process
Project Core Participant Participation/ Feedback CycleParticipant Type Meeting Interval
Lindes Terrace Hans Eek Architect, Energy Almost daily since Within the same
Housing Analyst Eek and Hoglund day or a few days
Hans H6glund Architect worked in the same
firm for over a decade
British New John Pringle, Architect More than once a One week
Parliament David Selby week but close depending on the
John Berry, Chris Building Services collaboration between levels of details
Twinn (Mechanical) the architect and
Engineer engineers with two
Neil Noble, Fagade Engineer parallel research
Andrew Haill _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Telus Peter Busby, Architect More than once a Within days among
Headquarters Steve Palmier ____lweek between the the core
Blair McCaty Mechanical architect and collaborators
__Engineer engineer but all are
Doug Green Client kept informed at
hRepresentative scheduled meetings
Doug Williams Structural
TeIs Engineer , I
The shaded column in Table 11 identifies the members of the cross-discipline teams of each
innovation. Each core participant of EEl teams worked in parallel throughout the design
process. The study found that participants met frequently, ranging from daily to weekly, and
provided near immediate feedback, often through e-mails and telephone conversations. In
two of the examined cases, the mechanical engineer in the McLaren Community Leisure
Centre project and the Lanchester Library's structural engineer were unwilling to collaborate
(specifically in the green effort). Their roles in the concurrent process were therefore fulfilled
by other core participants or outside consultants in order for the design progress to continue
and for the issues that arose during the development of EEls to be resolved quickly.
Replacement of specific members, however, requires hard work and the firm commitment of
green leaders in the team. Otherwise, the efficiency of the design would be compromised.
In short, as long as the elements of concurrent collaboration and the disciplines pertinent to
the EEl exist, the likelihood of successfully designing and integrating an EEl into buildings is
higher. Potential mistakes can be detected and creative solutions can be devised promptly
through concurrent collaboration.
Participants with working histories together: Strong team competency is critical to
successful implementation of EEi. Because of the nature of the building industry for which
design teams are only allied temporarily, it is difficult for a group of autonomous
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organizations to collaborate, particularly when unconventional design strategies are
involved. A critical factor contributing to strong team competency that reduces the
perceived technical risk of integrating EEI in the building design is the participant's group
working experience with each other.
Table 12 Summary of the Core Members' Working Histories
Project / Core Participant Number of Years Number of
Innovation working with each Projects working
other with each other
Linz Design Center Thomas Herzog and Partners
(architect) and Prof. Phil Jones > 10 3
(Design Flow Solution)
Thomas Herzog and Partners
(architect) and Christian 3-5 2
Bartenbach (Lighting designer)
Contact Theatre, Alan Short and Associates
Lanchester Library (Architect) and Max Fordham > 15 > 5(Mechanical Engineer)
Alan Short and Associates
(Architect) and Kevin Lomas > 10 > 5
(Air flow analyst)
Four Times Square Fox & Fowle Architects and
Durst Corporation (Owner) > 5 3
Tishman Construction
(Construction Manager) and > 15 > 5
Durst Corporation (Owner)
British New Michael Hopkins and Partners
Parliament (Architect) and Ove Arup &
Partners (Mechanical and > 10 >5
Service Engineer)
Telus Headquarters Peter Busby Associate
(Architect) and Keen 5-10 4
Engineering (Mechanical
Engineer)
McLaren Sport Howard Liddell (architect) and
Centre Sandy Halliday (external > 10 >5
researcher)
Lindes Terrace Hans Eek (architect/ energy
Housing analyst) and Hans Gr6nlund > 15 >5(architect)
Hans Eek (architect/ energy
analyst) and Rolf Kling > 15 3-4
(Developer)
The study reveals that EEls were achieved by participants who had histories working with
one another. Table 12 summarizes the working history of the core members who have
contributed directly to the development of the EEI in the case studies. This teamwork
familiarity is advantageous for limiting technical risk for a number of reasons: (1) Time:
previous teamwork allows expedient collaboration; and (2) Willingness: continual working
relationships encourage professional courtesy and devotion (since future collaboration can
be anticipated).
Technical design and development of an EEI is heavily dependent upon communication
between the members of the design team. Using previous work experiences together, the
team members were able to establish reasonable expectations of each other and of the
team itself. Communication barriers resulting from unfamiliarity were reduced. Furthermore,
less time was needed to get to know what the other members' professional and personal
goals and aims were. Individuals who were new to the group or to each other were easily
integrated through introduction by mutual relations. Therefore, more time could be spent
focusing on technical design issues.
Furthermore, the team members of EEI projects chose to continue their working
relationships with each other because they knew they were technically skilled and reliable
based on previous projects. This possibility of further collaboration also influences the
performance and tolerance of team members. The possibility of future collaboration makes
investing greater effort in innovative design seems worthwhile. Besides, the familiarity with
a specific approach and trust in other individuals reduce fears of failure or impossibility.
Given that there is a desire for EEl, this repeating working relationship is especially logical
and strategic for minimizing technical failure, particularly in an industry where credentials or
business reputations determine future jobs. Any design failure is detrimental to both
architects and engineers' attempts to obtain future commissions. The motivation to
establish ongoing relationships is, in fact, the means to create a body of successful works,
which ultimately lead to professional and financial security. Hence, individuals have a
greater willingness to tackle unaccustomed and often complex problems.
Collaboration with research institutions: Technical risk can also be curtailed by the
collaboration with research institutions (see Table 13). Research institutions are
characteristically diverse in research and development of technologies. They have a
considerable knowledge base. Despite these characteristics and large resources in building
sciences, practitioners rarely use research institutions as part of their routine practices
during the design and development of most projects, primarily due to the fear that
researchers would complicate workflows and delay project schedules. Designers are
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seldom eager about such collaboration and usually overlook the possibility of making
superior and faster studies of the project.
Table 13 Collaborating Research Institution and Task
Innovation Collaborating Research Institution Task
Lightmetrics Technical University Munich, Energy studies, Wind tunnel
University of Wales (Cardiff)
Ventilated Chimneys Institute of Sustainable Development, Air flow and thermal
DeMontfort University simulation and modeling
Fuel cells, BIPV The Rocky Mountain Institute, Energy Analysis
Steven Winter Associates
Dynamics Building University of Cambridge Gravity driven flow for
Fagade (Prof. Paul Linden) ventilation and thermal
analysis
Double-skin Fagade The British Columbia Institute of Technology PV and building envelop
information
Nordic building Technical University Lund Energy analysis and
without heating (Prof. Maria Wall) modeling
system
Dynamic Insulation GAIA Research (Sandy Halliday), Performance calculation
GAIA Norway, Leeds University (Andy Sleigh)
Interestingly, most of the designers of these projects hold or have held teaching positions in
academic institutions: Thomas Herzog (Linz Design Center) is a professor of the Building
Technology group at the Technical University of Munich; Alan Short (Contact Theatre,
Lanchester Library) was a professor and the Dean of the Faculty of Art and Design at
DeMontfort University when he designed the Contact Theatre in Manchester and the library
in Coventry; Max Fordham (Contact Theatre) is a visiting professor in Building & Design at
the University of Bath; Kevin Lomas (Lanchester Library) is a professor and director of the
Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development at DeMontfort University; and Howard
Liddell (McLaren Community Leisure Facility) and Hans Eek (Lindas Terrace Housing)
formerly taught at universities and maintain links with research and academic institutions as
part of their practices. In short, for design teams, the collaboration with academic
institutions is a mechanism for: (1) Overcoming the lack of specialized tools required; (2)
Lowering the risks perceived by building owners and other skeptics (even within the design
team itself); and (3) Reducing the risk of failure perceived by designers themselves.
For example, Hans Eek (architect and environmental engineer) carried out the studies on
the passive systems of the Lindbs Terrace Housing. His study indicated that the design
without any mechanical heating system is feasible, even for the winter months. Since these
homes are in a Nordic country, where the temperature falls below the thermal comfort level
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about 8 months a year, to gain confidence for developers, clients and himself, Maria Wall, a
professor in the Building Technology program at Lund Institute of Technology was brought
into the design process to carry out additional studies and to validate the design. In the end
Eek's calculations were confirmed.
As a second example, Kevin Lomas of DeMontfort University's Institute of Energy and
Sustainable Development (IESD) conducted extensive airflow analyses for the naturally
ventilated system of Lanchester Library. His collaboration with architect Alan Short was
crucial to the understanding of the fluid and thermal behavior dictating the performance of
that passively controlled building. Without Lomas' studies, the top floor ventilation of the
library would have been overheated due to inadequate stack effects needed to drive the air
circulation and ventilation.
Ongoing support: The technical concerns also revolve around the stability (if at all) of a
novel system. Having an ongoing support either in a research or applied capacity (from
research institutions or manufacturers, respectively) helps reduce the perceived technical
risk (to both the clients and design team) because ongoing support means there is a
separate or independent body taking the responsibility of monitoring and repairing the
malfunctions (see Table 14). In the case of LindAs Houses where heating systems were
eliminated, a research grant from the Swedish Building Research supports the post
occupancy monitoring while Egnahemsbolaget (developer) continues to maintain and repair
glitches. Hence, the designers' perceived risk of a total system failure is minimized since
responsible parties (in time of disruption) can be quickly identified.
Table 14 Form of Ongoing Support after EEl Implementation
Innovation Organization Form of Support
Lightmetrics Siemens Warranties
Fuel cells ONSI Corporation Warranties and maintenance
Ventilated chimneys' automatic Landis & Staefa Warranties
dampers
Dynamic Insulation SportScotland, Department of the Monitoring
Environment, GAIA Research (with additional grant)
Omission of heating system Swedish Building Research and Monitoring and repairs
Egnahmsbolaget (Developer) (with additional grant)
Double-skin fagade International Energy Agency Monitoring
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Acceptance Risk
Acceptance risk is directly related to the clients' receptivity of the energy efficiency and
innovation idea. In other words, acceptance risk is derived from the client's perceived risks.
These perceived risks influence the client's behavior and likelihood of accepting the EEI and
are a critical determinant of whether the EEI will eventually be implemented. Based on the
case studies, we have found three behavioral factors of clients that have catalyzed or
hindered the implementation of EEl: (a) necessity (associated with client's needs), (b)
understanding (associated with design involvement), and (c) desire (associated with
intention to mitigate environmental damage). Establishing solutions that take these three
characteristics in a client into consideration will increase the likelihood of successful
implementation of such technological innovation.
Figure 18 Acceptance Risk/ Client's Perceived Risks
Acceptance Risk
Client's Perceived Risks
Necessity Untanding Desire
Fulfil Client's Client's
Requirement Involvement
First, the client must see the necessity of pursuing an innovative energy efficient solution
(and why it is more appropriate-as in functionally equivalent, or as in fulfilling a social
obligation-than the standard alternatives) by the architect's persuasion, by technical
persuasion, by financial persuasion, by public expectation, or, in the best case scenario, by
his or her own initiative. Necessity refers to the clients' architectural and programmatic
needs and is generally driven by self-interest to resolve imminent problems such as high
operating and maintenance cost, inefficiency of existing systems and structures, or public
expectation regarding a green agenda. Hence, the resolution provided by design teams
must directly address the energy implications. Few clients will accept EEI if designers
cannot satisfactorily demonstrate that each of the client's needs will be fulfilled by the
proposed EEI solution, especially if there are less risky and less costly conventional
solutions available. In the process of fulfilling the client's needs, the team must first
establish the need to be environmentally responsible and then demonstrate not only how
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EEI satisfies those needs, but also what additional benefits the innovations provide the
clients. By coupling various requirements-such as structural performance, energy saving,
image, and aesthetics-in the proposed strategies, it is difficult to eliminate components that
perform multiple functions.
The persuasion must be explicit, typically requiring confirmations such as financial analysis,
productivity evaluation, and, in some instances, widespread media attention. Generally,
necessity is where practitioners focus most of their effort. However, necessity alone often
leads to conventional solutions to energy conservation. If the client does not value energy
conservation because it does not greatly improve their public image or financials, the client
will not recognize the necessity of it. In short, necessity is a function of a design team's
ability to demonstrate the superiority of EEl, and is fulfilled when clients perceive EEI as a
viable substitution for conventional strategies.
The implementation of ventilated chimneys in the Contact Theatre and Lanchester Library,
for example, was supported by the client primarily because of the reduction in the operating
and maintenance cost while achieving other desired features, such as the Contact Theatre's
dramatic and unique appearance and the Lanchester Library's flexible floor space. The
design teams of these two projects were able to convince the clients of the EEI's viability
and necessity by design presentation that includes the results from extensive testing and
simulation. Interestingly, the successful teams almost always make presentations to clients
with graphical means such as the CFD images of indoor airflow and temperature
stratification, or photographs of wind tunnel study and smoke tests. Table 15 below lists
different innovation's attributes the design teams used to convey to the clients the necessity,
benefits, and technical feasibility of the proposed EEl.
Table 15 Demonstrate EEI superiority and how EEI fulfill client's need
Project Client's Need How EEl fulfill the Additional Features
need
Linz Design Center Environmentally Maximizing natural light Elimination of sprinkler
responsibility system or fire resistance
cladding, Minimize
Large exhibition space Glass structure spanning thermal and electrical
74 m energy, Use of local
manufacturer, Urban
renewal
Contact Theatre Minimizing operation Natural ventilation Dramatic appearance for
and maintenance cost visual effects
Lanchester Library Minimizing operation Natural ventilation Flexible space while
and maintenance cost maintaining low energy
Flexible space Large open plan consumption due to
reduction of the
mechanical system
Four Times Square Speculative office Maintaining typical floor Minimize emission since
building depth and minimal the by-products are
internal structure water and heat
To be an example of Energy production
environmentally sound
buildings
Telus William Farrell Modern aesthetics Glass curtain wall Minimize internal
Building disruption during
Seismic upgrade Eliminating brick veneer construction, Energy
saving by reducing
mechanical systems
British New Parliament Good indoor climate 100% fresh air Minimize energy
consumption by using
Individual offices for the Modular office unit thermal wheel and heat
members of the storage
parliament (MP)
120 Years life span Masonry construction,
Monolithic structure
Lindes Terrace 20 single family 2 Large buildings Minimize energy
Housing apartment units comprises of 10 two consumption and low
bedroom units each operating and
maintenance cost
McLaren Sport Centre Sport and community Sport hall that includes Minimize energy
center swimming pool, consumption while
basketball court, etc. maximizing fresh air,
I Better indoor air quality
Second, assuming the client has accepted energy efficiency as an integral part of the
project, in introducing an EEI, designers need to allow the client to understand the
innovation and its long-term benefits by involving the client in the EEI development process.
The client's understanding raises the potential for acceptance. In the process, EEI
designers need to inform the clients about the importance of energy efficient buildings in
minimizing environmental impact. This understanding does not necessarily refer to the
understanding of the innovation's technical details, but of the strengths and weaknesses of
various options to conserve energy. The more exposure to these considerations, the higher
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the understanding and acceptance of the clients of EEl. Without a high level of involvement,
garnering a client's support will be problematic. In short, understanding is a function of the
client's involvement in EEI development and interest level in the environmental issues. If
the client does not value energy conservation within the context of minimizing environmental
impact, the client will not recognize the necessity of his/her involvement in EEl as early as
possible. Table 16 lists the methods used to establish client understanding and desire to
implement EEl.
Table 16 Methods Leading to Client Understanding and Desire
Project Method
Telus William Farrell Building Green building slide presentation
Lindes Terrace Housing Tour of green development in England and Germany
Four Times Square Retreat, Brainstorming sessions (Client's initiative)
Contact Theatre Presentations and discussion of test results
(Architect is known for naturally ventilated design)
Lanchester Library Presentations and discussion of test results
(Architect is known for naturally ventilated design)
British New Parliament None (Due to its stature as the new British Parliament building,
developing environmentally responsible is a public demand)
McLaren Sport Centre Discussion about the technology itself but little about the
environmental issues
Linz Design Center Brainstorming sessions
I (Architect is known for environmentally responsive buildings)
The third, and most critical, is desire. Even when the client understands innovation and
perceives the importance of energy efficiency, if there is a lack of desire to implement novel
energy efficient solutions, all efforts on the part of the architect and project team will be
futile. EEl can be readily supported and fostered only if project participants have the desire
and put the highest value on environmental issues. Desire without benign consent from the
client and other members of the design team will make EEI extremely difficult to achieve. In
such cases, a huge sacrifice by the green leader in terms of personal time and design effort
must be made. The first sign of desire appears in the discussions relating to an
environmental agenda in the initial meeting. Clients with unsolicited desire greatly facilitate
the implementation of EEl, often asking for it from the start. It may even be included in the
Request for Proposal. Such enthusiastic clients are typically involved very closely in the
design process. For example, Jonathan Durst, Vice President of the Durst Organization,
personally attended every design meeting and actively searched for potential green
technologies to integrate into Four Times Square. Similarly, most of the clients of an EEl
project have put a mandate of green in their request for service. With their innate
enthusiasm for the project, the lead architect and design team members enjoy a greater
flexibility and latitude when it comes to implementing a new technology. However, a client
needs not possess this enthusiasm in order for the project to succeed. The ones without it
were opened to EEI through their understanding of the benefits and advantages of green
solutions as well as of the technologies at hand. The project can still achieve success so
long as the client is not decisively against EEl. In short, desire is demonstrated by
commitment to or strict mandate on the environmental agenda by the client and the design
team. Desire occurs when the client sees the necessity and is invested in energy
conservation within the larger environmental context.
Table 17 Indicators of Client's Receptivity
Indicator
Project Necessity Understand Desire
Linz Design Center Large exhibition hall and Organize a competition, Green mandate, Select
hotel, Urban renewal Client representatives scheme with
closely involved environmental focus
Contact Theatre Minimize operation and Organize a competition, Select scheme with
maintenance cost Open minded to new environmental focus
idea (passive), Quick
approval of
environmentally
sensitive strategies
Lanchester Library Minimize operation and Organize a competition, Green mandate, Select
maintenance cost, Closely involved in scheme with
Flexible floor area meetings, Support environmental focus
environmentally
sensitive strategies
Four Times Square New speculative office Actively involved in all Green mandate, Leader
space in midtown design sessions and of green effort, High-
Manhattan meetings. ranking representative
actively involved.
Budget Increased to
accommodate green
technologies
Lindfs Terrace Acquisition of land near Designate area for Participate in tour of
Housing the City of G6teborg for demonstration project green buildings
housing development
British New Parliament High expectation of Hire renowned Green mandate
building quality, Long designers and
lasting, Contextually consultants
sensible
Telus William Farrell Modern appearance, Client representative Green mandate,
Building Standard construction closely involved in Green Advertisement
budget design meetings and
supportive of the green
strategy
McLaren Sport Centre Good indoor climate, Supportive of green Select designer with
Low maintenance, strategies special focus on green
Standard construction building
I budget. I I
Table 17 reveals that teams that have successfully implemented EEl, even though their
clients' needs did not involve environmental issues, the clients closely engaged in the
design process and supportive of green strategies. Many of them had a green clause in
their Request for Proposal. The client representative of the Telus William Farrell building
was so enthusiastic about green design and the double skin fagade solution that he took on
the responsibility of defending the design with his company's board of directors in the
absence of both architects and consulting engineers. However, this is not the case for all
clients with green interests. Even though the client of the McLaren Sport Centre had some
understanding of the dynamic insulation and considered it a valuable solution, the client was
neither enthusiastic nor comfortable with this solution due to its highly precise and delicate
construction. In this case, (especially without the support of his own mechanical engineer)
architect Howard Liddell had to sacrifice both a significant amount of personal time and
effort to garner sufficient outside support from Gaia Research and SportScotland in order to
complete the project without receiving additional service fees.
Understanding client's perceived risks: There is a two-step process that addresses the
behavioral characteristics found in clients. First, identify specific attributes of EEl that fulfill
the needs stipulated by the client; and second, involve clients in technical development of
EEl in the context of environmental responsibility, so that the understanding and desire can
be established. However, in order for this two-step operation to be effective in garnering
client's receptiveness to EEl, design teams need to address the specific concerns and risks
perceived by their clients.
Like design teams, building owners implicitly take several risks by committing to an EEI
solution, though from different viewpoints. Clients face risks that hinge upon the affordability
(in terms of investment and returns) and usability (in terms of performance) of EEl. Based
on this investigation, the perceived risks from the building owners' or client's perspective are
arranged into 2 categories3 (see Figure 19): (1) Financial risks associated with investment
(or affordability), and (2) Ownership risks associated with usability uncertainty due to long
term commitment to novel technologies.
3 These risks are prevalent among most clients, whether they are committed to green or not.
Figure 19 Client's Perceived Risk
Financial risks: Clients' financial risks are two-fold. First, with energy efficiency, clients are
not guaranteed immediate payback, if any, for their investment. From the client's
perspective, it is difficult to determine whether the investment in the innovation particularly in
energy efficiency will result in adequate saving (Payback). Second, there is no guarantee if
the technology will work at all. In the worse scenario, the systems may have to be scrapped
and replaced with the conventional ones (Sunk Cost), in which case, the clients lose the
ability to recover any percentage of their investment.
(a) Payback: Energy efficiency implies a lower level of consumption as compared to a
traditional solution. Lower consumption would then result in lower ongoing expenses
relating to energy use. On the contrary, most examined EEI solutions were more costly
either to design teams in terms of development time or to clients and suppliers in terms of
purchasing and production of the technologies. Therefore, the payback (or the supposed
energy cost-savings) that the clients expect may be small, if positive at all. The reason for
this is, in several cases, the high up-front or start-up costs needed for the design and/or
implementation of the EEl solutions. This cost is an inherent drawback for energy efficient
innovation. Since innovations are newly developed, they generally do not benefit from the
high demand or established experiences of traditional solutions. Architects and design
teams are very familiar with traditional solutions, which have much more evolved since their
innovation stages. They are generally implemented in the most cost-effective ways (based
on today's industry's standard and building code), as refinements have been carried out
over a long period of time. Consequently, traditional energy efficient approaches are often
higher in demand. Since EEls do not benefit from that experience factor (and longer
development period), most building owners and designers thus avoid unaccustomed
technologies and therefore often lead to higher initial costs for early adopters of EEl. For
example, fuel cells cost about $800,000 per unit today. They are currently individually made
partially because there is insufficient demand for fuel cell manufacturing companies to make
significant investments into large-scale fuel cell manufacturing facilities.
(b) Sunk cost: Not only do the building owners risk receiving little or no pay-back from their
investment, but they also risk absorbing the entire investment or a sunk cost (which may
equal the original value of the building plus the EEI investment cost-which includes the
time and money invested) if the EEI fails to function. For example, if the naturally ventilated
design for Lanchester Library and Contact Theatre did not work, the building owners would
have no choice but to have a ventilation system re-designed and installed. Depending on
the types of EEI and the function that the EEI plays in the operations of the building, the
building may be unusable.
In a nutshell, costs associated with the unconventional aspect of the EEI limit the extent of
cost-saving for a client who implements the technology. In order to receive payback, if any,
the client must operate the building for a long period of time. Clients won't receive any of
this incentive if they are not committed to the long-term uses. It is important for design
teams to understand these conditions; in most cases, there is little financial incentive for
clients to invest in EEl. Hence, the commitment to environmental concerns and the external
financial support are crucial to clients' decisions to accept EEl.
Ownership risks: This category of risks perceived by owners arises from usability
uncertainty. Owners are generally responsible for a building's operation and maintenance
over its lifespan. As a result, design mistakes can be long lasting for building owners. Such
risks due to technical problems exist over the life of the project, long after design teams
have completed their work to pursue other commissions. In addition to financial risks, which
involve payback and sunk costs, clients also bear the risk of sub-optimal performance.
Since EEI is new and lacks established standards, there is little or no data on how to deal
with long-term performance issues. Hence, designers need to gain clients' confidence in the
proposed EEI by addressing the technical performance and maintenance issues. Extensive
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testing, designers' track records, and client's involvement were crucial to establishing
confidence between clients and design teams.
These clients of the examined cases limited the performance uncertainty in a number of
ways: (1) All technical risks are transferred to design teams or suppliers; (2) Only a partial
development is allowed to avoid a total design or business failure; (3) An extensive testing
and validation must be conducted and demonstrated; (4) A back-up system or back up plan
is integral in the design; and (5) An ongoing support during building operation needs to be
arranged.
As discussed in the previous sections on technical risks, the design teams in the case
studies were able to demonstrate design feasibility by conducting extensive testing and
simulations and presenting these results to the client or client representatives. Such testing
demonstration involved extensive graphics and interpretation that were correlated with
financial analyses. But such test results are not always sufficient in allaying client's
concerns. Certain compromise is unavoidable. It is unrealistic to expect that clients will
accept every aspect of the EEI proposal. Some of the design teams included a back-up
plan to the EEl design to assure the client of some performance. For example, 8 units of
fuel cells were initially proposed for the Four Times Square's energy scheme, but due to the
lack of continually high demands for electricity in the building (low base load at night to keep
fuel cells at their optimal efficiency) and due to the high investment cost of the fuel cells
(economic viability), only 2 units were integrated into the final design to produce enough
electricity for large billboards around the building while the rest of the electrical demand is
supplied by ConEdison. Similarly, the Lindas Terrace Housing includes 50-60 residential
units in the development. Due to the uncertainty of homebuyers' receptiveness to living in a
house that excludes mechanical heating systems, only 20 units of such houses were
constructed.
Even with these precautions, risks of sub-optimal performance are not eliminated. Since
performance risks (resulting from technical problems) may also arise later in the
implementation process, clients' maintenance crews were sometimes invited to participate in
the design process with the design teams. This involvement not only reduced the client's
unfamiliarity with the technology, but is also a tactic for integrating the most relevant
clients/representatives in the technical design development (which is beneficial to the effort
to minimize maintenance and operation cost).
Clients' fear of long-term risks associated with their commitment to EEl often arises as a
design is being developed. Involving clients' in the design process is a double-edged sword.
While their participation keeps them enthusiastic and informed, the participation may raise
their skepticism since the development of unaccustomed technologies unavoidably involves
numerous assumptions and uncertainty. Hence, ongoing supports, which include
monitoring and warranties, are used to limit long-term technical risks. Based on the
investigation, having ongoing supports for system repair is the most effective means to gain
clients' confidence.
Design teams pursuing EEl need to consider these risks anticipated by the clients when
proposing a non-standard technology. The involvement of clients, particularly private
clients, in the decision making process can dictate the level of their acceptance and often
influences how flexible the budget distribution or addition is within a project. Designers'
acceptance risks are derived from the risks perceived by their clients as well as the clients'
desire and commitment to implement EEl. Though apparent, few designers allocate
adequate time to develop and cultivate client's desire for environmentally sound solutions. If
the client has no desire to pursue green strategies or more specifically, EEl, and if the client
is not firmly committed to this decision, EEI will unlikely be successfully implemented in that
project. The optimal approach is to help clients establish a need for, an understanding of,
and a desire to commit to EEI by presenting solutions that reduce the clients' perceived
financial and ownership risks.
Reputation Risk
The last group of risks perceived by the design teams is reputation risk. Reputation risk is
the risk associated with the development of business/professional credential and work
context. The reputation of a firm, particularly architecture and engineering firms, is highly
dependent upon project accomplishments (which may be in the form of innovative
applications, efficient performance, competitive value, or aesthetic appeal). Most, if not all,
designers seek awards and publications to develop their track records. Securing recognition
is a business survival tactic because designers are generally selected on the basis of
reputation through personal acquaintance, or recommendation of colleagues, former clients,
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other architects, or engineering consultants. To a lesser extent, projects are commissioned
through competition, which ideally focuses on the designers' submissions only. In such a
case, the successful team is normally awarded a commission for the actual project without
the need of fame (though not always). Such conventional practice of design team selection
puts a lot of weight on professional reputation.
Sustaining design professions thus hinges on whether the completed works are well-
received by the public and also by the clients and designers' collaborators within the teams
themselves. The reputation risk associated with EEl in terms of business credential and
work context depends largely on: (i) Team's receptivity to novel environmental strategies,
and (ii) Industry's readiness for environmentally sound approaches and design.
Figure 20 Reputation Risk
Reputation Risk
Work Context
Team Receptivity Industry Readiness
Team Education Extensive Science
& Partnering Testing Demonstration
Team receptivity: The level of receptivity to EEl is influenced by the interpersonal dynamic
and environmental enthusiasm of the participants. Because of the integrated nature of
energy efficient design and newness of technology, the development of EEl requires
consistent teamwork. The lack of endorsement by members of design teams is the primary
hurdle that prevents further advancement of most innovations in buildings-including EEl.
Without team support, green leaders must endure complacent stands (or at times hostile
objections) and the loss of personal time, effort, and, even, finances. Most resistance to EEl
arises from the fear of design failures and their implications and, in many cases, from
individuals' egos 4. In order to pursue EEl, the resistance within the team needs to be
overcome and the commitment to the EEI from each core member must be established.
The conflicting goals will predictably result in significant and, frequently, impenetrable
barriers, which in the end, will not result in an improvement of the industry's conventions.
4 Ego is often a barrier in design collaboration, choosing individuals with previous experience together help
minimize this cause of personal conflict within the team.
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Any design failure in an at-odds context generally risks tainting professional record and
reputation thus increasing the reputation risk. If the team context is ripen for green idea and
receptive to EEl, the design collaborators would concede, "at least we have tried," even if
innovative solutions do not perform as calculated. However, if the context (team) is not
ready for such an idea or against it, and if the proposed solution fails, there is little room for
remission and, hence, green leaders risk damaging professional reputation.
Based on the investigation of the eight EEI projects, creating the team's accepting context
has been achieved by four tactics: (1) creating commitment to green design and innovative
energy efficiency solutions (e.g., partnering, team education, demonstration project pursuit),
(2) choosing skilled collaborators with previous work experience together, (3) selecting a
determined or well respected green leader, and (4) avoiding a compromise of collaborators'
benefits.
Table 18 identifies the elements each examined team had in fostering a cooperating team
context. Slide presentation of environmentally sound developments was given to the entire
team at the initial meeting by Peter Busby (architect) and Blair McCarry (mechanical
engineer) in an attempt to keep all participants informed of their design intention for the
Telus William Farrell building. Similarly, Hans Eek (architect) brought Rolf Kling (developer
for the LindAs Terrace Housing) on a tour of different green buildings in Western Europe. In
the case of Four Times Square, all proposed green ideas for the project were written and
signed by the participants after having a formal partnering session during the project's group
retreat. As the examined projects proceeded, active involvement at all stages in the design
process (concurrent process) was the norm. In some cases, such as Four Times Square,
British New Parliament, and Lanchester Library, the clients have a mandate for
environmental sensible design. Also, fees for design services, particularly for building
service and mechanical consultants, did not compromise the profits of the participants of
these projects. In no case had this engineering fee been based on mechanical systems'
sizes but the fees were based on the construction budget or fixed fees. Under such fee
arrangements, the effort to minimize the use of mechanical systems does not affect the
consultants' earning.
Table 18 Methods to Foster Design Team Acceptance of EEI
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Four Times Square * * * 0
Linz Design Center . .
Contact Theatre * * *
Lanchester Library * * * *
Lindfis Terrace Housing . * * . 0
British New Parliament * * *
Telus Headquarters * . * 0
McLaren Sport Centre *0 * * 0
1. T He term client also ircludes clien: representative
2. Partnering process also includes team-building process
3. Education can be both group and individual involvement in learning about green design
4. Reputable designers include well-respected designers locally
5. Group Agreement can be ad hoc or a contract
6. Compensation for mechanical consultants is disassociated from systems' sizes
Industry readiness: The level of interest or readiness of the industry for environmental
concerns is the primary external factor that brings about EEI in architectural projects. Based
on this study, there were no sudden increases in energy price, environmental legislation,
new environmental agencies, or building codes specifically on energy consumption or
environmental issues during the time each EEI was implemented in the examined projects.
In fact, the electricity rates have either been declining as in England and Scotland, or
constant as in Sweden, Germany, and Canada. Because of Durst Organization's strong
commitment to the environmental agenda, the company was willing to absorb the extra cost.
The decision to integrate fuel cells and BIPV into Four Times Square was made right at the
beginning of the deregulation of the electricity market when most systems were not in place
yet. Most government subsidies or incentive programs did not exist at the time the projects
were designed. In fact, green building tax incentives were inspired by the Four Times
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Square project and are now given to new constructions in NYC (since the completion of
Four Times Square).
Until recently, no other cities in Canada except for the City of Vancouver, B.C., has a
required energy conservation code for buildings. The Vancouver's energy code, enacted in
the early 1990's, was based on ASHRAE 90.1-1989. Most of the UK's building regulations
on energy efficiency provisions were issued after 1998. New York Codes Council only
recently accepted the City's energy code in August 2001 but it will not become effective until
January 1, 2002 (DOE 2001). In Sweden, Hans Eek and his team (representatives from
different Swedish Authorities) have been assigned to write the new building codes on the
energy issues, which should be ready by 2005.
Nonetheless, all project participants agree that the general public sentiment for fulfilling
implicit environmental social obligation is prevalent. Environmental considerations have
ripened, especially over the last few years. The building industry is in fact catching up with
technological advances in other industries concerning environmental impact. The
discussions on global warming, ozone depletion, the importance of recycling, natural
resource conservation, alternative energy and many other similar environmental topics are
evidence of the evolving social priorities. The industry, as well as the general public, is in a
more ready state to embrace green movements today than it was a decade ago.
For many of the examined cases, general industry's and the public's readiness facilitated
the initiation and development of their projects. But designers' future jobs still depend on
the successes of their completed projects. Any design flaw is still damaging to a firm's
reputation. It is unavoidable that extensive assessment and testing must be carried out to
minimize design and technical failures, so that reputation risk can be decreased. The
practitioners in the AEC industry know they can sustain business by providing standard
solutions because most clients endorse the less risky conventional approach. The
industry's higher level of interest in environmentally responsive design, however, allows
more designers and consultants to pursue EEI (often as demonstration projects) because
their effort to deliver energy efficient buildings is considered well-timed even if the expected
efficiency does not occur. In other words, the reputation risk derived from industry readiness
is lower than it has been in the past and will likely decline further as the public continues to
demand environmentally sound developments.
Summary
This study identifies specific groups of risks associated with, and the corresponding
mitigation methods used in, the implementation of energy efficient innovation in buildings.
By reviewing the risks from both the building owner's and the designer's perspective as a
closely integrated relationship, certain techniques and incentive structure that induced EEI
could be revealed. Figure 21 summarizes the risks addressed.
Figure 21 Risks and Mitigation Method for EEI Implementation
The investigation concluded that EEl is not a result of governments' lead, but rather, is
spearheaded by green practitioners with the support of the general public's advocates; the
governments typically follow. The higher level of interest among today's practitioners in
environmentally responsible design and the public's environmental awareness reflect the
increasing industry readiness for the integration and diffusion of energy efficient and
innovative designs into the architectural, construction, and engineering industries.
This discussion provides a myriad of individual methods used to limit the most prevalent
risks faced by project participants. These methods or operational strategies increase design
teams' effectiveness in curtailing the risks associated with EEI implementation. Table 19
depicts the methods used for each examined case study. Some of the methods have been
employed to mitigate multiple sets of risks and thus deserve special attention.
Table 19 Methods used for Risk Mitigation
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Government Subsidies & Rebates o
Fee Restructuring (Add-on Services) . * * * * *
Ongoing Monitoring * r t
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Participants with Work Histories c a s s T c c on
Partnering Process a
Green Education 0
Client's (representatives) Active Involvement . . . . 0 0
Concurrent Design Process . . . . 0 0
Note: * and 0 represent the existence of the methods but in different forms
Specifically, the collaboration with research institutions, securing research grants and
assistance, collaboration with former team members, and working concurrently with all
participants are common in all examined case studies. The concurrent collaboration among
members of the teams and also with research institutions is absolutely necessary in
reducing not only technical and financial risks but also acceptance risks. Research
collaboration is the core solution to obtaining a larger, more flexible budget. It is also the
core solution to gaining access to innovative design ideas and the necessary specialized
resources relating to EEI during both the design and extensive testing processes. Likewise,
the extensive evaluation of EEI not only minimizes technical and reputation risks but also
eases clients' fears associated with long-term ownership. Collaboration with participants
who have working histories together helps reduce the internal conflicts and therefore
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minimize reputation risk. The ability to secure outside funding and technical support in the
forms of ongoing monitoring and manufacturer warranties are the most effective in lowering
financial difficulty (particularly for the designers), technical risk, and the ownership risk
perceived by the clients.
Several other important solutions have been identified in this study. But these are the core
solutions that have come up time and time again through various risk channels. To
capitalize on the prevalent industry readiness, these methods should be at the forefront
when considering and addressing risks at the start of the EEl process. Fewer risks
perceived by design teams and building owners will reduce the skepticism and objection
within the project. Thus, the more risk-alleviating means a team uses, the higher the
relational competence5 the team can establish and the more clients' confidence can be
garnered; and most importantly, the less the team has to resort to self-sacrifice when
introducing EEI into their projects.
There are very few industries that have the same risks and exposures of the AEC industry
when attempting innovation, particularly relating to energy efficiency. As design proceeds to
the construction stage, the risks continue to increase. Effectively identifying and controlling
the risks and exposures is a formidable task. Before a risk can be mitigated, it must be
identified and understood, so that appropriate measures can be employed. It is important
for designers to understand the risk issues and work proactively to address them in order to
successfully integrate energy efficient innovations in building projects.
5 Relational Competency is the ability to develop work relationships with other members that lead to team's
capacity and tendency to pursue the unfamiliar and take effective actions (see the following Section 4120).
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4120 TEAM RELATIONAL COMPETENCY IN EEl IMPLEMENTATION
Team members of most successful architectural projects have attributed their achievement
to 'having great chemistry among the participants (and) the ability to work well together.'
This section will discuss the characteristics of design collaboration and the management
techniques that have resulted in such 'chemistry,' not only for generating new ideas, but also
for overcoming resistance to change, embracing unconventional solutions, and being able to
bring such innovations to fruition. As building projects today become increasingly complex,
a greater number of participants are included in the design, coordination, and construction of
a building-providing more opportunities for new ideas. However, as the number of
participants increases, working effectively as a team becomes a critical issue.
The effectiveness of a relationship in an architectural endeavor has to be assessed in the
context of measuring the proficiency of a design team to overcome barriers to EEI
development. Josef Frischer (1999) has defined the relational aspects of competency
development as the ability to develop work relationships with other individuals that lead to
effective action. Using Frischer's definition, characteristics of design teams that enable the
implementation of innovative energy efficient technology-the teams' relational
competence-are described. Relational competence is achieved when work relationships
increase the team's capacity and tendency to pursue the unfamiliar and take effective
actions through team collaboration.
The relational competence of a building team is particularly difficult to achieve because
building projects involve design and construction processes, which are necessarily
multidisciplinary. Teams typically comprise of specialized design, knowledge experts,
manufacturers, and contracting firms, each of which has its own goals and agenda, which
are not always aligned. Its members are usually not fully committed to the benefits of
coordinating design and do not necessarily share a common organizational goal (El-Bibany
et al. 1994). Clients also have several concerns related to building performance and
financial limitations. Clients typically have a fixed budget; any challenge to the prescribed
allocation of expenditures often meets with disapproval. There is also a long-term
commitment implied by the investment in energy efficient design. The study concludes that
the competency of the teams that attempt to integrate EEI into an architectural project
depends largely on the commitment of project participants (i.e., team members and building
owners) to environmental responsibility and the collaborative climate they create, which is a
function of five interrelated variables:
(1) Green Alliance and Criteria Formulation
(2) Value-Based Relationship
(3) Feedback Cycle
(4) Green Driver and Leadership
(5) Prospect of Future Collaboration
Green Alliance and Criteria Formulation
Buildings that involve green innovations cannot be based solely on contractual and legal
arrangements because they primarily serve as preventive devices when failures or conflicts
arise and do not inspire participants to advance beyond their prescribed routines.
Successful working relationships in environmentally conscious projects go beyond
performance provision or the legal aspect (Kane 1993). The notion of green alliance and
criteria formulation is a two-step process. It is not merely for establishing mutual
understanding of the environmental issues and reaching common ground, but it is also a
procedure that creates a sense of ownership in the team's energy efficient design approach.
Minimizing the environmental impacts is the most important goal that must first be
established for a team that strives toward EEl. In fact, all of the teams in the case study
strove to establish a green goal in their first meeting. The Four Times Square project was
initiated with a 2-day retreat mandated by the client, the Durst Organization. The intention
of the retreat was to get individual participants to familiarize themselves with each other
(outside the project setting). Through a partnering process each participant expressed
his/her goals and expectations for the project and explained why these expectations were
important to them. The discussion helped formulate agreements and expectations, which
led to the shift of focus from financial benefits to include education, quality, reputation,
aesthetic, and environmental concerns. In the Telus Headquarters project, educating
participants about environmental concerns was achieved through a slide presentation and
discussion of green buildings. Though the slide presentation detracted from the tight project
schedule, it explained the reasons for pursuing environmentally friendly design and created
a common level of understanding and expectation from the start.
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The study, however, further reveals that the process of criteria formulation is especially
critical to the team's collaboration and commitment to creating energy efficient projects.
This is because energy efficiency can be accomplished by several strategies: passive,
active, mechanical, building enclosure, etc. The process of formulating specific energy
efficient design criteria and strategy through discussions with team members does not only
generate ideas but also creates a sense of control, ownership, and interpersonal bonding
among participants. To each participant, pursuing the strategy formulated as a team
becomes both a team and personal venture that each is willing to contribute to, manage,
and claim as his/her own. "Ownership is established if participants feel that the eventual
design approach emerges from their contribution," states Blair McCarry, mechanical
engineer for Telus Headquarters. One of the key techniques in formulating a project's
criteria and strategy includes recording and circulating ideas and agreements (both formal or
informal) to all members for endorsement; each participant signs the document even if it
seems ad hoc (i.e., on handwritten papers). Such efforts are important in developing and
maintaining commitment among team members and clarifying each member's role and
expectations.
Table 20 below summarizes the design goals, the corresponding strategies, and their
associated formulation methods. Aligning diverse ideology and expectations to the
environmental ideology of the team leader is vital because not all projects have
environmentally conscious clients (even projects that have successfully included EEI). Few
clients require environmental responsibility from designers; few designers themselves are
well-informed about environmental topics. In cases like Telus Headquarters and the
Contact Theatre, the EEls were implemented despite the initial lack of or minimal
environmental concern from the clients. Both teams succeeded because they were able to
create designs that successfully wove environmental concerns into the owners' objectives.
Specifically, these passive design strategies were implemented using a limited budget that
had been allocated for the projects and the need to reduce the operating and maintenance
expenses. The Contact Theatre was thus built at a cost comparable to a standard theatre;
yet it incorporated an energy efficient feature to minimize expenses in operation and
maintenance.
Table 20 Description of Green Alliance and Formulation Process
Project Owner's Designers' Green Alliance Strategy and Criteria
Objective Design Goal and Process Formulation
Strategy Technique
Linz Design Revitalize local Environmentally Implicitly The aim for glass
Center industry, responsive design. understood by structure was proposed by
Environmentally Glass building team members the designer but any
sound design, enclosure for since Herzog + specific technology was
Aesthetics natural day-lighting Partners are unknown. Intense
but heat gain must leading designers brainstorming meetings
be eliminated to in green design were led by a recognized
minimize the leader (Herzog +
cooling load, thus Partners). Private
reducing energy meetings were held if
consumption trade-secrets needed to
Pa ebe shared.
Four Times Setting a new Environmentally Clients and Environmentally friendly
Square standard for responsible design architect led a philosophy and related
environmentally through energy retreat and hired a issues were discussed
responsible production, aiming specialist to during brainstorming
design in toward self- conduct a formal sessions that resulted in
commercial sufficiency! partnering written document about
buildings, reducing energy process to discuss different environmental
consumption and teamwork and team design options.
environmental vision for Brainstorming was
impacts. environmental constant throughout the
conscious design. project. Clients were
enthusiastic and
participated in all design
meetings and discussions.
Lanchester Minimize Environmentally The team was Mechanical engineering
Library operating and responsive design assembled consultant approached the
maintenance by passively through design architect because of his
cost, conditioned competition after ventilated chimney design.
Environmentally building through completing a The client required the
responsible stack-effect, thus, feasibility study for structure to be flexible
design, Flexibility minimizing the client. Hence, (large open floor plan), a
operation and the goal was clear close collaboration with
maintenance cost. to all participants a physicist, an
This building can including the client accoustician, airflow
also set an regarding the specialists, and
example for benefits of natural mechanical and structural
naturally ventilated ventilation strategy engineers was constant.
design for deep
_______________ ______________ plan structure. _______________________
Contact Theatre Minimize Environmentally The team was Ventilated chimneys were
operating and responsive design assembled proposed by the designer
maintenance by passively through a design because of his familiarity
cost conditioned competition. with this approach. The
building through Hence, the goal configuration of the design
stack-effect, thus, was clear to all was not clear, but a close
minimizing participants. A collaboration with a
operation and presentation physicist, an accoustician,
maintenance cost, session was also airflow specialists, and
held with the client mechanical and structural
to discuss the engineers was constant.
benefits of natural
ventilation strategy 
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Table 20 Description of Green Alliance and Formulation Process (Continued)
Project Owner's Designers' Green Alliance Strategy and Criteria
Objective Design Goal and Process Formulation
Strategy Technique
British New Good Environmentally Architect and Highly interactive
Parliament environmental responsive design engineers led the Brainstorming session
(Portcullis conditions for through combining environmental between architects and
House) occupants, Long- active and passive discussion with mechanical engineers.
term systems. Building other consultants Since two grants for
performance structure, window and secured two energy studies had been
(Building life of design and the grants for energy secured, it was a logical
120 years), mechanical system studies. step to pursue energy
Aesthetics were integrated into efficient design.
the building's
climate control.
Lindfis Terrace Environmentally Environmentally Designer had Energy studies were used
Housing responsible responsible design secured a grant for to demonstrate the
design, Retaining by eliminating energy analysis efficacy of the design to
traditional mechanical heating and post other team members.
aesthetics (not to be completely occupancy studies. Participants were
green aesthetics) passive and He took the included in the research
Demonstration, minimize developer on a trip activities.
Low cost mechanical to visit green
problems buildings
throughout Europe.
(education) wit
Telus Office Seismic upgrade, Environmentally Both the designer Brainstorming sessions
Headquarters Low cost, responsive design and the mechanical were held since no
Modern through engineering specific strategy was
Aesthetics redesigning the consultant were established. Different
building envelop well respected for options were discussed in
(double-skin their commitment terms of pro! con in
fagade) to minimize to environmental relations to aesthetics,
energy loss and design. Slide building performance and
modernize presentation of construction cost. The
corporate identity green projects conclusion was clearly
was used to initiate derived based on these
the project. specific criteria.
______________ _______________(education)_____________
McLaren Sport Community and Environmentally No specific process No specific process to
Centre sport facilities responsible design to alliance formulate design
center: bowling, with the focus on environmental strategies with team
swimming pool, improving indoor air ideologies among members because the
squash), Healthy quality through the the participants architect has already
building use of air within the design committed to a particular
permeable material team. Architect technology: dynamic
in the building resorted to the insulation. Architect
enclosure, technical strength resorted to the technical
of external strength of external
consultants consultants
As indicated in Table 20, the green pursuit was established either explicitly by the
discussions about environmental concerns or implicitly by the involvement of green leaders
and drivers. It was deemed important that the 'shared goal' of minimizing environmental
impact be understood at a very early stage of design. This is a prerequisite to continuing
development of EEl. With the exception of those teams led by a recognized 'green
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designer' (e.g., Thomas Herzog), all other teams were guided toward environmental goals
by the emerging green leader and drivers within their teams. The green leader is the
catalyst and is critical to establishing each team's green alliance.
On the contrary, innovative energy efficient strategies need to be formed by all members of
the design team. It is a vital step for team's commitment building. With the exception of the
McLaren Sport Centre, none of the green leaders presented design solutions to the other
participants. Rather, the green leaders presented the team with specific design problems to
work on. During strategy and criteria formulation, brainstorming sessions were used during
which contributions from participants were encouraged, tolerated, and never ridiculed.
Participants moved about the room and/or consulted in smaller groups (of 2-3 people) in
preparation to share their thought with the larger groups. Recognition of free- and focused-
thinking states allowed participants to move easily between them (MacLeod et al. 1998).
This formulation tactic helped develop a sense of ownership necessary to both personal and
team commitment to the chosen energy efficient strategy. Through such a process, the
chosen strategies were the result of a combined effort of the project participants.
In the case of McLaren Sport Centre where neither green alliance nor strategy formulation
process was carried out by the design team, an external assistance whose goal and
strategy were inline with the architect was required. In such cases, the architect Howard
Liddell received little support by his design team. Without a great (and uncompensated)
effort from Liddell and the expertise of his colleagues at Gaia Research and Gaia Norway, it
was unlikely that the dynamic insulation would be integrated into the sport center.
Value-based Relationship
What are the participants of these projects committed to? Green alliance is important to
team's direction and expectations, but it still focuses on individuals' commitment to such a
mission. To achieve energy efficient design, particularly when participants are not familiar
with the technicalities and processes associated with the innovation, 'partnerships' among
participants need to be established. What sort of partnership or relationship establishes a
strong commitment to EEl? Different types of relationships naturally have different effects
on the way participants work together. Based on the study, the relationships can be
categorized into three types: (1) Shared-skills, (2) Shared-knowledge, and (3) Shared-
values.
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Shared-skills, or an assembly-line approach to design, is task-focused. It is the collaborative
effort to apply each individual's basic knowledge and skills towards a given product or
project. The parties involved are distant from one another. Communication among
consultants is minimal and typically centralized on the architects. Participants' experiences
and values are not revealed. How a task is accomplished is not in focus; only the finished
product counts. This is a typical way buildings have been designed and constructed where
architects provide copies of nearly complete design drawings to structural engineers,
mechanical engineers, and other consulting engineers. The structural engineer adds only
the building's structural systems and the associated calculations and/or details to the
drawings. Mechanical engineers proceed similarly after receiving their own set of drawings,
and so on. Input from one professional to another is rare and not expected. If there is a
conflict in the drawings, each consultant typically resolves the problem directly with the
designer-with minimal or no participation from other consultants. The combined drawings
are then put together by the architects, submitted for a building permit, or sent out to bid or
for proposals from contractors. Finally, a contractor is chosen and the construction begins.
These working relationships separate roles clearly, and the focus of the cooperation is not
on shared ideas among the participants but rather on the pre-determined assignments. For
the most part, the process is sequential.
I~I
Figure 22 Shared-Skilled Work Relationships
This sequential process is not conducive to energy efficient architecture. Energy efficient
design involves 'a dynamic performance' of building climate control. Hence, the design has
to accommodate the changing number of occupants and their activities to reach the level of
desired comfort. The conventional practice of sequentially separated tasks between
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architects, mechanical engineers, and other consultants assumes that architects will do the
right design prior to the necessary engineering works that follow.
Shared-knowledge is the sharing of personal experiences and information, both relating to
the project at hand and the participants' other works. Hence, individuals bring more
dimensions of themselves into their collaboration. As such, there are more opportunities to
transfer tacit knowledge through sharing of stories, ideas, and hands-on skills. This is
particularly important for the construction industry knowledge is often tacit and cannot be
expressed easily with words or shared through plans and specifications. For example,
master masons know the amount of water needed for a certain consistency of a mortar mix,
but they would have a very difficult time conveying this information abstractly in words to
their apprentices. Typically the master continues his working routine while being observed
by the apprentices. In such a work relationship, it is also noticeable that communication is
more frequent among team participants. Team meetings are more common (more than the
typical once a week), random, and informal. Various participants often share suggestions.
Figure 23 Shared-Knowledge Work Relationships
During these meetings, various professionals and participants often share pertinent
suggestions or devise solutions seen in other contexts and projects or used in their previous
experiences, which may not have otherwise been raised. For example, it was difficult to find
a manufacturer who could make prototypes for the Linz Design Center's Lightmetrics. The
design team initially approached Siemens, a large manufacturer of light fixtures and other
automation systems, for prototype fabrication. But Siemens offered specialized solutions on
a limited basis and charged high prices. Though an initial prototype was made by a division
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of Siemens, it was unsatisfactory. The unlikely source of information regarding a local
manufacturer of plastic, BENEDER, came from one of the owner representatives
responsible for budget control. This information was available only because project
participants were committed to the solution and involved in the thinking and development
process. Everyone worked together as a unit, collaborating concurrently rather than
sequentially.
The concurrent process facilitates the integrated collaboration of knowledge experts which is
required for energy efficient architecture. Solutions to efficient buildings typically involve
balance of multiple components and use of specialized trades in addition to the usual
mechanical consultants in the project. For passive solar design, such as the Telus
Headquarters' double skin fagade, the British New Parliament's dynamic fagade, and
Lanchester Library's and Contact Theatre's ventilated chimneys, understanding building
thermal performance, building structure, and acoustics was necessary. The invention of
Linz Design Center's Light metrics would not have been possible without a continual
collaboration with the lighting research and consulting firm of Bartenbach Lichtlabor.
Lastly and most importantly, the readiness to share both skills and knowledge hinges on the
ability of individuals to share values. Shared-values occur when participants' convictions
and beliefs are being expressed to other members and form a part of their decision-making
process. The relationship embodies personal convictions regardless of the activities
members are involved in. In the shared value work environment, an individual is more
integrated in the collaborative relationship. This relationship is apparent in energy efficient
innovative projects because such innovation is, in fact, not driven entirely by the economic
force or quantifiable attributes. EEls in these cases were primarily driven by personal ethical
commitments to environmental concerns. None of the seven building projects were
motivated by a sudden increase in energy price, tax or any other financial incentives,
building codes, nor support from environmental agencies or legislation. The motivation was
personal commitment to the green cause, which diffused throughout the team. All of the
energy efficient innovations are found in projects in which the participants are active in
raising environmental concerns and awareness. "We didn't know if we were going to do
anything innovative or use anything unconventional; we were just trying to put together all
the (incremental) things we have done that were environmentally correct over the years and
we wanted to make it work-that was our whole attitude," says Bruce Fowle, an architect of
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Four Times Square. His client, however, intended to set a new standard or example for
environmentally responsible design in the commercial building industry. Similarly, Alan
Short, the architect for the Lanchester Library and Contact Theatre, notes, "Even though I
am interested in making naturally conditioned buildings, the motivation for such energy
efficient approach is to deliver buildings that minimize environmental impacts."
Figure 24 Shared-Value Work Relationships
For successful EEls, an emphasis on environmental concerns-green value-is needed. It
becomes a catalyst for the project. This is important for several reasons: (1) during the
development of unconventional energy efficient solutions, many components and
suggestions are often not practical-in terms of economy, constructability and aesthetics; (2)
since environmentally responsible objectives are value driven, their cost and benefit cannot
be easily quantified or explicitly demonstrated to project participants, particularly to the
clients; and (3) innovation always involves unfamiliar conditions that naturally increase the
risk of failure; therefore, innovative technologies in buildings are often deemed unnecessary
by designers and clients. Hence, it is a prerequisite that in order to achieve EEl, both the
team members and the building owners must have a consensus and committed attitude to
or place the highest value on being environmentally responsible (Albanese 1993, 1994).
Personal value must be involved so that a higher tolerance can be established. In this
research, EEl became a vehicle for achieving such environmentally responsible buildings.
For instance, the team members of Four Times Square project: Douglas Durst and Jonathan
Durst (owner), Robert Fox and Bruce Fowle (architect) and Dan Tishman (construction
manager) brought with them to the project their personal commitment to minimize the
impacts on the environment. The Durst Organization, under the leadership of Douglas
Durst, has consistently upgraded several of their office towers in mid-town Manhattan to be
more energy efficient. He himself also co-owns an organic farm in upstate New York as
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does Dan Tishman of Tishman Construction. Both Bob Fox and Bruce Fowle, and their
families, have been consistently participating in the Audubon Society and enjoy outdoor
activities such as hiking and camping. Clearly, environmental awareness is part of their
personal conduct. Such value must be shared among project participants if successful
implementation of EEI is to occur in today's building industry-because these shared values
provide a solid foundation to individual commitment to pursue unconventional energy
efficient strategies.
Feedback Cycle
At the most fundamental level, feedback in the architectural design process leads to new
ideas, new understanding, and revision of forms, action, and strategies. Feedback also
serves another purpose, particularly in EEl projects-that is to induce the team's
commitment and collaborative climate.
The effective team feedback in the EEI projects generally avoids assessing any proposed
strategies in terms of being "good" or "bad" but rather in terms of their appropriateness to a
specific context and always for specific reasons. Such an approach to assessment
essentially involves making suggestions explicit (typically with energy calculation and
sketches of system configuration), synthesizing parts into a whole (e.g., combining
mechanical systems with building structure), and, most importantly, committing to improve
the chosen energy efficient design strategies. The aim of the cycle is that the combined
iterative communication and contextual restrictions will reduce the inevitable design
conflicts, improve and facilitate ideas, and create enthusiasm among team members to their
decided approach.
The effort by design teams to achieve EEI has been bound by standardized processes or
conventional practices. Particularly on small projects, engineering consultants are typically
not involved or not compensated for their early involvement in the process. Such
sequentially segmented tasks have resulted in limited collaboration, thus minimizing
feedback and revisions. In energy efficiency design, different components must work in
concert. The conventional practice does not support complex design integration or mediate
performance uncertainty associated with novel solutions in the energy efficient design. The
conventional segregation of tasks in design practice, in fact, lengthens the feedback cycle
and, consequently, hinders EEl from being implemented.
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For example, the size and locations of air inlets and outlets for the Contact Theatre and the
Lanchester Library had to be calculated in concert with building functions, dimensions and
volumes in order for exhaust air to circulate naturally through the multiple ventilated
chimneys without obstructing the intended use of space. Specifically, in the Contact
Theatre, the presence of Tim Lewer, an acoustician from the Cambridge Architectural
Research, was essential to prevent reverberation problems caused by the exposed concrete
selected for passive thermal control by Richard Quincey (mechanical engineer). The close
collaboration between Lewer, Quincey, and Kevin Lomas (airflow specialist) at the early
stages was crucial in determining appropriate attenuators in the air pathways, which affect
both the acoustics and the thermal performance of the Theatre. In the Lanchester Library
project, the continuous ventilated chimneys could not be used on the fourth floor of the
building because of insufficient stack pressure. Instead, an additional and separate set of
openings were integrated into this level. Increasing the height of the shafts to raise
adequate stack pressure would require 200' chimneys, which would have been very costly
and aesthetically obtrusive. In both the Contact Theatre and the Lanchester Library, the
buildings' height and volume could not be shaped by Alan Short (architect) in isolation from
the chimney height and locations calculated by Lomas and the respective mechanical
engineers of each project. Had they not worked with expedient feedback or not collaborated
concurrently (as opposed to sequentially), the ventilated chimney solution would not have
been possible. Likewise, the British New Parliament' window and fagade systems could not
be resolved solely by Michael Hopkins' architects without the calculation and simulation by
the mechanical engineers from Ove Arup led by John Berry since the fagade of the building
controls individual offices' air intake and is interconnected to the building's structural
components and service and HVAC systems. Table 11 indicates project participants'
frequent meeting intervals ranging from daily to weekly and shows expedient feedback time,
from instantaneously (within the same meeting) to one week (or else an explicit response
date or duration was given).
The reason for having continual feedback in EEl endeavors is two-fold: to illustrate
commitment to collaboration and to increase the frequency of opportunities where innovative
ideas can arise, particularly at an initial stage of design when a specific energy efficient
strategy must be defined. In the successful cases of EEl implementations, all design teams
exchanged feedback quickly, often within 24 hours after the questions had been put forth or
within a week when specific analysis was required for decision making. Not only are rapid
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'team feedback' cycles important, rapid 'client feedback' cycles help solidify the team's
commitment and foster a collaborative climate. Typically, in public or large projects
(comparable to our case studies), client representatives are present at each meeting to
gather relevant information for the clients' organizations. It is rare for the representatives to
have the authority to make immediate decisions. In Four Times Square, the client
representatives present at each meeting were the executives. Therefore, decisions were
often made during the same meeting or shortly after. The decision regarding the number of
fuel cells to be incorporated into the structure changed many times-from 8, to 4, to 6 and in
the end, 2 were incorporated into the fourth floor of the building. Each time the number of
fuel cells was questioned, an analysis was done quickly and oftentimes the results were
presented during the same meeting or shortly after. Based on the analysis, the client then
quickly made a decision. In the cases where client representatives were not executives
such as in the Telus Headquarters project, the client representative, Doug Green, was
active in selling the idea and strategy to his executives by presenting and defending the idea
fostered by the design team. This 'link' between designers and decision-makers must exist
and actively support the team's goal. Such participants' personal commitment to the team's
environmental objective and the sense of group responsibility resulted in courteous and
expeditious feedback.
Green Driver and Leadership
Based on the fact that participants of an architectural project come from various
organizations of different expertise, a project team leader cannot be easily appointed,
especially when innovative and synergetic efforts are desired. The members of a design
team are tied together only by bonds of interest, not through any central authority (Heintz
1999). The roles of leader and subordinates are not explicitly assigned. As such, the
design approach often becomes equivocal and, as a result, typically falls back to
conventional, non-innovative approaches. This study reveals that the leadership role of
successful teams for the implementation of EEI emerges from a specific cluster of project
participants who share certain traits. Their conviction is to minimize negative environmental
impacts rather than to provide the buildings with energy efficiency or unique technologies.
These groups of participants are vital because they play the key role in selling the
environmental concepts and strategies to decision-makers (e.g. clients, management, etc.),
help keep other team members informed about the environmental strategies, and take the
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responsibility to maintain interest of team members in environmental issues. In other words,
they are the green drivers.
Table 21 Summary of Projects' Green Leaders and Drivers
Green Leader
Project/ Innovation Green Driver Leader Profession
Linz Design Center Han J6rg Schrade and Thomas Han J6rg Schrade Architect
Lightmetrics Herzog (Architect), Dr. Franz
Dobusch (Mayor of The City of
Linz), Mathias Bloos (Mechanical
and Service Engineer)
Contact Theatre, Alan Short (Architect), Kevin Alan Short Architect
Lanchester Library Lomas (Air flow analyst), Max
Ventilated Chimneys Fordham (Mechanical Engineer),
Richard Quincy (Mechanical
Engineer)
Four Times Square Douglas and Jonathan Durst Douglas and Owner,
Fuel cells, BIPV (Owner), Bob Fox and Bruce Fowle Jonathan Durst, Architects,
(Architects), Dan Tishman Bob Fox and Bruce Construction
(Construction Manager), Pamela Fowle Manager
Lippe (Green Coordinator), Mel Dan Tishman
Rufini (Project Director)
British New Parliament John Pringle (Architect), Bill John Pringle Architect,
Dynamic Building Dunster (Architect), John Berry John Berry Mechanical
Fagade (Mechanical Engineer), Chris Engineer
Twinn (Building Services Engineer)
Telus Headquarters Peter Busby (Architect), Blair Peter Busby, Architect,
Double-skin Fagade McCarry (Mechanical Engineer), Blair McCarry Mechanical
Steve Palmier (Proj. Mngr), Doug Engineer
Green (Owner representative),
Gwen Graham (Contractor)
McLaren Sport Centre Howard Liddell (Architect), Sandy Howard Liddell Architect
Dynamic insulation Halliday (external researcher)
Lindfs Terrace Hans Eek (Architect), Hans Hans Eek Architect
Housing Gr6nlund (Architect), Gunnar
Nordic building without Tejlerdal (Contractor), Rolf Kling
heating system (Developer), Mats Ojersj6 (Project
I manager)
Green drivers, however, are not necessarily team leaders. The two roles are closely related
but mutually exclusive. Effective leaders of successful projects emerge through the implicit
understanding and acceptance by project participants. Typically, these leaders are
characterized by their basic understanding of different related fields of building physics and
their commitment to coordinating the team while balancing the risks associated with the
development of innovations (e.g., risk of failure, risk of exceeding the budget, etc.). For a
design team to succeed in the implementation of EEl, a cluster of green drivers must exist
and the leadership role of the team must be assumed by at least one of the green drivers in
the team. In effect, they become the project's green leader. Under such leadership, the
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collaborative efforts and continual commitment to environmental design strategies, i.e., EEI
can be ensured. Table 21 shows that each green leader also filled the environmental
advocacy role of a green driver, even in design teams with multiple leaders. Green leaders
are absolutely critical members of the design team for the success of EEls. The study found
that the green leaders have certain leading styles and attributes.
Three distinct styles of leadership found in EEI projects are (1) Facilitative, (2) Authoritative,
and (3) Guardian. Facilitative leadership is characterized by the leaders' encouragement of
group discussions and group decisions in choices of design and activities. He/she allows all
suggestions to be expressed without denigrating the contributors. As Hans J6rg Schrade
states, "There are no ideas that are too stupid to share. Each idea needs to be discussed."
The organizational structure is horizontal or organic where there is a greater degree of
lateral connection and higher degree of sharing (Osborne 1993). Evidence was found in the
design teams of Linz Design Center, Four Times Square, Lanchester Library, and Telus
Headquarters. Participants were encouraged to explore, debate, and listen to everyone
else. Electricians could comment on the HVAC systems even if it was in the realm of the
mechanical and services engineers. The logic behind these cross-field suggestions and
critiques was that each individual had previously worked on other projects, where they had
seen what had been accomplished. "You have to be open enough and realize that the
consultants who are in totally unrelated fields can give the best idea," says Blair McCarry
(Keen Engineering). This leadership style fosters both new ideas and team commitment
through sharing of knowledge and recognizing individual's contribution.
Authoritative leadership is characterized by a hierarchical order among team members
similar to the master-apprentice relationship. This is uncommon in design teams since it
comprises multiple and specialized organizations; hence, a single person cannot possess
such absolute authority. In building design, especially energy efficient buildings, no one has
the expertise to make final calls on all knowledge domains.
Having said that, there is a star within each design team who is recognized by the other
members as a leader and allowed certain authority to make decisions that resolve conflicting
ideas. This is an important quality. While the leaders were not contractual or assigned, they
arose from mutual acceptance of other members and were recognized as the decision-
maker and negotiator for the team. For example, the acoustician and mechanical engineers
of the Contact Theatre could not resolve the design conflict on the treatment of interior
surfaces in the concert hall. Mechanical engineers needed the exposed concrete to take
advantage of its thermal capacity to passively condition the building, but such a strategy was
in direct conflict with the acoustic quality of the auditorium-requiring much softer surfaces
for sound absorbency. Alan Short, the project architect who conceptualized this design, had
to make the final determination to prioritize thermal performance over the acoustical one
since the ultimate objective was to provide the Contact Theatre Company with a city icon
that would minimize its operating and maintenance costs.
Guardian leadership is characterized by the absence of involvement in the decision-making
process by the leader-they become the projects' fiduciaries. In the case of an owner as a
guardian, the design teams have complete freedom to pursue contingent green strategies.
The guardians set the 'green' tone and may give information but refrain from participating in
work and/or checking, evaluating, and commenting on work progress (except when asked).
In many respects, this guardian style of leadership can be equated to non-leadership. This
is often found in most architectural endeavors where project participants are required to
meet code or fulfill prescribed guidelines and specifications. Building owners usually
assume this role since they are typically unfamiliar with green strategies and the rules of the
trade-their primary monitoring is largely of financial and budget control. For example, the
New Parliamentary Building committee comprised of a number of high-ranking officials who
were interested in the notion of environmentally sound building but refrained from the work
duties directly. However, their presence automatically awoke expectations, which helped to
build up localized green leaders (e.g., John Berry, Chris Twinn, and Bill Dunster). Such
guardian's support for environmental design was crucial to the implementation of the highly
integrated Dynamic Fagade system.
However, a guardian can also be intimately involved as an overseer but not involved in
decision-making activities in the design. In effect, they become projects' legitimizers who
fasten all participating groups together on a day-to-day basis to ensure that the teams'
environmental design strategies are being followed. In Four Times Square, Dan Tishman,
president of Tishman Construction Corporation, assigned Mel Ruffini to direct all green
efforts in the construction of this project but Tishman was not involved in any specific tasks
in the construction itself. While the environmental agenda was set by Tishman, Ruffini had
the authority to devise his own methods to muster an accord from and to establish the
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understanding of environmental conscious approach in all subcontractors. Also, Pamela
Lippe, Earth Day New York, was specifically hired by the Durst Organization to keep a
constant eye on the entire process to make sure that the decisions made by different groups
were implemented according to the environmental agenda. Even though Lippe did not
make design decisions, she became the project's conduit for all decisions; essentially, she
became a quality controller for environmental strategies of Four Times Square.
Table 22 Descriptions of Leadership Styles and Characteristics of Green Leaders
Green Leader Leadership Style Characteristic
Han J6rg Schrade Facilitative-with recognized Clear authority in decision making based on
(Architect) authority combined with input of other participants, Coordinate with
Guardian support from owner all fields, directly involve in solving the
technical details
Alan Short Facilitative-with recognized Clear approach (Passive design),
(Architect) authority and combined with Coordinate consensus toward final decision,
Guardian support from owner Coordinate with all fields, directly involve in
solving the technical details
Douglas and Facilitative -with clear decision Clear objective and authority but rely on
Jonathan Durst making power inputs from consultants and Construction
(Owner) Guardian -set the tone for green Manager, Engage in problem solving
design
Bob Fox and Bruce Facilitative with strong and Clear objective (Green)--balance ideas-
Fowle engaging support from the owner focus on architectural design, Engage in
(Architects) problem solving
Dan Tishman Facilitative with participating Clear authority in decision making based on
(Construction organizations budget. Provide direction for subordinates in
Manager) Authoritative within Tishman Tishman organization itself
Construction
John Pringle Facilitative with Guardian Clear objective (Green)--balance ideas-
(Architect) support from client focus on architectural design, Engage in
problem solving
John Berry Facilitative -with recognized Accept input and suggestions to create a
(Mechanical authority on technical issues viable innovative composition; directly
Engineer) involve in solving the technical details
Peter Busby Facilitative -shared decision Clear objective (Green), Coordinate
(Architect) making capacity with the consensus toward final decision, Coordinate
mechanical consultant with all fields, Engage in problem solving
Blair McCarry Facilitative -with recognized Clear objective (Green), balance different
(Mechanical authority on technical issues but ideas given by all participants; directly
Engineer) closely shared decision making involve in solving the technical details
with the architect
Hans Eek Authoritative -particularly on Clear objective and authority based on
(Architect) technical issues but needed to research objectives-carried out most of the
negotiate decisions with project design tasks with his design partner.
developer Constant discussions with contractors and
Facilitative -with design developer
colleague, delegate design tasks
Howard Liddell Authoritative -promoted a Clear objective, relying on technical support
(Architect) specific design strategy with from external expertise and engage in
strong support from external problem solving
technical expertise but minimal
I team support internally
The leadership styles and characteristics of green leaders in each examined project are
described in Table 22. It is not surprising that this investigation highlights the facilitative
leading style that supports the idea and implementation of EEI where the leaders engage in
all problem-solving activities rather than command the delivery of the innovations. It is,
however, also important that the green leaders retain certain authorities to mitigate
conflicting ideas, which often occur in energy efficient design. This is crucial because good
ideas with conflicting goals inevitably arise during discussions. In each of the design teams
examined, the green leaders were implicitly recognized as the default arbitrator. Also, their
effectiveness as leaders involved owners and the upper management of designer's
organizations who acted as guardians supporting the environmentally responsible concept.
In the case of Hans Eek and Howard Liddell whose leading style was authoritative, it was
workable because the Lindas Terrace Houses' design and analysis fall within his expertise.
Hence, Eek did not rely on the expertise of other consultants. Instead, he worked on the
design with his long time colleague Han Gr6nlund at EFEM. Though Liddell did not perform
the technical analysis himself, his partner at Gaia Research provided all of the necessary
technical support. Hence, Liddell's decision to integrate dynamic insulation into the project
was attainable.
In addition, green leaders identified in this study also assumed the role of green drivers who
might or might not have been projects' coordinators-as in the case of Four Time Square
where Lippe was hired to be the project's green coordinator. Both roles (green leader and
green coordinator) must exist if EEI is to occur. Frequently, the architects assume these
roles.
Prospect of Future Collaboration
Because of the nature of the building industry for which design teams are only allied
temporarily, it is difficult for a group of multiple organizations to collaborate, particularly when
uncustomary/ unconventional design strategies are involved. In short-term collaborations
or the ones with a definite termination period, participants seldom contribute their latest
ideas and inventions with other members of their projects. This is crucial, especially with
EEI where many ideas and trade secrets must be shared. In such a scenario, the sources
of solutions must be compensated adequately for their contributions. Unfortunately, such
rewards are seldom offered in the building industry-at least financially. Due to the
ephemeral alliance of participants, each member would aim to maximize their benefits from
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the project by exploiting the innovative efforts of others whilst minimizing their own risk and
uncertainty associated with innovation by retreating to the more conventional solutions. An
incentive for team commitment and collaboration is the prospect that participants in an
endeavor might meet again. This possibility means that the choices made today not only
determine the outcome of this action but can also influence the selection of team
participants in later projects. For instance, for many competition projects Alan Short
participated in, where the engineering and construction teams were not pre-determined by
the client, he frequently invited or convinced the clients to hire Max Fordham & Associates.
Max Fordham also reciprocated with Short & Associates. This has led to a long-standing
relationship between the two organizations for almost twenty years. In other words, if there
is no future to influence, the participants will have little incentive to cooperate since they
cannot anticipate an implicit business relationship from other participants. As long as the
participants are not sure when the last interaction between them will take place, cooperation
can emerge.
Similar to the findings by Semlies (1999), the study reveals that most EEls were achieved by
participants who had histories of working with each other or were familiar with each other (as
shown in Table 12). The possibility of further collaboration influences the tolerance and
performance of team members. Such behavior is not emotional but rather logical, especially
in an industry where names and reputations determine future jobs. The motivation to
establish relationships is the desire to grow intellectually, professionally and financially.
Also, by working with other professionals that they had coordinated with before, these
design teams were able to improve their chances of successfully completing their energy
efficient strategy for three primary reasons. The green alliance and criteria formulation
process is facilitated by the relationship that has already been developed. The team
members were already aware of each other's general professional and personal style and
aims. It was easier therefore to gauge and meet each member's level of expectation.
Second, this head start in relationship development reduces the amount of time needed to
cultivate a stronger working relationship among the team members. From this perspective,
networking within the team is facilitated. Individuals who were unfamiliar with each other
were easily introduced by mutual relations and so on. Besides, EEls involved incremental
developments of the similar strategies in which participants may have already begun the
development of energy efficient technology. Finally, the third reason is that the perceived
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risk of implementing EEI is reduced. Familiarity with specific approach and trust in other
individuals reduce fears of failure or impossibility.
Summary
Relational competence is the compatibility of work relationships. It is the ability of a group to
effectively leverage the collaborative efforts of several individuals, not only to generate
innovative ideas but also to be able to transform the ideas into final products.
The study reveals that EEI can be generated and implemented by the participants who
repeatedly work with each other if relational competency is achieved. In each of the cases,
the degree of relational competence hinged upon several conditions (see figure 22). First,
the members within the group must not simply strive for a common objective for green
design but be able to create a sense of ownership to the design approaches (ones that are
formulated by the participants). Next, the value-based conviction that aims to minimize the
environmental impacts appears to be vital to the perseverance of the teams' commitment
and collaborative effort to EEl. The participants need to share not only their specialized
skills with each other but also their knowledge and personal values relating to this larger
environmental concern. Particularly in the projects that involve innovations, the
responsiveness of each participant to provide expedient feedback will not only allow various
thoughts to emerge but also strengthen teams' commitment and collaborative environment.
Such prompt feedback can be achieved if the design process is concurrent and integrated
rather than sequential and segmented.
Figure 22 Relational Competency Diagram
The degree of relational competence also hinges upon the manner with which the group is
led. In each case study, at least one individual whose concern centers on environmental
stability must adopt the role of green leader. They assumed the responsibility and risks to
coordinate and mitigate conflicts arising from the variances between specialized fields and
maintained interest of team members in the environmental design strategies-as in EEls.
Each used different leading techniques, but each green leader demonstrated a facilitative
leadership while maintaining certain decision-making influence when conflicts occurred. This
hybrid style fostered an interactive and productive environment with minimal conflicts.
Lastly, and most unexpectedly, the EEls in this study have not all been generated by teams
of recognized experts in energy efficient design. The design teams in this study were
comprised of the professionals who were familiar with each other. To put it briefly, if
participants have a sufficiently large chance to work together again, the commitment to
innovative ideas and collaborative efforts are all the more likely. This is especially true since
energy efficient design is typically developed incrementally through on-going collaborations.
These aspects all contributed to the enhancement of 'relational competence' toward idea
generation and implementation of unconventional energy efficient solutions.
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4400 BASIC TEAM ATTRIBUTES FOR EEl IMPLEMENTATION
In addition to developing team relational competency in EEI building projects, there are
other essential team characteristics to successful implementation of EEI in architectural
projects. This study does not really focus on individual team members. Surely, detailed
data about each member and their background is relevant in the determining team member
selection, yet examining their work practices is arguably far more telling in reckoning the
effectiveness of a team as a whole. This is because the skills and expertise embodied in
design teams provide the foundation for design collaborations. Furthermore, a building
structure is not the work of an individual; to focus the study on individuals may not be the
most effective method to elucidate best practices and would necessarily neglect the
collective contributions of the team. From the design team stems the ideas, knowledge, and
motivation that are critical to achieving innovation success. This section discusses the team
characteristics that were common to all effective EEI teams in the case studies.
Conventional wisdom suggests that industrial innovations are generated by seeking
individuals who have previously innovated in their fields and bringing them to a common
location in which to brainstorm for new innovative ideas (von Hippel et al. 1999, Urban and
von Hippel 1988). As indicated in the previous section, successful EEls were achieved by
core contributors who had developed working relationship and familiarity through previous
collaborations (see Table 12).
This is a crucial distinction. Because of the nature of the building industry, in which
cooperating parties are only allied temporarily, it is difficult for a group of new arrivals to
share their innovative ideas and trade secrets. Members of design teams are also typically
not compensated for innovative effort; thus, there is seemingly little incentive for such
undertakings. However, building design and construction requires the work of many
specialists from multiple organizations. Such cooperative requirement, while often not well
rewarded, can be an intrinsic mechanism that bolsters EEl. In other words, team effort and
harmony not only affect the current project, but can also influence the selection of team
members for future endeavors (therefore better business prospect). The long-standing
relationships between participating individuals (or organizations) and their ability to work well
together, to a large extent, dictate the potential of their future commissions and thus
fundamental to their innovative undertakings. The presence of long-standing working
histories also suggests that the development of EEl is not carried out by individuals in
isolation from their peers. Consequently, members of EEI teams should not be identified
and selected separately from their teams or partners. To single out experts individually
without their associates would break the productive links they have developed, and in the
process loosing a vital supporting mechanism that has resulted in previous successes.
Team Characteristics
Aside from selecting team members on the basis of their prior work history with other core
members of the group, their abilities (track records) and competency within their respective
areas of expertise are strategic selection criteria. In addition to these preference
parameters, based on the analyses of eight successful practices, certain consistencies (or
traits) of EEI teams emerged: (1) Research component: at least one core member of the
team is involved in related building physics or energy efficiency research, (2) Green
commitment: the core participants put a high value on environmental design, and (3)
Support alliance: the team possesses an alliance with performance testing facilities to aid in
studying and testing EEl.
Research component
In general, research is viewed as an unnecessary luxury in most design practices. The case
studies, however, have shown that successful EEI teams have a core member with an
ongoing involvement in related building physics (e.g., enclosure systems, construction
materials) or energy studies and modeling. This involvement takes the form of either active
research within an area of building technology or a consistent record and experience in
developing environmentally responsible buildings with various technologies. This research
aspect is crucial for a number of reasons. The ongoing research pursuit in the field of
architecture typically means these designers have been collaborating with different
specialists and are either advancing or refining specific technologies or strategies. This
relationship not only allows access for the project team to an established research network
and various research institutions, but it also provides the foundation for the initial innovation
conception. Without this continual science and research interest, it would be difficult for the
team to conceive and implement an innovative technology due to both time constraints and
lack of financial support from most clients. Thus, it is the role of the research specialists
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within the team to provide a realistic means with which to accomplish the green innovation
both through their technology expertise and research alliances.
Table 23 Research Component in EEl Development
Innovation Core Participant Area of Interest/ Research
Lightmetrics Thomas Herzog Building envelope, Ecological construction
Christian Bartenbach Lighting research and development
Ventilated Chimneys Alan Short Passive building, Low energy,
Environmental control strategy
Kevin Lomas Building energy and environmental
modeling, Solar air systems
Double Skin Fagade Blair McCarry Green engineering (natural ventilation and
underfloor air distribution systems)
Peter Busby Green and energy efficient building
Nordic Building without Hans Eek Energy efficient design, Passive architecture
Heating System
Dynamic Insulation Howard Liddell Ecological design
Sandy Halliday Building membrane, Passive solar design,
Solar air conditioning
Fuel Cells and BIPV Fox & Fowle Ecological design
Durst Organization Environmental design for speculative
building
Dynamic Fagade System John Berry, Chris Twinn Building fabric and services integration,
Internal environment system
John Pringle, Bill Low environmental impact building, Zero
Dunster emission development
The examined cases reveal that there is a direct correlation between the research interest of
the team members and the resulting innovations (see Table 23). For example, Sandy
Halliday's research on building membranes combined with Howard Liddell's interest in
ecological design led to the implementation of dynamic insulation, a technology designed to
facilitate the thermal and moisture exchange of McLaren Sport Centre's walls and ceilings.
Similarly, Thomas Herzog's building enclosure expertise combined with Christian
Bartenbach's lighting research resulted in the Linz Design Center's Lightmetrics, which
enclose the exhibition hall and allow natural daylight into the interior while minimizing solar
heat gain. This pattern is consistent with the New British Parliament building's dynamic
fagade system, Lindis House's omission of heating systems, and Contact Theatre's and
Lanchester Library's ventilated chimney design.
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Environmental Commitment
Environmental commitment is important in setting the stage for successful EEl projects.
This study reveals that each team has a cluster of individuals whose strong interest is in
developing buildings with minimal environmental impact. These members are the team's
green drivers. This cluster of individuals is vital to the group because their mutual
commitment to environmental concerns helps initiate and facilitate group cohesiveness
toward EEl. Likewise, it is imperative that the leadership role within successful EEI teams
must be assumed by one of these green drivers, since the member assuming this role sets
the tone and provides the vision of the project as well as its push towards energy efficient
and green innovation (see Table 21). This study also suggests that this green leader or one
of the green leaders is invariably a project architect. This is not surprising since the
architect's task is to unite the client's program, all of the building technologies, and design
aesthetics into a coherent structure. Hence, the choice of the architect is crucial for any
successful implementation of EEI in buildings.
The difficulty of pursuing EEI is magnified (if not made impossible) if there is only one
individual on the team who commits to the environmental cause. This is because design
teams frequently involve, and rightly so, individuals who are respected for their experience
and consistency in completing their projects either on time or on budget so that construction
delays can be minimized. Yet, these same individuals are rarely in favor of unconventional
green ideas since innovations naturally heighten the risks of delay and disruption. In such
cases, with only one green oriented person on the team, the initial support for an
environmental approach cannot be garnered or is extremely troublesome to achieve.
Typically, if there is only one green driver who must single-handedly promote and prod all
other team members towards a green goal, as in the case of Howard Liddell's McLaren
Sport Centre, he must sacrifice a significant amount of personal time and effort in leveraging
outside supports.
Alliance with External Assistance
Design teams do not always have all the necessary expertise to successfully implement
novel technologies. Nonetheless, both clients and design team members want to be
assured that the innovation works because the failure can be costly and damaging to both
parties (in terms of finances and professional reputation), particularly if it results in litigation.
Thus, accurate predictions and performance analyses are indispensable to the acceptance
of EEI not only by clients, but also by skeptics within the team.
This study finds that teams which have successfully implemented EEI have access to
outside resources capable of supplying research information, technical support, and
performance testing (see Table 24). These resources not only provide knowledge outside
the bounds of the design team, but also help defray the extra costs of performance testing.
For example, Steven Winter & Associates' carried out DOE-2 energy studies for Fox &
Fowle's design of Four Times Square while the Rocky Mountain Institute subsidized the
incurred costs. Similarly, Maria Wall of the Lund Institute of Technology and John Berry at
Ove Arup & Partners conducted energy analyses and simulations (funded by the Swedish
Building Research and the European Union) of Lindis Terrace Housing and the British new
parliament building, respectively.
Table 24 Alliance of Project Participant and Research Institution
Innovation Participant Testing Facility Task
Lightmetrics Christian Bartenbach Bartenbach Lichtlabor, Day lighting and artificial
GmbH lighting study
Prof. Rudolf Frimberger Technical University Wind tunnel testing
(Thomas Herzog) Munich
Prof. Phil Jones Design Flow Solutions Internal airflow simulation
(Thomas Herzog) University of Wales
(Cardiff)
Ventilated Chimneys Prof. Kevin Lomas Institute of Energy and Internal airflow and
Sustainable Development, thermal simulation
DeMontfort University
Prof. Phil Jones Design Flow Solutions Wind tunnel testing
(Alan Short) University of Wales
(Cardiff)
Fuel cells, BIPV Michael Crosbie Steven Winter Associates, DOE-2 Energy efficiency
(Sylvia Smith) Inc. analysis, Computer
modeling, and Day lighting
Analysis
Dynamic Building John Berry Ove Arup & Partners Energy analysis and
Fagade Chris Twinn computer modeling
Prof. Paul Linden University of Cambridge Natural Ventilation and
thermal modeling with
gravity-driven flow
analysis
Double-skin Fagade Blair McCarry KEEN Engineering Internal climate
simulation, Energy
analysis
Nordic building without Maria Wall Technical University Lund Energy analysis and
heating system (Hans Eek) computer modeling
Dynamic Insulation Howard Liddell GAIA Research, Dynamic insulation
Sandy Halliday Leeds University analysis
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This critical and often overlooked team component is indispensable especially to the
development of EEl. By definition, innovation lacks proven track records. Every EEI
building, in essence, is different. Similar energy efficient technologies may work differently,
depending on the different factors inherent in the buildings. For instance, the ventilated
chimneys used in the Contact Theater and Lanchester Library may not have worked had the
project been in a different climate with extremely high outdoor temperatures. Hence, the
technology was the same yet different building locations made it necessary to undergo
unique testing in each case.
Because of the extensive assessment required for the development of EEI in order to
minimize technical risks and their implications, access to external technical support is an
essential element of the EEI design teams. Typically, either the building services and
mechanical consultants or their network and alliances are responsible for carrying out the
necessary evaluations.
Summary
Selecting appropriate participants and their collaborators for a team is a difficult task and
constructing a competent team for technological innovations has not been a focus of
extensive study within the context of architecture. Yet, this process is fundamental to
successful implementation of EEl. It is crucial that the design team constitutes of certain
essential elements in addition to having members with particular technical competencies to
provide the foundation for EEI endeavors. The specific characteristics highlighted in this
section provide pointers addressing team selection issues and the analysis of the case
studies reveals a consistent pattern from which essential design team characteristics can be
drawn.
The working histories of the eight case studies (Table 12) suggest that EEI designers are
not working in isolation from their engineering counterparts. Though the long standing
working relationships between core participants provides the basis for an attuned
collaboration, it is the three attributes of design teams that directly contribute to EEI
development, namely: (1) Research component: research is integral to the team's
collaboration, (2) Green commitment: direct contributors of EEI commit to minimizing
environmental impact, and (3) Support alliance: an alliance with testing facilities as part of
the team's technological network.
Table 25 Characteristics of EEI team
EEI Team Components / Core Contributors to EEl
Project Research Green Commitment Alliance Support
Linz Design Center Thomas Herzog Thomas Herzog Bartenbach Lichtlabor,
Christian Bartenbach Prof. Phil Jones
(Architectural Science
Group, Cardiff University)
Contact Theatre, Alan Short Alan Short Institute of Energy and
Lanchester Library Kevin Lomas Kevin Lomas Sustainable Development,
Max Fordham Prof. Peter Ford (Dept. of
Industrial Design and
Engineering, DeMontfort
University)
Lindes Terrace Hans Eek Hans Eek Technical University Lund,
Housing Swedish Building
Research
British New Bill Dunster Bill Dunster European Union,
Parliament Chris Twinn Chris Twinn Ove Arup & Partners,
John Berry Prof. Paul Linden (Dept. of
Applied Mathematics and
Theoretical Physics)
Telus William Blair McCarry Peter Busby Keen Engineering
Farrell Building Blair McCarry
McLaren Sport Sandy Halliday Howard Liddell GAIA Research,
Centre Howard Liddell GAIA Norway
Four Times Square Douglas and Jonathan Douglas and Jonathan Steven Winter Associates,
Durst, Bob Fox and Durst, Bob Fox and Bruce RMI
Bruce Fowle* Fowle, Dan Tishman
*Consistent pursuit of environmentally responsible design and technologies
Table 25 displays the individuals and the roles they fill in each of the examined projects.
Though presented as a straightforward mechanism, all of the teams that were studied came
together and achieved success in an organic manner. While this section does not discuss
the negotiation procedure, the team building or partnering process, or how the dynamic
within a team is created, it does provide the basis for selecting members based on the roles
or qualities necessary in a team if EEI is to be pursued.
4300 CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN EEl IMPLEMENTATION
Design teams naturally provide the basis for the implementation of all technologies in an
architectural project. The make-up of the team is therefore vital to all EEl endeavors.
Having the right team members, however, does not guarantee automatic success since the
development and implementation of EEI depend heavily on each team's technical strengths
and collaborative environment, as well as their project's financial capacity and construction
feasibility. This section discusses the critical success factors found in the eight case studies
(see figure 13). Establishing these factors in a design practice is especially critical to EEI
development and implementation. Based on the analysis, six key factors have been
identified and are organized into two categories (see Figure 23): (1) Team dynamics and (2)
Project logistics.
Team Dynamics
Energy Efficient
wo aw aa 6a a a a a aa Na aa w m F nnovation [EEl]
Project Logistics
Figure 23 Critical Success Factors
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Team Dynamics
This group of factors affects team dynamics associated with the EEI development process
and deals with the ways in which teams are organized and the ways relationships among
team members are formed. These factors have been found to occur within the project team
itself and have little to do with the actual steps of innovation. Thus, the team dynamic
factors focus on the necessary team goals, the process setup, and the relationships
between members essential for overcoming team barriers that arise during the development
of EEl. In essence, these aspects are necessary to create work compatibility among project
participants and to foster enthusiasm and commitment to both the environmental causes
and the novel technology. Establishing such compatibility and commitment minimizes
internal conflicts within a team, in which a resistance to unfamiliar design approaches or
green innovations and a lack of cooperation among team members typically occur. Three
key factors that concern work dynamics are (1) Commitment to a common goal, (2)
Concurrent design process, and (3) High team relational competency.
Commitment to environmental goal: The concept of creating and fostering a common
team goal is relatively straightforward and has been discussed in numerous management
science and innovation literatures. In essence, a common purpose needs to be established
to support a team's mission. In the examined cases, this common goal was universally that
of environmentalism or energy efficiency. The design teams most often established their
goals and criteria through group efforts before the start or during the initial meetings of the
project, discussing the concept, context, and aspirations of the project, not necessarily its
technical aspects. It is important that the goals and expectations established at the start of
the project are not in conflict with personal interests of project participants. For example,
mechanical engineers are traditionally paid according to the size of their installation. Thus,
in the prevalent fee structure the engineers are encouraged to build as large a system as
possible. If the goal is energy efficiency, this pay structure may be counter to the mission of
the project. A preferred way to approach compensation in this instance would be to allot
from the beginning a set amount of fees that could be based on the total construction cost.
In this instance a reconfigured fee structure such that group members do not receive a fee
based on specific systems serves to support of broad goals of energy efficient design.
Specific methods employed by each examined team to establish a shared commitment to
minimize a building's environmental impact are identified in Table 20. For instance, the
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Durst Organization, the owners of Four Times Square funded a weekend retreat prior to the
start of the project in which a partnering process and Myer-Brigg's personality test were
conducted along with discussions on the value of environmentally sensible developments.
Likewise, during the initial meeting of the Telus Headquarters project, a slide presentation of
different environmentally responsible technologies such as energy efficiency, material
recycling, and improved indoor air quality was reviewed. These initial interactions helped
set the tone for the projects before any technical details were laid down. In both examples,
it was deemed important that the shared goal of minimizing environmental impact be
understood at a very early stage of design. This common goal is a prerequisite for the
development of EEl because it serves to bind all team members together and give them a
unified green vision. It must be noted that the establishment of a goal is not only a
necessary component of successful green design, but also a basic ingredient for the
implementation of all innovative technologies.
The teams, which succeeded in integrating EEI into their project, have consistently been
found to have a cluster of green drivers-members who place a high value on the
environmental agenda. With the exception of the teams led by a recognized 'green
designer' (e.g., Linz Design Center's Thomas Herzog), all teams in the case studies were
guided toward environmental goals by the emerging green leader and drivers within their
project teams. The presence of a green leader and drivers is the most telling indicator of a
project's environmental commitment and the team dynamics whether EEI is highly
supported. The green leader is the catalyst and is critical to establishing each team's
commitment to environmental causes. The green leaders and drivers in each case study
are listed in Table 21.
Concurrent collaboration: This key factor describes a work routine where design activities
are carried out and performed in parallel by a cross discipline team; in other words, a
collaboration that involves all group members at the same time. This can be contrasted to
the traditional form of linear collaboration (commonly practiced in small projects) where each
member completes his or her task before the next person begins, similar to an assembly
line. In concurrent design, group members often participate and contribute ideas in other
aspects of the project, not limiting themselves only to their area of specialty. This allows
ideas to flow between members representing different disciplines and supports quick
feedback, resulting in a solution that is better integrated than in more conventional systems.
This integration of systems is necessary in an energy efficient building due to its emphasis
on maximum performance and less waste of resources.
Concurrent collaboration also supports integrated systems characterized by EEI because a
check and balance system can readily be formed by participants working in parallel. The
ability to work in parallel and to communicate directly with all collaborators at every stage of
the design is the most effective method for debugging technical errors and other critical
issues, helping to cut down on technical risks associated with innovation. Clearly, if Lomas,
Short, and Reeve did not develop the ventilated chimney design together, the top floor of the
Lanchester Library would have been unusable due to extreme overheating and lack of
ventilation. Likewise, the exposed thermal mass of the Contact Theatre would have been in
direct conflict with the acoustic performance of the auditorium had Lewer, Quincey, and
Short not worked in close collaboration. All of the designers of the eight EEls examined for
this study developed their technologies closely with their team members-their meetings
were frequent, their problem-solving were expedient, and their design processes were
participated by all technical experts in the teams.
Additionally, it has also been found that new ideas, such as EEI solutions, often originate
from a group of collaborators or from unlikely sources, i.e., contributions from team
members speaking from outside their area of expertise. This finding is similar to the study
by Edquist 2000, which found that firms almost never innovate in isolation because
innovations are, to a large extent, characterized by interactivity. For instance, in the case of
Telus Headquarters where a sleek and modern-appeal glass fagade wrapping the existing
structure was used, ideas were shared back and forth among project team members in
weekly meetings. This concurrent and cooperative process resulted in the inspiration for a
double skin fagade originating not solely from the architect, but rather from the combined
vision of the project's architect and mechanical engineer. Similarly, in the case of the Linz
Design Center's Lightmetrics, it was the client representative who suggested BENEDER, a
plastic manufacturer in Schwertberg, as a partner in the development of the Lightmetrics.
Without this partnership, the Lightmetric technology may not have been possible to
manufacture. Table 26 identifies the sources of EEls documented in this study.
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Table 26 Sources of Energy Efficient Innovations
Project Innovation Source of Innovation Source Type
Linz Design Center Lightmetrics (Glass roof Bartenbach LichtLabor and Lighting consultant and
structure) Thomas Herzog + Partners Architect
Telus Headquarters Double-skin Fagade Busby + Associates, Architect and
Keen Engineering Mechanical engineer
Contact Theatre Ventilated Chimneys Short + Associates and Architect and
with H-shape extractor Max Fordham and Partners Mechanical engineer
Lanchester Library Ventilated Chimneys Tom Lawson and Aeronautic professor
with Extruded aluminum Short + Associates and
extractor Architect
British New Dynamic Fagade Michael Hopkins & Partners Architect and
Parliament System and Ove Arup & Partners Mechanical engineer
Four Times Square Fuel cells NASA (originally) and Space
Durst Organization program(originally) and
Developer (owner)
LindAs Terrace Nordic homes without European Research and Researchers in
Housing heating system Hans Eek (part of research) Germany and Sweden
I and Architect
McLaren Sport Dynamic Insulation GAIA Norway, GAIA Architect
Centre Architects(Howard Liddell)
In essence, concurrent collaboration creates a situation where the technology and its usage
can be screened, improved upon, and approved by the entire team before it is actually
implemented. This saves time and prevents potential setbacks as a result of inadequate
communication and poor implementation.
High relational competency: The third factor affecting team dynamics is relational
competency, a blanket term that covers several different points including commitment
towards the team's objectives and the presence of a collaborative climate (see Section 4120
for more details). However, relational competency can be shortly summarized as having the
work compatibility and rapport with team members. Though a rather obvious point, it is easy
to overlook how relational competency within the group can be established and sustained.
In each of the cases, the degree of relational competence hinged upon several conditions:
(1) the ability to align team's goals and design criteria, (2) the existence of green driver and
leader in the group, (3) the ability to establish a value-based working relationship (as
opposed to purely sharing of skills), (4) the ability to provide expedient feedback to pending
issues, and (5) the prospect of future collaborations between members. First, the members
within the group must not simply strive for a common objective for green design but be able
to create a sense of ownership to the design approaches (ones that are formulated by the
participants). Next, the value-based conviction that aims to minimize the environmental
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impacts appears to be vital to the perseverance of the teams' commitment and collaborative
effort to EEl. The participants need to share not only their specialized skills with each other
but also their knowledge and personal values relating to this larger environmental concern.
Particularly in the projects that involve innovations, the responsiveness of each participant to
provide expedient feedback will not only allow various thoughts to emerge but also
strengthen teams' commitment and collaborative environment.
The degree of relational competence also hinges upon the manner with which the group is
led. In each case study, at least one individual whose concern centers on environmental
stability adopted the role of green leader. They assumed the responsibility and risks to
coordinate and mitigate conflicts arising from the variances between specialized fields and
maintained interest of team members in the environmental design strategies-as in EEls.
Lastly, and most unexpectedly, the EEls in this study have all been generated by teams that
were comprised of the professionals who were familiar with each other. Group members
who have successfully worked together in the past have shown their ability to work
effectively with each other. Working history is the most basic indicator for gauging the levels
of relational competency in a design team (at least in the initial design stages). Their
familiarity with each other's working styles and abilities expedites developments and allows
the team to pursue more innovative and radical solutions. This is especially true since
energy efficient design is typically developed incrementally through on-going collaborations.
These aspects all contributed to the enhancement of 'relational competence' toward idea
generation and implementation of unconventional energy efficient solutions.
Project Logistics
The second category of key factors deal with mechanisms that concern technical and
logistic considerations including designers' and clients' financial capacity, adequate
technical support in the EEI development process, and the ability to demonstrate the safety
and effectiveness of EEl. These critical elements must be in place once the building design
is underway in order to overcome project barriers (as opposed to team barriers). These
barriers are exclusive to the specific nature of the EEI and the way it interacts with the
project as a whole.
The three key factors that fall under project logistics are (1) Technical assistance: making
sure the technology works as intended, (2) External funding: keeping the design fees and
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construction cost under budget, and (3) Technical demonstration and validation: getting the
approval from clients and outside authorities on the technologies contained within the
building. Although these keys do not fall into the realm of team operations, they are equally
if not more important for successful project completion.
Access to technical assistance: Seldom does a team possess all the necessary technical
expertise, particularly when involving unconventional technologies. Thus access to outside
technical support for analysis and guidance is vital to all EEI endeavors because extensive
testing is often required to bring projects with truly innovative technologies to fruition.
Technical assistance can take the form of a collaboration with a university to carry out
testing on a specific innovation or in the case of Linz Design Center, a partnership with the
manufacturer of the innovation, utilizing them for in-house testing. Research and testing is
especially important in the case of EEls due to their integrated and often complicated
systems and because they have not yet been successfully carried out before. Though
green technologies are often well established in the lab setting, it is still uncertain how they
will function when operating within the dynamic conditions of an actual building setting.
Testing, however, is usually beyond the scope of most design teams, hence outside
technical support is necessary. For instance, architect Alan Short utilized his connections
with the Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development at DeMontfort University in order
to secure much needed airflow analysis for the ventilated chimneys in his Contact Theatre
and Lanchester Library project. Research partners in each examined project are identified
in Table 13. Without these technical assistance, none of the EEI would have been possible.
External funding: Design and construction budgets for building projects are nearly always
stringent. To develop and implement a new technology necessitates not only research but
also adequate financial support. This study found that teams seeking EEI have almost
universally attained some source of funding outside client's allocated budget. This funding
can take the form of a research grant or a discount on materials or manufacturing of the
technology. Regardless of its type this extra monetary boost serves to bridge the difference
between utilizing a conventional system versus developing a unique and innovative green
solution-see table 8. For example, in the case of Four Times Square, the City of New
York's Enersave program subsidized part of the cost of fuel cells partly due to the
heightened public environmental awareness and visibility of the project. In the case of
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Herzog's Linz Design Center, the manufacturer of the innovation provided Lightmetrics at a
discounted price in order to promote its usage in the building project. Many of the teams in
the case studies also applied for outside funding from the governmental or non-profit
organizations to support their energy efficient design as in the case of British New
Parliament, Lind s Terrace housing, Contact Theatre and Four Times Square. Without
these additional avenues of financial support it would have been difficult for designers to
keep the design fees and construction costs within the budget. Consequently, convincing
the client to accept the energy efficient innovations as part of the project proposal would
have been an unattainable task.
Technical demonstration and validation: Finally, design teams need to demonstrate the
performance and the safety of the innovative technology to clients and building officials.
Since EEls are not standard "cookie cutter" solutions, it is difficult to guarantee energy
efficient performance and return on investment based on the performance of prior EEls in
buildings. Nonetheless, design teams need to gain confidence from the clients and also
from skeptics within the team itself. This study found that design teams employed extensive
evaluations through the use of various mechanical and computational methods. The results
of the evaluations were vital in order to demonstrate performance feasibility. In addition to
the performance testing and validation, the energy efficiency needed to be translated into
financial returns for the clients-particularly in the form of estimated savings and time for
payback. Essentially, the clients wanted to know how EEI could benefit them financially or
which level of EEI integration would be the least damaging investment. Equation 1 shows a
simplified cost saving calculation used by the examined design teams.
Equation 1: CS = CU (UT- UA)
CS = Cost Saving per year ($)
CU = Cost per unit of energy per year (e.g., $/kWh or $/Btu)
UT = Typical usage of the same building type (e.g., kWh/year or Btu/year)
UA = Predicted usage as a result of integrating energy efficient approach (based on energy calculation)
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Ideally, energy calculations should be conducted at each stage of the project design so that
a comparison with the typical energy consumption of a similar building type can be
determined concurrently. Cost savings from the integration of an EEI feature provide a
basis for justifying the investment in an EEl and determining the innovation's payback
period.
Such quantification of financial and performance aspects are typically coupled with the
presentation of the added advantages and design superiority of EEl such as noise reduction
for performance auditorium (Contact Theatre), uninterrupted occupancy during construction
(Telus Headquarters), and improved indoor air quality (McLaren Community Leisure
Centre). In most cases, clients with little or no previous interest in EEI will need the team to
demonstrate their proposal to be effective above and beyond a conventional solution. In
some of the cases, such as the Contact Theatre, Telus Headquarters and Linz Design
Center, the teams also utilized the aesthetic appeal of the technology as a selling point for
the client.
In order to get the proper permits from building officials a team must show, often with actual
demonstration, that their technology is at least as safe as, if not safer than the existing
methods. It is usually the case that government officials unfamiliar with new technologies
must be convinced through means above and beyond the norm that an innovation is safe.
In these instances, the more radical the innovation, the more project team members must
demonstrate in order to get the proper paperwork. For instance, in order to ease local
regulators' fears regarding fire safety in his new Contact Theater, architect Alan Short and
service engineer Richard Quincey conducted a smoke test which also included setting a
small fire in the main auditorium of Contact Theatre to justify the elimination of the sprinkler
systems and demonstrate the safety benefits and appropriateness of his natural ventilation
design for large volume buildings. Demonstration of the technology can be done using
physical mock-ups or through simulations, but what is acceptable in order to obtain a permit
is largely dependent on local regulations. See Table 27 for specific methods of
demonstration.
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Table 27 Description of Demonstration Method for Building Official
Innovation Demonstration Method
Ventilated Chimney Smoke test and situated-fire were carried out inside the main auditorium.
(Performance Auditorium) Stacks of books were used for the situated-fire testing. The smoke
generated by the fire rises above the occupied zone, which allows
occupants adequate amount of time to escape.
Ventilated Chimney The same consultants as those in the Contact Theatre were brought into
(Large Floor-plate) the project to show the City of Coventry's Fire Marshall the design safety.
Fuel Cells Onsi Corporation (Manufacturer) and Consentini Associates (Mechanical
Engineer) prepared and submitted a formal report of fuel cells testing
procedure.
Lightmetrics ARBED company was brought in to develop a calculating method that
allows a model simulation of fire behavior with a realistic distribution of
temperatures. The fire prevention office of Upper Austria provided the data
for the analysis. The 60-minute minimum requirement was achieved
without sprinkler systems.
Omission of Heating This is a demonstration and research project supported by the EU
System THERMIE Programme and the Swedish Council for Building Research
(BFR). The project is part of an effort to establish a new European
Standards (CEPHEUS) for housing. Hence, the safety issues are
monitored by the Swedish National Testing and Research Institute.
Dynamic Insulation No special feature that requires a unique demonstration.
Double-skin Fagade Water curtain sprinkler system was installed at the edge of every floor (in
addition to the regular sprinkler system), to contain any fire within each
floor (which has 2HR fire resistance rating construction). Smoke detectors
were installed in the cavity, which would alert the Building Management
Systems (BMS) and the Fire Department. A fan system was installed at
the top of the cavity to stop and close in the event of any smoke or fire
detection, thus, containing the fire (not fueling the fire with Oxygen). The
outer layer facade is provided with smoke exhaust to eliminate heat buildup
in the space.
Summary
These key factors have consistently been found to be crucial in all of the eight case studies
(regardless of their locations or building types). While each key factors described in this
section have already been discussed in the previous sections extensively, it is however
important to highlight these essential elements of EEI development by summarizing the
most important areas that must be covered by design teams. These critical success factors
serve two purposes: (1) to overcome obstacles and (2) to alleviate risks associated with EEl.
Innovation is often not accomplished due to the associated obstacles and/or risks perceived
by both the clients and the designers themselves. While innovation is an inherently risky
endeavor, understanding the factors and the major hurdles can help designers
systematically devise necessary steps towards EEl. For instance, in the McLaren Sports
Centre, the designer Howard Liddell was unaware that his goal of creating a building
utilizing dynamic insulation was not shared by all members of the design team. Hence, an
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early effort to resolve this conflict was not carried out. The team dynamics were missing.
Consequently, in order to integrate dynamic insulation into the Sport Centre, Liddell had to
sacrifice a great deal of his personal time and uncompensated effort. An opportunity to
create a competent team and the potential for future collaboration was also lost. Hopefully,
the ability to anticipate major obstacles caused by the technology or by the participants
themselves will help design teams in the future overcome potential difficulties before they
become insoluble.
Similarly, members of the design team are not encouraged or supported to go above and
beyond the call of duty in order to accomplish the goal if they derive no direct and
substantial benefits in return, particularly if at a possible destruction of their reputation in the
case of failure. If group members are compensated appropriately for their risk taking
innovations and receive adequate technical support, the likelihood of pursuing unfamiliar
technologies is increased. Creating the appropriate team dynamics and project
mechanisms that minimize the most risks or the loss of benefits increases the likelihood of
successful implementation of EEl.
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4400 EEl IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
The implementation process of technological innovation-integrating new technologies or
strategies into building projects-consists of many sub-processes or activities from
"focusing" on a particular approach to "conceptualizing" alternatives to "selling" it. These
activities comprise of small steps and do not always follow in a chronological fashion for all
design teams, nor are all steps necessarily required in all cases. Depending on the practice
routines and key elements in each context, certain steps may not take place within a project.
Nonetheless, some of the major steps or sub-processes can be identified.
Unlike the prevalent assumption that the design process of a building project starts at an
architect's drawing board (Krishan et al. 1998), this study of eight innovative energy efficient
buildings identifies a process that begins differently. The successful processes found in this
study did not start with the decisions specified solely by the architects, nor did these
processes end at the completion of their buildings. The process that aims to advance
environmentally responsible technologies and design in architectural projects starts much
earlier and does not really end. Figure 24 depicts the sequence of actions and summarizes
the cycle of the Energy Efficient Innovation (EEl) implementation process.
Figure 24 EEl Implementation Process (See Appendix D for an enlargement)
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Implementation process in this context will be defined as the design process that leads to
the successful integration or adoption of an innovation of new strategy or technology. Given
that there is a match between design team's skills and the client's objectives, the EEl
implementation process requires the core participants6 to work concurrently and to possess
an interest in the environmental issues within the project team (for either intellectual or
ethical reasons). This concurrent collaboration and high value placed on environmental
responsibilities provide the foundation for the team dynamics and commitment needed to
pursue EEl. Rather than plainly describe the sequence of actions and identify key issues
and the elements necessary for EEl, this study will instead use a series of critical questions
as a basis for reviewing design sequence, discussing necessary elements, and raising
critical issues over the course of the EEI implementation process. This question-based
format is advantageous because it directly addresses the common questions raised by
design professionals. The sequence of questions does not only provide caption summaries
that encapsulate the barriers frequently faced by the practitioners but also the timeframe in
which specific barriers occur within a design process. This question-format of revealing
pertinent problems sequentially, thus, allows design professionals to direct their attention to
critical problems and address them in a more effective and timely manner.
The following discussion of the EEI implementation process is organized according to Figure
24 in which the key issues and activities identified in this study have been correlated to the
phases of the design/innovation process. A total of 10 questions is organized under specific
design phases: pre-design and conceptual design phase, design development and
implementation phase; and post-construction phase. Some of the solutions addressing
specific problems may recur because certain solutions have been found most effective in
solving multiple problems and/or barriers. This section brings together key techniques,
critical success factors, EEI related risks, and team attributes into the process of
implementation and highlights them at the most strategic points in the process.
6 For the purposes of this research, the terms "core participants" or "project participants" will be used to refer to
the client, architect, construction managers, and lead engineers of the teams. "Team members" will be used to
refer to all these individuals, except for the client.
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PRE-DESIGN AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PHASE
1.
WHAT IS THE FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF ENERGY
EFFICIENT INNOVATION IN BUILDINGS?
Initiating an energy efficient design endeavor involves setting up a specific design direction
and appropriate support structure. Based on the study, the design of the buildings where
EEI have been successfully integrated rarely started at the beginning of the projects
themselves. Specific underpinnings had been established and/or prepared to support EEI
developments based on designers' research or interest and on design teams' collaborative
potential.
a. Identify a specific area of interest
The investigation of eight case studies suggests that successful integration of EEI in building
projects was achieved by design teams whose participants had already established a
specific research specialty in the area of energy-related technology and design. Identifying
an area of specialty such as natural ventilation, passive solar design, building enclosure
systems, or energy producing technologies is essential to successful implementation of
unfamiliar energy efficient strategies, since there are numerous approaches to energy
efficient design and each approach can be modified in numerous ways to serve design
intent. Having a specific focus also helps with identifying sources of technical and financial
assistance, which are often needed and typically initiated through collaboration with
research institutions. Without a specific focus, the unlimited sources of information and the
range of assistance (both technical and financial) can be overwhelming and can become a
major obstacle to further development.
For example, in the past several years Gaia researcher/mechanical engineer Sandy
Halliday's research has been focused on building membranes. Her expertise, combined
with architect Howard Liddell's long-time interest in ecological design, led to the
implementation of dynamic insulation, a technology designed to facilitate the thermal and
moisture exchange of McLaren Sport Centre's walls and ceilings. Similarly, Thomas Herzog
had been investigating building enclosure systems for over a decade when his interest was
united with Christian Bartenbach's lighting research. The result was the Linz Design
Center's Lightmetrics enclosing the exhibition hall. This pattern of prior research is
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consistent with the British New Parliament's dynamic fagade system, LindAs House's
omission of heating systems, and Contact Theatre's and Lanchester Library's ventilated
chimney design. Table 23 illustrates the direct correlation between the ongoing research
interests of the team members and the resulting innovations.
With the exception of Four Times Square, where designers did not have a specific area of
research, both the designers and the client have consistently been experimenting with and
pursuing environmentally sound developments. In such cases, external technical
assistance where specific research has continually been carried on is required. In the case
of Four Times Square, the technical supports were obtained from the energy analysis and
simulation expertise of Steven Winter Associates (SWA) and the Rocky Mountain (RMI)
Institute. Both of these organizations specialize in distinct areas of environmental design
and/or development, such as RMI's energy research on commercialization path for
hydrogen fuel cells (RMI 2002) and SWA's SunWire project on fiber optic daylighting system
(SWA 2002).
b. Identify external sources of financial support
It is also important at this early stage of design, as demonstrated by the cases, that building
teams begin and continue a search for grant opportunities. Having a specific focus in
building-related topics provides a gateway to research funding. Surprisingly, it was found
that most of the project teams in the case studies had secured a lump sum grant to support
their EEI developments. This is untypical of today's professional practice. Interviews
conducted in this study indicated that securing external funding has been part of the
examined teams' routine practice. Some of the grants were from non-profit organizations
such as the Rocky Mountain Institute and some were from governmental agencies such as
Swedish Building Research, the European Union, and the U.S. Department of Energy. In
the cases such as the Telus Headquarters, Linz Design Center, and Lanchester Library,
where an actual grant was not received, these design teams have long-standing and close
connections with research institutions, which had already secured their own research
funding.
All of the teams that received outside financial support for design had secured the grants
either prior to or during the beginning stage of design. Interestingly, in the case of the
British New Parliament project, two research grants from the European Union were obtained
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for efficient workplace studies that had begun prior to the design team having the project
commission for the New Parliament itself. Table 28 identifies the sources of research grants
and the time at which the grants were secured.
Table 28 Time of Research Funding Procurement
Project Source of Research Funding Time of Funding Procurement
British New Parliament European Union's Joule 11 Pre-project
Lindfs Terrace Housing Swedish Building Research Pre-design
Contact Theatre Energy Design Advice Scheme Conceptual design(EDAS)
Four Times Square Rocky Mountain Institute Pre-design
New York State Energy Research Conceptual design
Development Authority
(NYSERDA)
McLaren Sport Centre SportScotland Pre-design
Department of Environment Conceptual design
2.
WHO SHOULD BE SELECTED FOR A TEAM THAT PURSUES ENERGY EFFICIENT
DESIGN / INNOVATION?
The design team is the foundation for architectural endeavors. From the design team stems
the ideas, knowledge, and motivation that are critical to achieving innovation success.
Making the right choice about team members is thus vital to any building project. Selecting
appropriate participants and their collaborators for a team is a difficult task. The EEI
Implementation Process Diagram (Figure 24) depicts the team member selection as a
distinct step in the pre-design phase because an analysis of the eight successful
implementations reveals a consistent pattern from which essential design team qualities can
be identified. Three integral qualities of a team are: (a) high relational competence7 and (b)
technical proficiency, and (c) commitment to environmental causes.
a. Choose a team with high relational competence
Contrary to the conventional wisdom that innovation is most effectively generated by a
group of advanced specialists without regard to their relationships (von Hippel 1986, von
Hippel et al. 1999), this research supports a different viewpoint. Firms almost never
innovate in isolation (Edquist 2000). At the most rudimentary level, the successful EEI was
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achieved by participants who had histories of working with each other or were familiar with
each other's way of working. The EEl designers were not working in isolation from their
engineering consultants. There is a high level of collaboration throughout the design and
implementation processes, which is necessary to minimize expected, as well as unforeseen,
risks and problems. Consequently, the selection process should be driven by the aim of
forming a team with an established synergy. An indicator of this synergy between potential
team members is the long-standing working relationship they have already developed.
Such a relationship promises a greater likelihood for attuned collaboration.
By working with other professionals that they had already collaborated with, the design
teams in this study were able to improve their chances of successfully completing their
energy efficient strategy. There are three primary reasons. First, because of the nature of
the building industry, in which cooperating parties are only allied temporarily, it is difficult for
a group of new arrivals to share their innovative ideas and trade secrets. Since members of
design teams are also typically not compensated for effort to innovate, there is seemingly
little incentive for such undertakings. However, building design and construction requires
the work of many specialists from multiple organizations. Such a prerequisite of cooperation
is instrumental in establishing a collaborative effort and is an intrinsic mechanism that can
bolster EEl. In other words, a long-standing relationship fosters team effort and synergy
because such a relationship can create a financially rewarding practice, i.e., the effort today
does not only affect the current project, but frequently influences the selection of team
members for future endeavors (thereby improving business prospects).
Second, this head start in relationship development reduces the amount of time needed to
cultivate a stronger working relationship among the team members. Prior relationships
facilitate networking within the team. Individuals who are unfamiliar with each other are
easily introduced by mutual acquaintances, and so on. In addition, since EEls often involve
incremental developments, it is likely that other participants have already begun
development of similar strategies that could be shared. Finally, the third reason is that the
perceived risk of implementing EEI is reduced. Familiarity with specific approaches and
trust in other individuals reduce fears of unfeasibility and failure. In short, the presence of
long-standing working histories suggests that the development of EEl is not carried out by
individuals in isolation from their peers. Consequently, members of EEl teams should not
7 Relational competence is defined in Section 4120.
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be identified and selected separately from their teams or partners. To single out experts
individually, without their associates, would break the productive links they have developed,
in which case a vital supporting mechanism that had resulted in previous successes would
be lost.
b. Identify attributes necessary for an effective team
Aside from selecting team members on the basis of their prior work history with other core
members of the group, their abilities (track records) and competency within their respective
areas of expertise are also key selection criteria. In addition to these preference
parameters, from the analyses of case studies, certain consistencies (or further
characteristics) of successful EEI teams emerged: (1) Research component: at least one
core member of the team is involved in related building physics or energy efficiency
research; (2) Green commitment: the core participants put a high value on environmental
design; and (3) Technical alliances: the team maintains alliances with performance testing
facilities to aid in studying and testing EEl.
3.
HOW CAN TEAMWORK BE FOSTERED FOR INNOVATIVE ENERGY EFFICIENT
DESIGN?
At the start of a building project, it is rarely the case that all members of a team share the
same goal and aspiration. Egotism and/or antagonism is often considered typical of
relationships in the building industry (Sawyier 1983, Cuff 1991). Buildings that involve
environmentally sound innovations are typically not based solely on contractual and legal
arrangements because they primarily serve as preventive devices when failures or conflicts
arise and do not inspire participants to advance beyond their prescribed routines.
Successful working relationships in environmentally conscious projects go beyond
performance provision or the legal specification (Kane 1993). A step must be taken to
establish a common vision among project participants because this common vision provides
the basis for a team's collaborative commitment and reduces internal conflicts. This is the
stage where environmental value is promoted and established by participants or the "Green
Alliance" step as depicted in EEI Implementation Process (figure 24).
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a. Align project participants' goals
An open forum for project participants to express their expectations and goals was found
most effective in establishing projects' goals. These goals are typically value-based (on
each participant's personal conviction) and are not necessarily based on a specific design
approach. The study found that the desire to minimize the environmental impact is the
major driving force of all EEI pursuits.
Few clients require environmental responsibility from designers and few designers
themselves are well-informed about environmental topics (Guy and Farmer 2001, Watson
1993, Ellickson 1993). Aligning diverse ideologies and expectations to the environmental
ideology at a very early stage of design is a prerequisite to continuing development of EEl.
In fact, all of the core members of the teams in the case study strove to establish an
environmental agenda among themselves and with their clients in the initial meetings. The
Four Times Square project was initiated with a 2-day retreat mandated by the client, the
Durst Organization. The intention of the retreat was to get individual participants to
familiarize themselves with each other (outside the project setting). During the retreat, a
partnering process was conducted. The process allowed each participant to express his/her
goals and expectations for the project and to explain why these expectations were important
to them. The discussion helped formulate agreements and expectations, which led to the
shift of focus from purely financial interests to include education, quality, reputation,
aesthetic, and environmental concerns. In the Telus Headquarters project, a slide
presentation and discussion of green buildings were used as a means of educating
participants about environmental concerns. Though the slide presentation detracted from
the tight project schedule, it explained the reasons for pursuing environmentally friendly
design and created a common level of understanding and expectation from the start. Table
20 describes the methods each team used to form a team's environmental objective.
A team's common goal was established either explicitly by the open discussions about
environmental concerns or implicitly by the involvement of designers well known for their
environmentally sound buildings. In other words, with the exception of those teams led by a
recognized 'green designer' (e.g., Thomas Herzog and Alan Short), all other teams were
guided toward environmental goals by the individuals within their teams who placed high
values on the environmental causes, a.k.a., project's green drivers.
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b. Identify green drivers and leaders in the team
In each of the examined teams, there is a cluster of project participants who share certain
traits-to minimize negative environmental impacts rather than to provide the buildings with
energy efficiency or unique technologies. These groups of participants are vital because
they play the key role in selling the environmental concepts and strategies to decision-
makers (e.g., clients, management), help keep other team members informed about the
environmental strategies, and take the responsibility to maintain interest of team members in
the idea. In other words, they are the green drivers.
For a design team to succeed in the implementation of EEl, a cluster of green drivers must
exist and the leadership role of the team must be assumed by at least one of the green
drivers in the team. In effect, they become the project's green leader. By this stage of the
design process prior to formulating project-specific design strategy, this leader needs to
emerge and be accepted by the team to ensure successful collaboration. The effective
leaders in the successful projects arise from their implicit understanding and acceptance by
project participants. Typically, the person who takes this leadership role is characterized by
having basic understanding of different fields (pertaining to building design) and is
committed to coordinating the team while taking the responsibility of balancing the risks
associated with the development of innovations (e.g., risk of failure, risk of exceeding the
budget). Under such leadership can the collaborative efforts and continual commitment to
the environmental design strategies be ensured. The green leader is the catalyst and is
critical to establishing each team's commitment to the environmental agenda, especially
when a project does not have an environmentally conscious client, which is often the case
(even for projects that have successfully included EEI).
4.
HOW CAN TEAM MEMBERS FORMULATE IDEAS THEY WILL AGREE ON?
Everyone has his/her own strength and expectation about a project. Rarely would a group
of building professionals make their decisions without personal interests since each
participant represents a for-profit and independent firm. To pursue EEl, it is important that
the team members and clients not only support the project's goal but also support the
specific strategy and/or technology. A successful alignment of the environmental goal does
not guarantee enthusiastic endorsements for EEl from the team members or clients.
Formulating design criteria as a team is a transitional step from the conceptual phase to the
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design development phase (see Figure 24). This step represents the first design activity
that contributes directly to a project's conceptual sketches.
a. Address the team collaborators' concerns
Even though energy efficient design is considered timely, wise, and ethical, the study
reveals that the project participants were not always enthusiastic about an EEI pursuit (even
in the successful cases). The sources of resistance come from both the members of the
design teams themselves and the clients who hire the teams.
At the beginning stage of design, most ideas are still tentative and pending many
refinements. Such uncertainty brings about many hurdles in the early phases of design.
The concerns about technical complication and failures, and inadequate compensation for
extra works are major sources of non-collaborative working climate, which repeatedly lead to
the inability to develop EEI for building projects.
Setting the right stage for design collaboration to address those concerns can be achieved
through appropriate fee structure and supportive working climate. The study found certain
fee structures to be more effective than others. Specifically, it is important that the goals
and expectations established at the start of the project are not in conflict with personal
interests of team members. In several of the examined projects, there were other internal
fee structures where efforts to provide EEI did not compromise consultants' service fees
(especially those of the mechanical engineers).
Mechanical engineers are traditionally paid according to the size of their installation. In such
a fee structure the engineers are encouraged to build as large a system as possible to
maximize their fees. If the goal is energy efficiency, this fee structure may be counter to the
mission of the project. A preferred way to approach compensation in this instance would be
to allot from the beginning a set amount of fees based on the total construction cost or on
the levels of efficiency (correlated to the units of energy saved). In this instance a fee
structure reconfigured such that group members do not receive a fee based on specific
systems serves to support broad goals of energy efficient design. For example, mechanical
engineers for the Contact Theatre and Lanchester Library were paid based on the
construction cost, in which case, there was no direct effect on their profits when the
consulting engineers minimized building systems' sizes. Similarly, in the Telus William
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Farrell Building (Vancouver, B.C.), Keen Engineering, the mechanical consultant, reduced
the size of the mechanical system to allow the building to be naturally conditioned by the
double-skin fagade, without compromising the compensation for their services. Otherwise,
there is little incentive for the team to even consider EEl.
In addition, it is important to create a working context that supports EEl. Team cooperative
context is particularly crucial since design failures in an at-odds climate generally increase
the possibility of damaging professional record and reputation. For instance, if the team
context is ripe for green ideas and receptive to EEl, the design collaborators would concede,
"at least we have tried," even if innovative solutions do not perform as expected. However,
if the context (team) is not ready for such an idea or opposes it, and if the proposed solution
fails, there is little room for "remission" and, hence, the designers garnering EEI put their
professional reputation at a greater risk. Since the reputation of a firm, particularly
architecture and engineering firms, is necessary for business survival8, the risk of tainting
the reputation generally hinders designers from continuing the development of EEl. Such
reputation risk is most effectively addressed at this stage of the EEl implementation process.
Based on the investigation of the eight EEI projects, creating the team's accepting context
has been achieved by 4 approaches: (1) creating commitment to green design and
innovative energy efficiency solutions (e.g., partnering, team education, demonstration
project pursuit), (2) choosing skilled collaborators with previous work experience together,
(3) selecting a determined or well respected green leader, and (4) avoiding a compromise of
collaborators' benefits.
b. Create a sense of ownership
Creating a sense of ownership is a vital step for building a team's commitment to a particular
EEl. The study found that the successful EEI strategies were formed by having all members
of the design team participate in various types of brainstorming sessions. In the case of
Four Times Square, project participants were gathered in a room where they could move
about, consult and share in smaller groups (of 2-3 people). Similarly, participants in the Linz
Design Center project frequently came with their colleagues or assistants; private
discussions could be carried out during the project meetings prior to sharing those "inside"
8 Designers are generally selected on the basis of reputation through personal acquaintance, or recommendation
of colleagues, former clients, other architects, or engineering consultants.
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resolutions with the rest of the team. Such a recognition of free- and focused-thinking states
allowed participants to move easily between them (MacLeod et al. 1998) and hence was
advantageous to promoting innovative contributions. In Four Times Square and LindAs
Terrace Housing, one of the key techniques in formulating a project's criteria and strategy
included recording and circulating ideas and agreements (both formal or informal) to all
members for endorsement; each participant signed the document even if it seemed non-
contractual (i.e., on handwritten papers).
Formulating ideas as a team is not merely for establishing mutual understanding of the
environmental issues and reaching a common ground. The process of formulating specific
energy efficient design criteria and strategy through discussions with team members not
only generates ideas but also creates a sense of control, ownership, and interpersonal
bonding among participants necessary to both personal and team commitment to the
chosen energy efficient strategy. To each participant, pursuing the strategy formulated as a
team becomes both a team and personal venture that each is willing to contribute to,
manage, and claim as his/her own. "Ownership is established if participants feel that the
eventual design approach emerges from their contribution," states Blair McCarry,
mechanical engineer for Telus Headquarters. Such efforts are important in developing and
maintaining commitment among team members and clarifying each member's role and
expectations. Table 20 (see last column) summarizes the each team's methods for
formulating a specific design approach for each respective project.
5.
HOW SHOULD "STRONG" INTERNAL RESISTANCE9 BE DEALT WITH?
Introducing unconventional ideas naturally raises skepticism and opposition (Kirton 1989).
Various risks (unanticipated) and obstacles (expected) associated with non-standard
solutions are numerous. Thus, adequate benefits are required for those participating in
such endeavors, as in EEl. Even in the cases where EEls were successfully integrated into
buildings, internal resistance was not unusual.
Even when an attempt to create a collaborative climate, such as goal alliance or
appropriation of design fees, has been carried out, strong resistance can still remain. Based
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on the case studies, a 'strong' resistance (which continues even after the design
development is already underway) is typically a result of conflicting personal values and
interests, or simply, stems from personal ego 0 or a complete lack of interest. In other
words, 'strong' resistance is by and large inherent to the characters and convictions of
individuals rather than influenced by a project' logistical factors. As a result, such a cause of
antagonism within a team may not be easily resolved. The study could not identify major
distinctions in terms of fee structure or design process of projects with a constant internal
resistance, such as the Lanchester Library and McLaren Sport Centre, from other case
studies. However, in the two cases where persistent opposition continued to emerge, the
core members on both teams had never worked with each other before. In such cases, the
problem of 'strong' resistance is hard to overcome particularly when collaboration in the
building industry is essentially project-based. The prospect of future collaboration may not
be perceived. Since financial compensation for building design is typically bounded by the
standard practice (which is usually inadequate for design services) and if future
collaboration is neither apparent nor valued, the attempt to steer such opposing members
toward EEI is likely to be futile. In other words, if there is no future to influence (while
receiving meager benefits), the participants will have little incentive to cooperate.
In the case of the Lanchester Library where the project structural engineer did not attempt to
minimize the structural steels in the ventilated chimneys, the unwieldy use of steel in the
design was tolerated since the structural inefficiency does not interfere with energy efficient
performance of the building. It should be noted that this engineer was introduced into the
design team by the client. In the case of the McLaren Sport Centre where architect Howard
Liddell's attempt to communicate with his service engineer from Oscar Faber during the
project development was largely shunned, Liddell had to rely on outside colleagues from
Gaia to complete the project. In this case, the dynamic insulation was integrated into the
design of the Sport Centre at the great expense of Liddell's personal time, uncompensated
effort, and financial investment.
Though both design teams tolerated their uncooperative members until the completion of
their projects, it was clear that such discord was not beneficial to either the team or the
9 Strong resistance does not typically appear in the form of outright refusal to cooperate in a design approach but
such individuals may actively take steps to hinder the process such as to avoid making design contributions or
not to follow up on pending issues even at critical development stages.
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development of the projects. An opposing member, whose actions can often be
characterized by his/her avoidance of making design contributions or of following up on
pending issues, is not only a burden on design developments but also damages the entire
team dynamics. The lessons learned from these cases suggest that though replacing a
member of a design team, especially later in the design process, is usually an extreme
inconvenience, the course of "early" substitution or elimination as a remedy should not be
overlooked even if the design has already progressed into the development stage.
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
6.
WHAT ARE EFFECTIVE METHODS TO GARNER CLIENTS' SUPPORT FOR EEl?
Clients who support environmental causes do not automatically endorse EEl. The problems
perceived by building owners or clients need to be addressed since the clients' approval is
required before an attempt at EEI can be made. Without clients there is no architecture
(Cuff 1991, Sallivan 1993). Client opposition can be the sole barrier to the development and
implementation of the technology, while clients' enthusiastic support is likely the most
important key to successful implementation of EEl in buildings.
At this stage of the process, the design team often risks early rejection of innovative ideas
by the clients. Since innovation is by definition new and expectedly lacks a proven track
record, guaranteeing performance success is impractical. Gaining clients' support involves
a gradual process that fosters an understanding of and addresses specific fears associated
with the design solution.
a. Involve clients in the design process
The study found that clients' involvement ranges from participating actively in the day-to-day
design activities to participating reservedly but being open to the innovative technologies. In
fact, indifferent and/or passive but open-minded clients, as was the case in the Contact
Theatre, allowed the design teams to explore wider possibilities. None of the successful
cases involved a client who was decisively against EEl, at least once the developments
were underway.
10 Ego is often a barrier in design collaboration; choosing individuals with previous experience together helps
minimize this cause of personal conflict within the team.
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Assuming that the client had accepted energy efficiency as an integral part of the project,
clients' approval of EEl was not automatic. To achieve a high level of client support, the
examined design teams maintained a constant communication with their clients during the
development of EEl. Such close communication established clients' involvement either
directly in the design decisions by active participation or indirectly by clients'
acknowledgement of extensive evaluations of options and design progresses. In either
case, the first and foremost purpose of such communication with the client serves to
establish the client's understanding of design strategies and technology options. In general,
building owners are not well informed about various technologies involved in building design
and construction. To effectively introduce an EEI into a building, designers need to allow
the client to understand the innovation and its long-term benefits by involving the clients in
the EEI development process. Since EEI is not a standard solution, the client's
understanding raises the potential for acceptance. This understanding does not necessarily
refer to the understanding of innovation's technical details, but of the strengths and
weaknesses of various options to conserve energy. Based on the study, the more exposure
to these considerations, the higher the clients' understanding and acceptance of EEl.
Without a high level of involvement during the design development cycle, garnering clients'
support can be problematic.
Involving clients in the design process is, however, a double-edged sword. While their
participation keeps them enthusiastic and informed, the participation may raise their
skepticism since the development of unaccustomed technologies inevitably involves
numerous assumptions and uncertainties. Hence, specific clients' concerns need to be
addressed at this stage.
b. Address clients' technical and financial concerns
Like design teams, building owners implicitly take several risks by committing to an EEI
solution. The study found that clients face risks that hinge upon the affordability (in terms of
investment and returns) and usability (in terms of performance) of EEl. The risks perceived
from the building owners' or client's perspective can be arranged into 2 categories" : (1)
Financial risks associated with investment (or affordability), and (2) Ownership risks
associated with usability uncertainty due to long term commitment to novel technologies.
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Clients' financial risks are two-fold. First, with energy efficiency, clients are not guaranteed
immediate payback, if any, for their investment. From the client's perspective, it is difficult to
determine whether the investment in the innovation, particularly in energy efficiency, will
result in adequate saving. Second, there is no guarantee if the technology will work at all.
In the worst scenario, the systems may have to be scrapped and replaced with the
conventional ones, in which case, the clients lose the ability to recover any percentage of
their investment.
Since EEls are not standard solutions, it is difficult to guarantee efficient performance and
return on investment based on the performance of prior EEls in other buildings. Design
teams need to gain confidence from the clients. The teams of the examined cases limited
these uncertainties perceived by their clients in a number of ways: (1) All technical risks
were transferred to design teams or suppliers; (2) Only a partial development was carried
out to avoid a total design failure and financial loss; (3) Extensive testing and validation were
conducted and demonstrated to the clients; (4) A back-up system or back up plan was
integral in the design; and (5) An ongoing support for post-project completion was discussed
and arranged.
In addition to transferring and/or minimizing clients' financial and technical risks, the energy
efficiency needs to be translated into financial returns for the clients-particularly in the form
of estimated savings and time for payback. Essentially, most if not all clients need to know
how EEl can benefit them financially or which level of EEl integration will be the least
damaging investment. Equation 1 in section 4300 shows a simplified cost saving calculation
used by the examined design teams.
Energy calculation is most effective in gathering client's support when conducted at each
design stage of the project so that a comparison with the typical energy consumption of a
similar building type can be determined concurrently. Cost savings from the integration of
an EEI feature provides a basis for justifying the investment in an EEI and determining the
innovation's payback period.
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" These risks are prevalent among most clients, whether they are committed to green or not.
c. Demonstrate the added benefits of EEI
Since most clients have little experience with building technologies and design and have
little environmental concerns (if at all), their initial goals are driven, in general, by self-
interest or problems at hand such as high operating cost, space inadequacy, and
inefficiency of existing systems. Inherent to EEI is the benefits that clients may not have
anticipated such as better indoor air quality, lower maintenance cost, and reduction of C02
emission. Hence, in most cases, clients with little or no previous interest in EEl will need the
teams to prove that their proposals are effective above and beyond conventional solutions
while solving all requirements mandated by the clients. Few building owners will accept EEI
if designers cannot satisfactorily demonstrate that each of their requirements will be fulfilled
by the proposed EEI solution, especially if there are less risky and less costly conventional
solutions available.
The most effective method in garnering client's receptiveness to EEl is to first identify
specific attributes of EEI that fulfill the needs stipulated by the client. The benefits of a
selected EEI approach can then be introduced. This process allows designers' persuasion
to be more explicit since many of the responses to the client's requirements (e.g., financial
viability, efficient performance, etc.) often need to be quantified. In addition, by coupling
various requirements and benefits-such as structural performance, energy saving, image,
and aesthetic-into each component of the proposed strategies, elimination of such
components will be difficult. In other words, elements that perform multiple functions will
most likely survive clients' scrutiny.
For instance, in cases like Telus Headquarters and the Contact Theatre, both design teams
combined environmentally responsive design with the aesthetic appeal of the technology as
a selling point for the clients. The innovations in these cases were implemented despite the
initial lack of or minimal environmental concern from their clients. Both teams succeeded
because they were able to create designs that successfully wove environmental concerns
into the clients' objectives. Specifically, these passive design strategies were implemented
using a limited budget that had been allocated for the projects and the need to reduce the
operating and maintenance expenses. The Contact Theatre was thus built at a cost
comparable to a standard theatre; yet it incorporated an energy efficient feature to minimize
expenses in operation and maintenance while providing an iconic appearance for the
theatre's presence in the city of Manchester.
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7.
HOW CAN DESIGNERS AFFORD INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT?
The investigation suggests that developing an integrated energy efficient innovation is time-
consuming since it typically requires additional assessment and validation. Design
compensations for architectural projects are typically negotiated and agreed upon by the
designers and clients at the start of a project. In most cases, this dollar value is immutable
and sometimes inadequate for completing the project, particularly when innovative or
complex systems are involved or unexpected costs arise (e.g., additional testing, pioneer
legal fees, licensing associated with innovation). The traditional fee structures, which are
typically based on the conventional methods of construction or conventional systems, do not
support the exploration of non-standard technologies or strategies. Innovative financial
acquirement methods have been identified.
a. Secure external funding
It must be acknowledged that not all clients are interested in environmentally responsible
buildings or are interested enough to increase the budget to accommodate the extra design
effort and construction cost. In such cases, if design teams are dedicated to developing
energy efficient projects, obtaining outside funding is necessary. To mitigate financial
constraint, the examined design teams offset inadequate service fees by securing outside
grants at the beginning of the projects for energy research and studies or for post
occupancy analysis as were the cases of the British New Parliament's Joule 11 (energy
efficient workplace research), the LindAs Terrace Housing's Swedish Building Research
(housing without heating system study) and Four Times Square's NYSERDA Energy
Efficiency Program (see Table 8). The external funding can also include the additional
budget provided by the clients themselves, as was the case in the Four Times Square
project. However, such enthusiastic clients are rare. The investigation found that such
clients were characterized by being intimately involved in the design conception and
development and had maintained a strong interest in minimizing the environmental impact
prior to the project.
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b. Extend special services
Design fees based on a percentage of construction cost have not changed much over the
years, but the complexity of building has. Energy efficient architecture, specifically, is a
complex design problem because it necessitates predictions of building performance, and
thus requires the expertise of related specialists and extensive assessment. The complexity
of such technologies, however, allows for alternative and extended service fees, which
typically can rarely be justified in conventional projects. Faced with the additional
associated costs, the designers of the case studies leveraged the complexity of such
projects through the use of alternative and extended service fees to help mitigate financial
constraints on the designers. For example, Herzog + Partners restructured their design
service fees for the Linz Design Center based not only on percentage of construction cost 2
but also on a built-in list of specialists and their associated task-based additional fees, e.g.,
specialized consulting fees for acoustics, energy studies, and lighting. Such fee
restructuring, nonetheless, is contingent on two factors: client's commitment to energy
efficient design and designer's professional reputation. The greater these two factors, the
better the chance that add-on fees can be obtained.
c. Collaborate with research institutions
Designer's financial limitation can also be alleviated by collaborating with research
institutions (see Table 13). However, in order to employ this method to alleviate financial
constraints, this relationship needs to be developed over time since few research institutions
are set up to provide professional consultancy. Such collaboration requires that the
innovation process be synchronized with the interest of the collaborating research groups.
In this study, often the resources offered by and tasks completed by the research institutions
were not paid through projects' construction budgets (see Table 9). Through this
relationship with the research institutions, the design teams were able to avoid some, if not
most, of the costs resulting from the choice of implementing an EEl.
Minimal fees or the omission of fees charged by research institutions is not altruistic. There
is a mutual benefit. The scientific research related to building design and construction also
benefits from collaboration with practitioners. For researchers at the academic and research
institutions, such collaboration becomes an expedient mechanism for: (1) developing and
2 Most firms follow conventional percentage rules of thumb when estimating costs and proposing fees, typically
based on 5-10% of construction cost.
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increasing research works which is vital to procuring future research funding; (2) applying
theoretical studies of building science for intellectual or ethical pursuits with an added
incentive of receiving consulting fees; and (3) directly influencing the environmental actions.
8.
HOW CAN CONSTRUCTION COSTS BE MAINTAINED WITHIN BUDGET
ALLOCATIONS WHEN INNOVATION IS INVOLVED?
Despite all the risks associated with innovations, there is a particular advantage for pursuing
innovation in the building industry. Because innovation is an attempt to improve on the
conventions, it has a greater potential for external financial assistance for integrating such
innovative technologies, such as EEl, into architectural projects. To mitigate projects'
financial constraint, the examined design teams offset construction budget inadequacy by
obtaining subsidies, rebates, or manufacturer discounts during the later development and
implementation stage.
a. Negotiate for subsidies and rebates
In addition to design tradeoffs, which are typically the focus of most design teams to reduce
the construction cost, innovations widen the opportunity for state and federal financial
assistance. Some financial burdens of examined EEI were alleviated by subsidies and
rebates from non-profit and/or governmental organizations.
Subsidization is an economic instrument to stimulate a desired technical or behavioral
response from private sectors. Since the effort to deliver energy efficient buildings is
considered well timed and the general public sentiment for fulfilling social obligation on the
environmental issues is prevalent, negotiating for government subsidies is a viable option.
Based on this study, most government subsidies or incentive programs did not exist at the
time the projects were designed. In fact, the New York State Energy Research
Development Authority's subsidy for fuel cells and green building tax incentives were
inspired by the Four Times Square project and have been given to new constructions in
NYC since the completion of Four Times Square.
Steps taken to secure government subsidies and rebates vary depending on a number of
factors. The following are the considerations for getting EEl subsidization:
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(1) State and governmental policies: different states and federal agencies offer various
subsidies to building owners who integrate energy efficiency into their buildings; e.g.,
New York and Pennsylvania are currently in the process of implementing the 2000
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) with State Energy Program Grants.
(2) Type of energy efficient innovation: various types of EEI address different issues,
provide different levels of effectiveness, and make different political statements.
Depending on the emphasis and response to these variables, funding may come from
government agencies and non-profit organizations. For example, through NYSERDA,
the U.S. Department of Energy, and Environmental Protection Agency subsidized fuel
cells for Four Times Square because the technology provides an alternative method for
cleaner energy production while the Swedish Building Research provides grants for the
Lindes Terrace Housing's omission of heating systems because such an approach can
potentially change how residential construction can be modified to minimize
environmental damage and this approach to construction is still being developed.
b. Collaborate with manufacturers
Innovations imply potential new products. Particularly if the innovation is replicable,
manufacturers involved in the cases have been found to be possible sources of financial aid.
The study found that Linz Design Center's Lightmetrics and Lanchester Library's high
precision dampers were co-developed by the manufacturers BENEDER and Siemens, and
Landis & Staefa respectively. Without the innovations, there was little chance that these
buildings would be developed with the desired functions while maintaining the construction
budgets. The price of Lightmetrics today is over 35% higher than what the client paid in the
Linz Design Center; also, since the completion of Four Times Square, the price of fuel cells
has increased by 30% to about $800,000 per unit.
The ability to secure manufacturer discounts hinges on two conditions: (1) the prospect of
future use of the product, and (2) the prospect of product recognition through association
with prestigious projects or renowned designers.
For example, Thomas Herzog, a German architect known for technologically advanced
buildings, won the design competitions for the much-publicized Linz Design Center and,
shortly after, the Hanover World Exhibition Hall 26. Both buildings were designed to
incorporate the system of Lightmetrics. Joachim Leibig (Vice President of Research &
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Development at Siemens Siteco Traunreuth facility) confirmed that this potential for future
use was a major consideration for Siemens' decision to produce the innovation. In addition,
the manufacturer also anticipated Lightmetrics as a potentially viable new product. Hence,
the manufacturers, BENEDER and Siemens, could afford the investment risk in developing
the innovation and charged a lower cost. Similarly, Four Times Square is located in
midtown Manhattan and was the first and largest speculative office development in NYC in
over a decade. Because of its notable location, it received much attention from the public
and officials. Everyone involved wanted to make it an example of environmentally sound
buildings. The project purchased fuel cell units from the manufacturer, ONSI Corporation, at
a much lower cost than today's market value. In short, the greater the prospect of future
sales of the product or the opportunity to associate with prestigious designers and projects,
the more likely a discount can be negotiated.
c. Involve client in the decision making process
Clients' allocation of construction budget is typically fixed early on or even before the
conception of a project and is a major constraint in most innovative architectural endeavors.
The investigation indicates that, particularly with private clients, the level of the client's
involvement during the design process often influences how flexible the budget distribution
or addition is within a project. The higher the clients' enthusiasm about the innovation, the
better the possibility that the clients will be willing to adjust the construction budget to
respond to the extra cost. For example, Douglas and Jonathan Durst of the Durst
Organization had been intimately involved in the design and decision making process. In
fact, they were the source of the innovation for the project. These clients provided additional
budget for fuel cells-such client's added budget can be read as a private subsidy. Client's
willingness to provide additional budget hinges on their commitment to the environmental
agenda and the level of their understanding about the benefits provided by EEl.
9.
HOW CAN FEAR OF TECHNICAL MALFUNCTIONS BE MINIMIZED?
Once the team has agreed upon the goal and specific design approach, various obstacles
are more specific to the technology itself. As technologies get more integrated, as in EEl,
the chance of interruption in the entire system due to component's failure is greater. By
definition, innovation is new and has not yet been fully explored. Introducing innovation,
therefore, heightens the fear of performance failure. The studies have found that, during the
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design development cycle and technology implementation stage, the EEI teams alleviated
the fear of performance uncertainty (technical risk) by (a) conducting extensive evaluation,
(b) collaborating with research institutions, and (c) securing technical support for ongoing
operation and maintenance (manufacturer's warranties, research monitoring and
improvement).
a. Conduct extensive evaluation
Few if any design teams have implemented projects with exactly the same technical issues
and energy efficiency considerations. Due to its newness, innovation does not have proven
track records; therefore, it demands more testing and evaluation (see Table 10). The goal
of extensive assessment is to prevent operation failures. These evaluations are essential to
how both client and team members view the proposed technology. The confidence and
assurance gained from these scientific studies directly affect the considerations about
whether to implement EEI because the technical concerns revolve around whether the
system will work (if at all), and, to some extent, how well the system will work. These
evaluations were conducted continually throughout the design process. The simpler and
less expensive methods were used in the initial stages. As design proceeded and more
parameters were identified, the more intensive and accurate methods (also more costly)
were employed.
Different testing and assessment methods were used to accomplish similar evaluations in
many of the EEl development processes. For example, in the case of the Contact Theatre's
ventilated chimneys, the CIBSE Methods were used to refine the estimates for the air
pathways sizes (e.g., the pressures generated from the stack effect with varying stack height
and temperature), to determine issues requiring further investigations (e.g., the resistance to
airflow with varying air change rate and temperature gradient), and to identify what
additional data was required. This approach considers alternative ideas more quickly and at
lower cost than the more involved Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modeling (Quincey
2000). Unavoidably, comprehensive measures must be taken when using novel solutions in
energy efficient buildings. Such extensive evaluation thus becomes both a major barrier
and the means to successful implementation of EEl.
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b. Collaborate with research institutions
The fear of technical failure can also be curtailed by collaborating with research institutions
(see Table 13). Since they have a considerable knowledge base and are characteristically
diverse in research and development of technologies, a close collaboration with such
institutions provides a sense of security to both the building owners and the designers
themselves. This sense of security is crucial to successful implementation of novel
technologies such as EEl. For example, Hans Eek (architect and environmental engineer)
carried out the studies on the passive systems of the Lindas Terrace Housing (Sweden).
His study indicated that the design without any mechanical heating system is feasible, even
for the winter months. Since these homes are in a Nordic country, where the temperature
falls below the thermal comfort level about 8 months a year, to gain confidence for
developers, clients and himself, Maria Wall, a professor in the Building Technology program
at Lund Institute of Technology was brought into the design process to carry out additional
studies and to validate the design. In the end Eek's calculations were confirmed.
Similarly, Kevin Lomas of DeMontfort University's Institute of Energy and Sustainable
Development (IESD) conducted extensive airflow analyses for the naturally ventilated
system of Lanchester Library. His collaboration with architect Alan Short was crucial to the
understanding of the fluid and thermal behavior dictating the performance of that passively
controlled building. Without Lomas' studies, the ventilation on the top floor of the library
would not have worked due to inadequate stack effects needed to drive the air circulation
and ventilation.
c. Secure ongoing technical support
Based on the investigation, the technical concerns also revolve around the "stability" of a
novel system. Having an ongoing technical support either in a research or applied capacity
(from research institutions or manufacturers, respectively) helps reduce the fear of technical
problems (to both the clients and design team) because ongoing support means there is a
separate or independent body taking the responsibility of monitoring and repairing the
malfunctions (see Table 14). Both Thomas Herzog and Alan Short collaborated closely with
manufacturers and secured product warranties to mitigate this technical concern. The
manufacturer warranty can be essential in EEI endeavors because it alleviates both client's
fear of technical problems and designers' long-term legal liability. In the case of LindAs
Houses where heating systems were eliminated, a research grant from the Swedish Building
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Research supports the post occupancy monitoring, while Egnahemsbolaget (developer)
continues to maintain and repair glitches. Hence, the designers' and building owners' fear
of a total system failure is minimized since responsible parties can be quickly identified in
time of disruption.
POST-CONSTRUCTION PHASE
10.
HOW CAN THE CYCLE OF SUCCESS BE SUSTAINED?
The pattern of prior research (illustrated in Table 23) suggests that the continual
development of expertise in a specific area of energy efficiency and/or building physics is
crucial to sustaining a successful cycle of EEI implementation. Because EEI typically
involves incremental developments, attempting to innovate at the start of each project is
generally ineffective. Many of the core members of each examined team continue their
investigation beyond the completion of the case studies. Currently, while Thomas Herzog
maintains his investigation in building enclosure systems, he also broadens his focus to
include establishing structures for integrating environmental issues into architectural
education at the Technical University of Munich. Similarly, Sandy Halliday continues a post-
occupancy study of the McLaren Sport Centre to verify the effectiveness of dynamic
insulation in the design. Kevin Lomas and Alan Short are now introducing their ventilated
chimney systems into the U.S. with their commission of the new academic center at Judson
College in Elgin, Illinois. This pattern of continual research or design investigation is
repeatedly found in the practice of Four Times Square's Durst Organization and Fox &
Fowle, Telus Headquarters' Peter Busby and Keen Engineering, and British New
Parliament's Chris Twinn and John Berry.
In addition to continuing personal research to refine the technologies or strategies, much of
their innovative works have also appeared in various architectural and engineering journals
and literature. Publication is a built-in incentive because it becomes a mechanism for
credential development-the basis for developing professional reputation (highly regarded
within the building industry) and can potentially increase future architectural commissions.
Such a parallel incentive system is important to keep the EEI cycle going.
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Summary
Based on this study, it is possible to postulate a simple life-cycle model of the process of
EEI implementation in terms of a sequential process consisting of three phases. The first
phase includes those actions prior to the actual design that may have a positive or negative
impact on the design practice and the final outcome. This preparation phase can be called
pre-design. The second phase is that of development and implementation, which involve
conceptual design, design development, manufacturing, and construction. This phase can
be considered complete when the process ends with the actual integration of innovation into
a building project and the innovation performs all of the basic requirements. Because of the
time-commitment required to benefit from energy saving, it is not possible at the project
completion to know if the technical and utilization targets are being met successfully and
consistently. The third phase is post-construction phase, which emphasizes sustaining
innovation. In this phase, continual monitoring to verify performance and/or further develop
technical improvements are essential. At this post-construction phase, further activities
needed to move beyond a single success are likely to take place. The dividing lines
between phases are diffused. The start and endpoints of these phases overlap and cannot
be consistently outlined. Throughout the process, research and development on
technologies and strategies help obtain external financial assistance and provide the
backbone for EEI implementation process. As revealed by this study, only through
establishing such a solid footing and specific conviction can the cycle of innovation continue.
The EEI implementation process should never end.
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FINAL REMARKS AND DISCUSSION
This research has examined the roots of energy efficient innovation (EEI) in the building
industry-to understand how such innovation occurs in certain instances but not in
others. At a time when the building industry is moving towards standardization and
increasing uniformity, it is highly strategic to question how certain architects and
engineers are challenging the conventions and creating works that are conscientious,
innovative, and assist in contributing to a more resource efficient future. As discussed in
the preceding chapters, the main focus of this research is not primarily about "product"
or particular technology per se, nor is it about finding a guaranteed "solution" for EEI in
buildings. Rather, this research focuses on the "process," highlighting the key issues
and factors in building practices that foster the development and implementation of EEl
specifically, and more broadly about innovations in the building industry.
The study and its findings suggest a re-examination of the conventional wisdom which
indicates that achieving innovation in buildings is about "managing" different aspects of a
project, e.g., expertise, finance, and information. While effective management technique
is an important component in building projects, relatively little consideration in the
industry has been given to individuals' compatibility within the team or initial setting of
protocols with regards to the research agenda, responsiveness of participants, and
anticipation of future growth, attributes that are typically considered tangential to project
management. In light of the evidence presented, the notion of "managing" innovation
seems incomplete or even inappropriate. Developing innovations such as EEl have
been found not to be emphatically about "managing," but rather about "inducing." In
fact, at the start of the projects documented this study, each of the design teams did not
set out to produce an innovation as their specific objective, but instead, they had the less
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defined intention to minimize the environmental impact or the buildings' energy use.
These teams managed their innovative projects similarly to their less successful ones or
to their more conventional ones. Brainstorming, team building, expert participation, and
budget control were part of both innovative and standard works. The difference between
the instances in which innovations and conventional outcomes occurred was the
principal details and various circumstances that instigated and supported innovative
pursuits, such as external funding, team chemistry, credential development, growth
prospect, and research vigor of the cross-disciplinary teams. In the context of innovation
in energy efficient building, "inducing" as opposed to "managing" therefore seems apt
and more precise.
Considering the intricacy of the innovation process, how can technological innovation be
best induced and nurtured for projects that strive to implement better performing and
energy efficient buildings? Six key factors crucial to the practice of innovation have been
highlighted: commitment to environmental agenda, concurrent design process, high
team relational competency, external funding, technical assistance, and technical
demonstration and validation. However, these factors cannot be considered without
their interdependencies to each other or without the recognition of team dynamics and
logistical provisions in their collaboration (e.g., risk mitigation, incentive structure). At the
most fundamental level for innovation to occur, the members of a building team need to
collaborate effectively. Although many design teams make the attempt to create
compatible relationships among the participants (such as team building or project
partnering), the results of their collaborations are often drastically different, some bearing
truly unique and innovative outcomes while others equate their successes to the on-time
and on-budget delivery. Certain teams make more innovative attempts while many
falter. Only through the recognition of key interdependencies and flexibility in their
adjustment in relation to other key elements can the allegorized method of practicing be
effective.
The results of this study illustrate consistent patterns that are more thought provoking
than originally anticipated. The identified precedents and patterns of innovation in
energy efficiency provide much insight not only into the building practice itself but also
into the mechanics of innovation that may be applicable to a wider operation and
utilization in other areas. The discussions conducted with practitioners during the course
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of this research have underlined three important issues specific to innovation in the
building industry: architectural and engineering education, design contract formulation,
and computer-based collaboration platforms, which aim to support the work routine of
project participants and building professionals.
The findings of the research stressed the importance of compatibility and concurrent
collaboration between members of a multidisciplinary team as a key component of
innovation implementation. If the established relationships and concurrent work ethic
required by a multidisciplinary team are prevalent in successful practices, why is it that
today's architectural and engineering education focuses on "isolation" not "integration"?
Understandably, like many other fields of study, architectural education is designed to
serve those individuals who wish to become architects and, likewise, engineering
training is designed for those who decide to pursue an engineering career. The curricula
in either case are highly structured with the focus on key subject skills but give relatively
little regard to necessary relationships across the two academic programs. Despite the
reality that architects and engineers in practice work together on most, if not all, building
endeavors (even on the most mundane ones), their educations, for the most part, are
isolated from one another. Architectural and engineering programs should be
reexamined and become cross-disciplinary. The integration of domain expertise within
academic environment serves two purposes. First, successful innovation, such as EEl,
clearly demands the intellects not from a single field, but from many interrelated fields.
The successes of the case studies arise from the cooperation between all project
participants comprising wide and varied skill sets. To facilitate and implement EEI in the
building industry as a whole, it would be logical that architectural and engineering
education be better integrated towards preparing students to deal with concerns outside
the strict boundaries of their knowledge domains. Project oriented classes incorporating
both architectural and engineering students collaborating on problem-solving and
working towards a common goal, for instance, would serve the purpose of stimulating
the cross-fertilization of skills and simulating the close cooperation necessary between
disciplines, reflecting the professional setting.
Secondly, the assimilation of cross-disciplinary classes would also foster the
relationships among students that could prove valuable in future professional endeavors.
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As indicated by the case studies, the core members of the teams that have successfully
integrated EEl into their projects share a consistent pattern of long established alliances.
By integrating specialized fields in educational structures, potentially valuable
relationships may be initiated and developed. The prospect for future EEl and
innovation on the whole could be enhanced. Classes like these exist, but are hardly
common. In order to truly prepare students to accomplish not merely functional but also
innovative works, cross-disciplinary education must become the norm, rather than the
exception. While this isolated curricula approach separating education fields may
succeed in developing basic skills and specialization, it may ultimately and inadvertently
dampen innovation.
From the perspective of technological development specifically, the computer-based
facilitative software and devices are being conceptualized and utilized to improve
efficiency in collaboration and sharing of information with the idea that innovation will
ensue. Effective communication and information sharing certainly has a significant role
within innovation. Yet, the questions remain: Are current collaboration platforms for the
AEC industry able to foster innovative and sound solutions? Do they have the
necessary features?
Efficient management of information flow and skillful coordination of group activities are
typical pursuits in today's collaboration platforms intended for supporting the work
routine of participants in a building project (Pena-Mora et al. 1999). In many cases, the
assumption made by designers of such software is that innovation will transpire if the
communication is fast and efficient and the knowledge and facts are made instantly
available. While these efficiencies are an important component, the EEI studies suggest
that undertaking ongoing research and providing established alliances between core
members of a project are vital to induce innovation. Given the importance of knowledge
growth and relational competency (i.e., compatibility among team members) to
innovation success, collaboration software seeking to facilitate innovation in the building
industry should incorporate a facilitating arm that nurtures the accumulation of new
understanding and the forming of long-standing professional relationships. In an ideal
world, a system comprising a large network of specialists whose members would
willingly respond to questions and share design insight with other practitioners would be
straightforward to implement. The system could feature ways in which professionals
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from past and current projects could be connected and collaborate. All transactions and
information would be automatically compiled via intelligent input and storing methods for
future retrieval. In this scenario, the sharing of ideas and participation in problem solving
among these individuals does not only benefit current projects, but also future works,
and, at the same time, would create a valuable network for the users. The reality is,
creating a software tool that can nurture such collegiality is difficult, if not impossible,
because knowledge accumulation and devoted participation may have little to do with
the technology itself. Fostering relationships toward innovation requires a complex
framework, which certainly cannot be formed independently from other mechanisms
such as contract arrangement, incentive structure, and hiring norm.
Aside from having competent architects and engineers, in order for an advanced
technology to support innovation, conventional contracting structures between the
design team members and the project owner must be rethought. Any successful
development for a computer-supported work platform in the building industry should be
closely related to the development of these contracting structures. The EEI studies
show that project members would take more risks as long as their financial benefits
would not be negatively affected by their innovation effort and designers would more
readily consider compromises to their compensation if the prospect of future
collaboration were evident. While design contracts should be arranged to avoid negative
influence on participants' profitability, an effective contract should broaden incentive
schemes, e.g., profit sharing or higher probability of further commissions, to motivate
architects and key team members to pursue EEl. In short, the contract structure and
hiring norm should present the possibility for continual collaboration, financial rewards,
and professional relationship development.
Some of the large building owners today (e.g., universities, corporations, or large
developers) have begun to recognize design merits and reward design teams whose
projects exceeded the performance standards or specification of the owners. Due to the
size and frequency of construction, multiple project owners have a unique position to
nurture innovation in the building industry. Because of their continual demand for new
structures, multiple project owners have an opportunity to amend their hiring routine from
a project-by-project basis to an extended contract affiliation. An example of extended
partnership includes maintaining short-listed consultants for multiple years, instead of
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project by project. The benefits of extended contract type are twofold. First, the
privilege offered by the contract allows a stronger relationship between the involved
parties to form and, at the same time, minimizes the antagonistic relationships, which
undoubtedly hinder team members to go above and beyond the call of duty. Second,
under the extended contract, practitioners remain part of the community even if they
have completed their projects; therefore, it allows knowledge accumulation, necessary
for technological innovation, such as EEl. Most collaborative systems and services in
the building industry today focus on coordinating the tasks related to one project at a
time. Rarely is information from one project team utilized by another. The system's
inability to accumulate and retrieve information does little to promote environmental
responsible design and innovation. Under an extended contract, practitioners from past,
present, and also future projects stay in the system, making information sharing not only
possible but attractive since the participants continue to benefit from the software and its
'knowledge repository'. As a computer-supported work platform becomes more valuable
to the practitioners, the knowledge community can develop and be supported. As a
result, new and strengthened personal relationships likely leading to greater
opportunities for innovation can be formed. In other words, extended contracts not only
foster relationships but also support innovation-incubating collaboration software. Of
course, employing firms with a long list of collaboration on 'business-as-usual' projects
does not portend great innovation.
A contract with performance bonuses and extended contract arrangements would be a
relatively affordable option for most large clients. Unfortunately, small owners do not, in
all likelihood, set aside finances for additional benefits nor do they commission multiple
buildings at one time or within a short period of time. Under conventional contracting
methods, the financial benefits for designers who innovate, evidently, have been few and
far between. Compensation for innovation effort (if any) ends at the completion of the
project. Since EEI infers continuing financial returns, it provides a unique opportunity for
a profit-sharing type of contract, in which owners with a limited budget can share benefit
from an innovation effort, and thus, promote collaboration and technological innovation.
Most importantly, benefits from an innovation effort are made apparent under a profit-
sharing contract.
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Energy efficient design, like any performance-based design, demands extensive
evaluation. Often, the design fees are inadequate to sustain the necessary assessment.
As a result, numerous and potentially worthy innovations have fallen short of being
implemented. The recurrent savings from efficient use of energy, however, could widen
the contracting scope (which, for the most part, ends at building completion) to allow for
a shared-saving scheme, in which partial design fees could be exchanged for a co-
ownership of the building for a stipulated number of years. The financial rewards from
energy savings, hence, would not be enjoyed by only one group of participants (typically,
the owners) but instead would be shared with the contributors of innovation. Under such
a contract, the design team would strive for the most efficient building because
essentially they would be building it for themselves. Any significant energy savings as a
result of successful EEI would only serve to increase the profits of the design team, and
therefore, provide a palpable incentive for the designers to invest in EEl. In general, any
change in contract structures should emphasize the sharing of savings from efficient
performance as an added incentive for designers to pursue EEl. This shared-savings
concept may alleviate the dilemma of design fee inadequacy-the restrictions within
conventional contract arrangements-and could form a new mode of contracting for
resource efficient buildings. Integrating the design contract with real estate opportunities
may just be the way to revolutionize the building practice to better support resource
efficient design and technological innovation. By further developing the new
understandings, insights, and propositions rendered in this study, EEI in buildings will be
more effectively facilitated.
5100 FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
Whether the result of this study could be broadly applicable to innovative developments
in other fields or limited to the AEC industry will require further investigation. Research
of other specific innovations in buildings (e.g., recycling technologies or material
applications) and comparative studies to different industries (e.g., manufacturing or
information technology) can explore the extent to which these findings are pertinent to
other practices. Also, future research could elucidate the relative importance among the
critical success factors and determine the role of design contracts in the implementation
of innovation in greater depth. Ongoing investigation of "critical failure factors" could
yield further insight not only into the implementation process of innovation but also into
the diffusion process of innovative technologies for wider applications. In the end, a
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definitive theory of innovation and environmental design practice specific to the AEC
industry may ensue.
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APPENDICES
LIST OF APPENDICES
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C
List of Contacts for Case Studies
Interview Questions
Questionnaire and Check List
This survey was used, in combination with the questions in Appendix B, during
the investigation of the final two case studies. It was used internally as a check-
list to verified the findings based on the first six cases.
The survey has two sections:
Section 1 aims to establish profile of each interviewee
Section 2 aims to verify Critical Success Factors and Major Barriers
Question 1-3: to identify concurrent design process
Question 4-7: to verify whether team commitment to environmental
concerns exists
Question 8-15: to identify the elements fostering collaborative climate
Question 16-18: to identify sources of financial support
Question 19-29: to identify methods expediting design approvals
Question 30a-f: to identify major barriers in EEI implementation process
Appendix D EEI Implementation Process (Enlarged Diagram)
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APPENDIX A List of Contacts for Case Studies
Contact Name Affiliation Location Role
Richard Quincy Max Fordham and London, England Mechanical Engineer
Partners (till 2000)
Alan Short Short & Associates London, England Architect
Kevin Lomas Institute of Energy and Leicester, England Air flow and Energy
Sustainable Development, Analyst
De Montfort University
Malcolm Cook Institute of Energy and Leicester, England Air flow and Energy
Sustainable Development, Analyst
De Montfort University
Chris Bannister Michael Hopkins and London, England Architect, Project
Partners Manager
John Berry Ove Arup & Partners London, England Mechanical engineer
Bill Dunster Michael Hopkins and London, England Architect
Partners (till 1999)
Hanns-J6rg Schrade Herzog + Partners Munich, Germany Architect
T6bben Martin Prof. Dr. Gerhard Munich, Germany HVAC Engineer
Hausladen HVAC
Engineer (till 1999)
Christian Bartenbach Bartenbach Lichtlabor Aldrans, Austria Lighting consultant
GmbH
Wilfried Pohl Bartenbach Lichtlabor Aldrans, Austria Lighting consultant
GmbH
Klaus Str6binger Bartenbach Lichtlabor Aldrans, Austria Research and
GmbH Development
Joachim Leibig Siteco Traunreut, Germany Manufacturer, R&D
Beleuchtungstechnik
GmbH [Siemens]
Bruce S. Fowle Fox & Fowle Architects New York, USA Architect
Mel Ruffini Tishman Construction New York, USA Construction manager
Corporation and General contractor
Marvin Lewin Consentini Associates New York, USA Mechanical Engineer
Pamela Lippe Earth Day New York New York, USA Environmental
Coordinator
Johnathan Durst The Durst Organization New York, USA Client/ Developer (own
Inc. and manage)
Louis J. Esposito The Durst Organization New York, USA Client representative
Inc.
Todd Coulard The Durst Organization New York, USA Client representative
Inc.
Peter Busby Busby & Associates Vancouver B.C., Architect
Architects Canada
Steve Palmier Busby & Associates Vancouver B.C., Architect, Project
Architects (till 2001) Canada Manager
Douglas Williams Read Jones Vancouver B.C., Structural Engineer
Christoffersen Ltd. Canada
Blair T. McCarry Keen Engineering Co. Ltd. Vancouver B.C., Mechanical Engineer
Canada
Hans Eek EFEM G6teborg, Sweden Architect
(till 1999)
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APPENDIX A List of Contacts for Case Studies (Continued)
Contact Name Affiliation Location Role
Mats Ojersj6 EGNAHEMSBOLAGET G6teborg, Sweden Project Manager,
Developer
Maria Erlandsson EGNAHEMSBOLAGET G6teborg, Sweden Sale Officer, Developer
William Bordass W. Bordass Associates London, England Testing Engineering
(building services)
Howard Liddell GAIA Architects Edinburgh, Scotland Architect
Sandy Halliday GAIA Research Edinburgh, Scotland Researcher of Building
Services
Helena Westholm EFEM G6teborg, Sweden Architect
Steve Harris Michael Hopkins and London, England Architect
Partners (till 1999)
Chris Twinn Ove Arup & Partners London, England Building Service
Engineer
Bertil Ohrstr6m FFNS Malm6, Sweden Architect
Peter Fr6st FFNS Malm6, Sweden Architect
(till 1998) _______________
Karin Adalberth J&W Energy and Malm6, Sweden Energy and Indoor
Environment Environment Engineer
Jan Trygg J&W Energy and Malm6, Sweden Building Physics and
Environment Indoor Environment
Engineer
Hanna Roberts BoOl Framtidsstaden Malm6, Sweden Environmental
Coordinator
Catarina Thomark Lund Institute of Lund, Sweden Researcher in Building
Technology Sciences
Krister Wiberg Lund Institute of Lund, Sweden Professor of Architecture
Technology
Allan Rasmussen JM AB Stockholm, Sweden Real Estate Developer
Jan Inghe-Hagstr6m Hammarby Sj6stad Stockholm, Sweden Planner
Kerstin Blixt Hammarby Sj6stad Stockholm, Sweden Environmental
Coordinator
Henrik Berg von SWECO International Stockholm, Sweden Architect and Urban
Linde Planner
Randall Thomas Max Fordham & Partners London, England Building Service
Engineer
Guy Battle Battle McCarthy London, England Building Service
Consulting Engineer Engineer
Marc Zanchetta Battle McCarthy London, England Energy Study and
Consulting Engineer Simulation Specialist
Nico Kienzl Herzog + Partners Munich, Germany Architect
(till 1997)
Jan Esche Ingenhoven Overdiek und Dusseldorf, Germany Architect
Partners (till 2000)
Tony McLaughlin Buro Happold New York, USA Building Engineer
(passive environmental
design/control)
Mathias Schuler Transsolar Energietechnik Stuttgart, Germany Climate Engineer
GmbH
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APPENDIX B
Interview Questions
Section 1:
Regarding the general nature and origin of the environmental aspect of the project
1. What was your primary design objective for this project? (Contextual, Environmental,
Aesthetics, etc.)
2. How did your team share this design objective? (Enthusiastic, Resisting, etc.)
[If environmental design or sustainable design was the primary goal]
3. What was your definition of sustainable design? (Minimized embodied energy, Reduced
C02 emissions during operations, Increased use of recycled or recyclable materials,
etc.)
4. Were there any sudden changes in environmental policies, energy availability, building
regulations, or sudden increase in energy price?
5. What was sustainable about this project? Did final design meet your goal?
6. Who introduced this sustainability factors into the design goals? (Client, Architects,
Engineers, Codes and regulations, Market demand, Cost, etc.)
7. When was it introduced? (Before schematic design; During schematic design, design
development, or construction)
8. How was it defined and formalized as a design goal?
9. What was the clients' attitude towards the sustainable design goal?
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Interview Questions
Section 2:
Regarding the composition of the AEC team
1. What are your priorities when you are involved with building projects?
2. How did you get involved in the project?
3. What was your role in the project?
4. Who selected the members of design team for the project?
5. What factors were crucial for the selection of specific team members? (Prior
experiences, Location, Time constraints, Reputation, etc.)
6. Did the factor of sustainability play a role in the selection of the team members?
7. What was the relationship between participating members of the team? (Contracts,
Responsibility, Expertise, Liability, Division of work, etc.)
8. How did the composition support or impede the delivery of the design goal?
9. Did the composition change the design goal?
10. Did the team composition change during the project and why?
11. If you could have brought additional members on board, who would you have chosen,
how would it have affected the project, and when would you have brought them in?
12. Tell me about your perception of the client, architects, or engineers.
13. Tell me about the nature of collaboration among participants
14. Who in your view was seen as a leader of this project towards energy efficiency?
15. What or who do you think was the most important part of the project?
16. Who paid for your work? (Part of architect's fee, client's additional budget, etc.)
17. Based on your experience with numerous projects, was there anything unique about the
way people work on this project?
18. What do you think is the value-added of bringing the entire group together? Is
representation of all aspects of project necessary?
19. What was the role of contractor in the development of this project?
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Interview Questions
Section 3:
Regarding the innovation and its implementation process
1. When was this innovation introduced? Who introduced it?
2. Through what channels did you retrieve or receive information regarding the innovation?
3. Can you walk me through the development and implementation of this innovation?
4. Did any team members have particular experience with this innovation before this
project?
5. How was typical design meeting structured? How did they start or end?
6. Did everyone at the meetings receive all information about the project?
7. How were the responsibility, coordination, expertise, and workload distributed for the
development and implementation of this innovation?
8. Was the effort for this innovation part of the standard services of the design team or were
there special allowances in terms of development cost? Who paid for it?
9. What were the constraints on the development? (Schedule, Cost, Codes, Knowledge,
technology, etc.)
10. What were the primary barriers to your innovation? Which problems came up during the
development? And, how were they solved? Or, what was compromised?
11. What could have been done differently?
12. What did not happen? Were there good ideas introduced initially but were not carried out
to completion? What were the problems? Did you have an alternative design?
13. Was there an official (maybe informal or unofficial) method or procedure of presenting
ideas and bringing up questions?
14. When energy or design analyses were performed, were the evaluation made available to
you or other in the team?
15. What kind of approval processes the team had to follow when introducing the innovation?
What sort of codes prevented it or made it difficult to implement?
16. Any specific tools you particular beneficial to the development of your innovation? Or,
some tools you wish you had?
17. What were the deliberate strategies employed to ensure the integration of your
innovation?
18. What was the greatest driving force (catalyst)? What was the greatest determining
steps? (inhibitor or barrier)
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Interview Questions
Section 4:
Regarding benefits of the innovation and technology transfer
1. Has this project changed your firm's attitude towards innovation?
2. Have you gained a competitive edge over other consulting firms as a result of this
innovation?
3. Do you foresee future development and application of this innovation in your other
projects?
4. Have you used this project (particularly discussing the innovation) in your firm's
marketing?
5. What have you learned in terms of collaboration?
6. Have you worked with the same team on your later projects?
7. Is publishing your works important in your practice?
8. Why do you think we do not have more green buildings or energy efficient buildings?
[Lessons-learned]
9. What are the restrictions on how you can use this knowledge for future projects?
10. What are, in your opinion, the key factors to foster innovation in a building project?
11. How have you managed the knowledge gained with this innovation within your firm?
12. Based on this experience, what are the fundamental ingredients that would set a stage
for environmental design and innovation in buildings?
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APPENDIX C Questionnaire and Checklist (Internal use)
INNOVATION RESEARCH ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS
Figure A identifies the levels of NEWESS or UNCONVENTIONALNESS of an innovative technology
THIS SURVEY WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE THE CRITICAL FACTORS IN SUCCESSFUL DESIGN PRACTICES
lSECTION 1 PROFILE
Country:
1. Your profession or role in design team:
D Architect E Mechanical Engineer E Developer E Building occupant E Others
2. Have you participated in a team that designed an energy-efficient building?
O YES E NO [if NO, go to question 6]
3. Did your team introduce NEW/UNCONVENTIONAL strategy or technology in that building?
YES NO [if YES, go to question 4]
4. What was the NEW/UNCONVENTIONAL strategy or technology that your team introduced?
5. What was the percentage of energy saving (approximately)?
0% 10% 20% >30%
6. How many participants involved in your team (approximately)?
D 5 E 10 15 020
Don't know
11 Other .
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O SECTION 2 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING SECTION BASED ON THE PROJECT ABOVE
1. How did your team collaborate on a/the project?
D Constant brainstorming or discussion with all team members (architect, all engineers, clients, etc.)
E Architects started the design and then brought different consultants in at different times
E Each consultant worked independently and only discussed issues related to his/her tasks
E Rarely met as a team
E Other:
2. How would you characterize the interactions among the members of your team?
D Met with the ENTIRE team regularly
E Architect met with different consultant INDIVIDUALLY
0 Few meetings but exchanging comments and files with minimal face to face meetings
E Seldom met as a team
E Other:
3. During the design process, how often did your team meet?
D Once a week
E Once a month
E Met as conflicts arise
E Never met with the entire group
E Other:
4. Besides having to meet clients' program and budget, what was your goal of the project?
E to Pursue environmental agenda
E to Develop reputation and credential
E to Maximize financial compensation
E to Implement new technology
D Others
5. What was the topic that your team discussed most during the design?
E Environmental agenda issues
E Issues related to Design and Construction Schedule
E Issues related to the Use of the Technology
D Personal Conflict issues
E Others
6. Who raised the environmental issues in your project?
E Architect E Mechanical Engineer D Client E None E Others
7. What was the design approach relating to environmental agenda?
E Energy efficiency
E Material and waste recycling
E Indoor Air Quality
D No environmental agenda
D Others
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I
8. How did your team minimize different expectations among the project participants?
E A presentation by a member of the design team on a specific topic, such as slide shows
E A team-building or partnering process
E A project retreat
E No specific process to minimize work conflicts
E Others
9. How many people in the team you have worked with before?
E None K 1 E 2 E Everyone E Others
10. With the person identified in question 9, how long have you been working with this person?
E Less than 1 year K 1-3 years E 3-5 months K more than 5 years E Others
11. What was this person role in the team?
E Architect E Mechanical Engineer K Client E Building occupant E Others
12. How many people in your team placed a high value in minimizing environmental problems?
E None E 1 E 2 E All participants E Others
13. Who led the development of the mentioned innovation (stated in Section 1) that your team introduced?
K Architect E Engineer E Client E Building occupant E Others
14. The individual (in question 13) had a strong emphasis on:
E Advancing technology
E Environmental agenda
K Publication of building projects
E Unclear
K Other
15. If you have questions, how quickly did you get a response to your questions (typically)?
E In the same meeting
E Within a week
E Varied but know when the reply will be given
E Varied and don't know when to expect the reply
E Other
16. Please categorize the design fees set at the beginning of the project
E Adequate
E Inadequate
E Adequate with additional financial assistance from external sources
E Adequate because the cost of technical development was eliminated
E Other
17. How was your consulting fee structured?
K Fees based on construction budget
K Fees based on mechanical systems' sizes
K Fixed fee (set at the beginning)
K Fee based on square footage or square meter of the building
E Other
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18. Where did your project receive external financial support or grants?
E Governmental agencies
E Non-profit organization
EI Additional money from the client
E Did not receive any additional financial support
E Other
19. How did you demonstrate to the client that your technology is appropriate?
E Itemized explicitly the superiority of your design in comparison to other alternatives
E Discuss the advantages of your design (without referring to existing technology)
11 Use financial estimates to justify the technology
E Did not need to demonstrate the appropriateness of the technology to the client
l Other
20. What methods did you use to evaluate your design?
E Computer simulation
E Prototype testing
E Energy calculation-hand calculation
E All of the above
E Other
21. How many evaluation methods did you use to assess your design?
1 1 E 2 E 3 E 4 E Other
22. How often did you conduct those evaluations?
l Rarely E Frequently E Always E When client requested E Other
23. How often did you discuss those evaluations with the client?
E Rarely l Frequently E Always E When client requested E Other
24. In the process of energy efficient design, what did you show your client?
EL Actual images from computer simulations and/or wind tunnel
E Actual spread sheets of energy calculation
E Show both the actual images of simulations and spread sheets of the calculation
E Don't show the actual testing results
E Other
25. Where did you carry out the testing of your design?
L Testing labs in Universities
E Testing labs in consultants' offices
E, Testing labs in your own office
LI Did not use testing labs
L Other
26. Who paid for those testing and evaluations?
E Architect E Mechanical Engineer E Developer E Client L Others
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27. How involved were the main contributors' (of the technology) with academia?
E Regularly teaching (hold a teaching position in an academic institution)
E Lecture occasionally
E Hold occasional workshops
E No involvement with academia
E Other
28. What was/is the main-contributors' profession?
E Architect E Mechanical Engineer E Developer E Client E Others
29. Who conducts building-related research in your team?
E Architect E Mechanical Engineer E Client [ None K Others
29a, What was his or her research?
Rank the answer from (5-most prevalent barrier) to (1-least frequent barrier) if applicable.
30. Please rank the major difficulties in designing a/the innovative energy-efficient projects?
Financial barrier
Technical barrier
Psychological barrier
Un-supportive client
Un-interested designers
Conservative building standard/code
Others:
30a. Financial:
Inadequate compensation for design
The design is too expensive to build
Cost more than conventional mechanical systems
Others:
30b. Technical:
Require special computer programs or special analytical devices
Unavailability of engineering expertise
Tight schedule
Not possible to fabricate
Others:
30c. Psychological:
"Comfortable" with "conventional technologies"
Perceived as too risky, may not work
Egotism: "If it is not my idea, I have a hard time accepting the design approach" attitude
Others:
30d. Uninterested Client:
No request of environmental design from the client
Client against the green idea for fear of failure
Client sees no value in green design
Others:
Main contributors refer to the person who was intimately involved in the development of the technology.
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30e. Uninterested Designers:
____ No one in the team pushes for environmental design
____ Some design members against the "green" solution for fear of failure
____ Not everyone in the team is interested in pursuing innovative energy efficient design
Others:
30f. Regulatory:
Unclear permit process
____ Longer time required for building permit
____ Inflexible building codes
Others:
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